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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Topic and Outline  
 
Dirk Hoffmann (2002: 236) wrote that “[e]in verstärktes Auftreten von Anglizismen 

[…] sich schon seit Ende des Zweiten Weltkrieges beobachten [lässt], jedoch ist die 

Fülle und die Geschwindigkeit für das Auftauchen der Anglizismen in den letzten Jah-

ren bedenkenswert.“ Without doubt, due to English’s status as a world language, a tre-

mendously high amount of English words has entered the spheres of probably all Euro-

pean languages, and “the growing international relevance of English has [also] left its 

traces on the German language.” (Onysko 2004: 59)  

Certainly, German represents one of those languages where the influence and omnipres-

ence of English linguistic items are continually observable and hence undeniable. These 

impacts of the English language on German are assuredly due to a variety of reasons. 

Amongst the most important aspects of interference, however, one can certainly name 

occurrences such as the American occupation after World War II, large-scale input from 

modern media such as film and the internet as well as the growing status of English not 

just on a European level but on a global one, too. English has become the international 

lingua franca with regard to business communication, in politics, within the media and 

else. Thus, English is used by foreigners, who may experience, for example, that the 

English term expresses an issue much clearer than any word or phrase of their own na-

tive language could ever do. Hence, English words and phrases are borrowed into sev-

eral languages. Undoubtedly, these borrowings can affect any part of a language but it 

can be said beyond question that the lexicon of a language is most sensitive to those 

intrusions of alien words. These foreign words, which are explicitly of English origin, 

are called Anglicisms. 

However, by adopting Anglicisms into a language system, daily communication might 

become more difficult. People are confronted with those foreign words in everyday 

newspapers, on television, on the radio, and what is more, even in conversations with 

colleagues, customers, family and friends. And yet it is expected that everybody is fa-

miliar with those ‘imported’ words and knows how to use them. However, it is certainly 

difficult for many native speakers of German to use every single Anglicism correctly 

and properly. Therefore, it is the task of linguists, especially those investigating the 

German and the English language, as well as lexicographers to analyse the occurrence 

of Anglicisms and to order as well as discuss them sensibly in either general reference 

books or more specific dictionaries. Nonetheless, at the same time it appears difficult to 
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decide which dictionary proves to be the right one for which purpose, since they are not 

equally designed and address miscellaneous kinds of readership. 

This paper intends to examine three different dictionaries, which deal with the presence 

of Anglicisms, namely the German Duden – Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (Duden), the 

Dictionary of European Anglicisms (DEA) and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (AWb). 

The aim is to show how Anglicisms are represented in these very reference books. 

Thereby, the dictionary entries’ form and their complexity as well as their intention will 

be reviewed in order to demonstrate which dictionary serves which purpose and user.  

Following this introduction, the paper is divided into six broad chapters. The subsequent 

chapter will deal with the paper’s objectives and aims. Additionally, the methodology 

applied will be explained and certain key issues and terms are going to be clarified. The 

following part will give insight into some theoretical aspects concerning the study of 

Anglicisms. Thus, a light will be thrown onto the language contact of German and Eng-

lish in order to explain the phenomenon of the existence of Anglicisms in this very lan-

guage. Furthermore, linguistic borrowing in its overall sense as well as with special ref-

erence to Anglicisms will be scrutinised. The succeeding chapter will provide qualita-

tive analyses of the dictionaries in question. Therefore, the focus will lie on the meth-

odological aspects applied in each wordbook so as to demonstrate how the respective 

authors gathered data in order to create their dictionaries. The main intention of this 

chapter, however, will be the investigation and analysis of each dictionary’s lemmata 

and a comparison of the findings accordingly. The next chapter is dedicated to a purely 

quantitative account of each wordbook with regard to the Anglicisms listed and explic-

itly tagged as such. This is meant to demonstrate a tendency for the entirety of Angli-

cisms used in present-day German. Additionally, this chapter is to show that there are 

divergences as well as overlaps when recording the quantities of Anglicisms in the rele-

vant dictionaries. The last remaining content chapter will then summarise the findings 

of the structural analyses and the quantitative account. Assumptions about which dic-

tionary would serve whom best as well as how the three dictionaries could be combined 

to one interactive dictionary tool that is applicable for any purpose and any user will be 

focused on, too. The very last chapter will conclude the paper briefly.  

 
1.2 Previous Research  
 
The German language has always experienced certain influences resulting from linguis-

tic contact with other languages. Amongst them are Latin and Greek as well as French 

and English. Consequently, changes and modifications of the German language have 
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been commented on in various, though not always scientific, papers. Some of them 

were purist in nature; others defended the impacts and judged them as beneficial. Yet, 

what is undeniable is the fact that much research has been carried out in the field of lan-

guage contact and the lexical changes resulting from it. However, as English is continu-

ing to influence many of the world’s languages, and thus German at large, too, analyses 

in this very field will continue to play a role for longer.  

So far, most research has been carried out in the fields of media and advertising lan-

guage as well as the diction of the press. Thus, works that contributed to the study of 

Anglicisms within the German press are Wenliang Yang’s Anglizismen im Deutschen – 

Am Beispiel des Nachrichtenmagazins DER SPIEGEL, published in 1990, as well as the 

paper Anglizismen in der Pressesprache der BRD, der DDR, Österreichs und der 

Schweiz: eine vergleichende, typologische und chronologische Studie by Dunja Schel-

per from 1995. However, despite the importance of the press due to its representing pre-

sent-day language, the media and advertising sector has, especially recently, enjoyed 

great popularity among researchers. It would be impossible to name all the papers con-

ducted on this very linguistic field but a few should be mentioned. Probably one of the 

first works with regard to advertising and media was Dagmar Schütte’s Das schöne 

Fremde: anglo-amerikanische Einflüsse auf die Sprache der deutschen Zeitschriften-

werbung from 1996 in which influences of the English language with regard to newspa-

per and magazine advertising are commented on. In 2000 Richard Glahn analysed the 

impact of English on spoken present-day German in his work Der Einfluß des Engli-

schen auf gesprochene deutsche Gegenwartssprache: eine Analyse öffentlich gespro-

chener Sprache am Beispiel von ’Fernsehdeutsch’. Nicole Plümer’s Anglizismus – Pu-

rismus – sprachliche Identität: Eine Untersuchung zu den Anglizismen in der deutschen 

und französischen Mediensprache from 2000 as well as Sabine Kupper’s Anglizismen in 

deutschen und französischen Werbeanzeigen: zum Umgang von Deutschen und Franzo-

sen mit Anglizismen from 2003 contrast the use of Anglicisms in German and French 

media and advertising language. Additionally, they discuss the problem of purist ideas 

in general and attitudes towards the application of Anglicisms in the very field of media 

and advertising. Furthermore, Manuela Adler’s dissertation Form und Häufigkeit der 

Verwendung von Anglizismen in deutschen und schwedischen Massenmedien from 2004 

counts among the more exotic works while contrasting the usage of Anglicisms in 

Swedish and German.  

Another field studied relatively frequently is that of various jargons. Among works on 

this topic count Youngick Chang’s Anglizismen in der deutschen Fachsprache der 
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Computertechnik: eine korpuslinguistische Untersuchung zu Wortbildung und Bedeu-

tungskonstitution fachsprachlicher Komposita, published in 2005, which deals with the 

language of computer technology, as well as Ulrike Röhrenbeck’s Dottern, dippen oder 

strippen…: Anglizismen in der deutschen Medizinersprache from 1988 in which Angli-

cisms in medical terminology are focused on. Furthermore, the field of economics 

should be mentioned with Das Verständnis wirtschaftsspezifischer Anglizismen in der 

deutschen Sprache bei Unternehmen, Führungskräften und Mitarbeitern der neuen und 

alten Bundesländer by Andrea Effertz and Ulrike Vieth from 1996. In contrast to those 

various jargons general present-day language with regard to the application of Angli-

cisms was also investigated. There are overview works such as Denglisch, nein danke, 

edited by Hermann Zabel in 2001, or Deutsch – Englisch – Europäisch, published by 

Rudolf Hoberg in 2002, which contain articles by various scholars on the inflationary 

usage of English in Germany, Austria and Switzerland with regard to sports, travelling 

as well as other fields of general language use. Ilse Sörensen’s Englisch im deutschen 

Wortschatz: Lehn- und Fremdwörter in der Umgangssprache from 1995 counts among 

the publications on Anglicisms in general present-day German. However, milestones 

with regard to this very field were certainly set by Broder Carstensen and his extensive 

preoccupation with Anglicisms in German. Apart from various talks and publications he 

published a multipart dictionary on Anglicisms in German, the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch 

that also represents the main focus of this paper. This wordbook, which consists of three 

parts, was first started by Broder Carstensen and later finished by Ulrich Busse. 

Also within the field of cross-linguistic research Anglicisms, their perception and use 

were scrutinised. This was partly shown above where advertising and media language 

were compared in different languages. However, research has also been carried out with 

a focus on the languages as such. Wolfgang Viereck, for instance, devoted himself to 

publishing studies on cross-linguistic comparisons with regard to the impacts of English 

on the respective languages. Thus, the compilations English in contact with other lan-

guages as well as Studien zum Einfluß der englischen Sprache auf das Deutsche were 

published in 1986 and 1980. However, also Rudolf Filipovic’s work on an Etymological 

Dictionary of Anglicisms in European Languages as well as Manfred Görlach’s effort 

of producing A Dictionary of European Anglicisms should be listed among the mile-

stones in cross-linguistic analyses with regard to Anglicisms.  

Another issue, which can sometimes be seen as almost cross-linguistic, is the compari-

son of the existence and usage of Anglicisms in Eastern and Western Germany. While 

Martin Lehnert’s works Anglo-Amerikanisches im Sprachgebrauch der DDR and Der 
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angloamerikanische Einfluß auf die Sprache der beiden deutschen Staaten rather deal 

with differences between Eastern and Western Germany before and during the reunion, 

Hermann Fink’s Anglizismen in der Sprache der Neuen Bundesländer: eine Analyse zur 

Verwendung und Rezeption from 1997 discusses a linguistic present-day situation in 

Eastern Germany then. 

Yet, it appears as if most research has merely been carried out on the word level in vari-

ous fields of language use. This, however, can be confuted with works that focus on 

other linguistic issues, such as Broder Carstensen’s contributions to gender application 

of Anglicisms as well as other morphological issues concerning the integration of An-

glicisms into the German language system. Other scholars were preoccupied with the 

orthography of English words used in German. In 1995 Heidemarie Langner contribu-

ted to this very problem with her publication Die Schreibung englischer Entlehnungen 

im Deutschen: eine Untersuchung zur Orthographie von Anglizismen in den letzten 

hundert Jahren, dargestellt anhand des Dudens. Research has also been conducted on 

the lexicographical level. An exemplary paper is Ulrich Busse’s dissertation on An-

glizismen im Duden. Eine Untersuchung zur Darstellung englischen Wortguts in den 

Ausgaben des Rechtschreibdudens von 1880 – 1986. However, other publications on 

phonological, morphological, semantic as well as pragmatic problems with regard to 

Anglicisms have been conducted but to name more than those already mentioned would 

go beyond the scope of this paper. 
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2 Objectives and Methodology  
 
2.1 Objectives  
 
As already stated, the representation of Anglicisms in three selected dictionaries will be 

evaluated. For this purpose, three reference books have been chosen which range from 

rather general perspectives on language use to more specific wordbooks designed for 

the presentation of Anglicisms and foreign words only. The 2004 edition of the Duden – 

Die deutsche Rechtschreibung was selected in order to demonstrate a rather general 

German point of view. The analysis of the Dictionary of European Anglicisms (2001), 

edited by Manfred Görlach, is supposed to serve as medium ‘in between’ as it discusses 

Anglicisms but from a more European perspective. Those two dictionaries were chosen 

deliberately and explicitly as they represent a sort of chiasmus:  

 

 

 

 
    

Duden     DEA 
 

German      Anglicisms
Anglicisms           German 

         Figure 1 Chiasm of the Duden and the DEA 

 

The Duden exclusively deals with the German language and contains Anglicisms, other 

foreignisms as well as ordinary German words. The Dictionary of European Angli-

cisms, however, operates vice versa: it is laid out to solely demonstrate Anglicisms and 

no other foreignisms. The DEA examines the English influence in sixteen European 

languages, German is one of them. Thus, the Duden concentrates on German but in-

cludes Anglicisms whereas the DEA deals with Anglicisms but mentions the German 

language, too. These two reference books are a chiasmus and therefore they were cho-

sen to be part of this analysis. Finally, the Duden and the DEA combine exactly those 

issues, namely the words being German and Anglicisms, which form the core theme of 

the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch, on which the analysis’ focus shall lie. It was first started 

by Carstensen and later continued by Busse and it represents the most extensive account 

of Anglicisms used in the German speaking parts of Europe after 1945. Thus, the analy-

sis stretches from general German to overall European and finally peaks at the represen-

tation of Anglicisms used in the German language. 
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2.2 Methodology 
 
The methodology of this thesis will be descriptive in nature for the chapter on theoreti-

cal issues. Chapters four to six will deploy an empirical and analytical methodology. 

The work as such is to be located within the fields of lexicography but issues of English 

as a global language will play a role as well. 

As already mentioned in the introductory chapter, the paper’s focus lies on the investi-

gation of different wordbooks and their ways of representing Anglicisms. In order to be 

able to deliver an objective judgement, it was decided to carry out two different kinds of 

analysis.  

The first one will be a structural analysis. In the course of which the reference books’ 

methodology in data sampling will be examined and the media the editors used in order 

to obtain the respective Anglicisms listed in each wordbook are to be analysed. Fur-

thermore, an investigation of the structure of the particular lemmata will also be pro-

vided in order to show their usability and applicability. For this purpose the lemmata of 

three parts of speech, i.e. noun, verb and adjective, will be analysed. The examples will 

be items that are listed in every dictionary in order to be able to clearly detect differ-

ences and similarities in the way Anglicisms are represented by each reference book. 

Those items are Aftershave as a nominal item, clean for the adjectival part and campen 

serves as an example verb. The structural analysis will demonstrate how detailed the 

respective lemmata are and will thus contribute to our final assumptions about which 

dictionary serves which purpose and which kind of readership. 

The second analysis is empirical and purely quantitative in nature – an account of the 

Anglicisms discussed in each dictionary shall be provided. For doing so, all the relevant 

entries, meaning those which are explicitly labelled as being derived from some variety 

of English1, or as being part of the German language respectively, were counted among 

the category of Anglicisms. However, it was decided to use words listed from A to C in 

order to compile a reasonable list, which may represent a tendency for all the dictionar-

ies in question as well as partly for the German language. However, it will display a 

trend only, but no definite results for the complete dictionaries or even the whole com-

plex of the German language. This trend of results shall be compared and overlaps 

ought to be identified.  

 
1 [B]eing derived from some variety of English […] denotes all kinds of English speaking backgrounds. 
Sometimes this will affect ‘American English’, ‘Scottish English’, ‘Australian English’ or else and even 
words from native languages (i.e. Aboriginal languages) – as long as these words are used in English 
speaking environments the word will be considered an Anglicism.  
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On the whole it can be said that due to the structural and the quantitative analysis ap-

plied both the properties of the deployed dictionaries as well as their comprehensiveness 

will be scrutinised and statistics on the wordbooks’ complexity will be developed.  

 
2.3 Terms and Definitions  
 
In the course of this paper some technical terms with respect to lexicography, language 

contact and linguistic borrowing will be deployed and not explained further. Therefore, 

a few terms and definitions shall be provided in order to create an understandable paper 

for every reader. This is meant to help following the outline and topics of the thesis.  

As already mentioned earlier, the paper is mainly to be located within the field of lexi-

cography. According to Crystal (1997: 222), “lexicography […] is the art and science of 

dictionary-making. Lexicography could […] be seen as a branch of ‘applied lexicol-

ogy’.” As this paper mainly aims at detecting the representation and description of An-

glicisms in selected wordbooks, it seems imperative to take a closer look at the defini-

tion of this field as part of applied linguistics. Hartmann (1985: 4-5) writes that there are 

general postulates with regard to lexicography among which can be counted that 

“[l]exicography is concerned with the description and explanation of the vocabulary of 

a language or language variety” as well as the fact that “[d]ictionary-making has to de-

velop a ‘metalanguage’ for handling and presenting the information”. Lexicography 

forms the basis of the present analysis since the focus is on the representation of the 

data as well as on the question which dictionary serves which kind of readership and 

purpose. The definitions provided justify the paper belonging to the branch of lexicog-

raphy.  

Another item, which clearly requires definition, is the term lemma (plural lemmata). 

Crystal (1997: 217) states that the term is used in lexicology as well as psycholinguis-

tics. In lexicology, and thus lexicography, it denotes “the item which occurs at the be-

ginning of a dictionary entry [and is] more generally referred to as headword. It is es-

sentially an abstract representation, subsuming all the formal lexical variations which 

may apply […].” (ibid: 217) Hartmann (1985: 7) concludes that it forms “the lexicogra-

pher’s basic unit […] as a distillation of the word from which all non-essential features 

have been eliminated”. Furthermore, it is to be mentioned that lemmata are ordered and 

arranged in terms of macro- and microstructure. While the macrostructure of a reference 

book is to be seen as the systematically ordered sequence of dictionary entries, which 

usually pursues an alphabetical segmentation, the term microstructure refers to the lin-

ear ordered amount of data, which follows the headword. Among this information users 
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find definitions, syntactic and semantic dependencies, synonyms and antonyms. (cf. 

Hartmann 2001: 58-59) 

As this paper aims at detecting Anglicisms2 – words, phrases or else of some sort of 

English origin – the terms foreignism and loanword will play a role. Therefore, it ap-

pears necessary to clarify those two items, too3. A foreignism denotes a word which, 

was taken over into someone’s mother tongue from a foreign language. Thereby, the 

word as such has not yet been changed phonetically, morphologically or orthographi-

cally. (cf. Kettemann 2004: 56) A loanword, on the other hand, is a “[…] linguistic unit 

[…] which has come to be used in a language or dialect other than the one where it 

originated.” (Crystal 1997: 227) In contrast to foreignisms, loans are not perceived as 

foreign terms any longer but they are integrated into a language complex, for instance 

the German linguistic system. 

The last term to be explained ought to be that of etymology. Despite the term belonging 

to the branch of historical linguistics and being “[…] traditionally used for the study of 

the origins and history of the form and meaning of words […]” (ibid: 140-141), it plays 

a significant role in lexicography since etymological aspects are often integrated in cer-

tain dictionaries, such as the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch in the case of the present thesis. 

Some wordbooks, especially elaborate ones designed for linguists and else, apply an 

extensive amount of etymological information such as date of first occurrence and the 

etymon it derived from. Other dictionaries, such as the Duden – Die deutsche Recht-

schreibung or the Dictionary of European Anglicisms, simply mention the language of 

origin. This information, however, is part of etymological research, too. 

 

 
2 Elaborate statements on the term Anglicism will be provided in chapter 3.4, where a denotation in terms 
of the present paper will be given.     
3 Foreignisms and loanwords will also be thrown a light on in chapter 3.3. However, before any further 
comments can be provided, it appears important to simply name and differentiate between them first.   
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3 Theoretical Aspects 
 
3.1 Language Contact – General Facts 
 
It can be said beyond question that almost all languages worldwide feature foreignisms 

and loanwords. Consequently, if these lexical characteristics are existent, language con-

tact must have played a role to some extent as this linguistic phenomenon is to be seen 

as the source of language change and linguistic interference.  

Language contact, according to William O’Grady et al (1997: 718), is “[a] source of 

language change that involves the speakers of one language frequently interacting with 

the speakers of another language”. However, this is a rather one-sided definition which 

limits language contact to the spoken level of language use. Sarah G. Thomason (2001: 

1), on the contrary, cites a rather broad and simple description which reads that “lan-

guage contact is the use of more than one language in the same place at the same time”. 

Yet, most studies concentrate on situations of language contact in which speakers are 

able to use more than one language. Thomason also refers to the fact that language con-

tact does not necessarily require bilingualism or multilingualism but some degree of 

communicative ability between speakers of different languages. Additionally, it should 

be mentioned that language contact can occur in terms of written text forms, too. The 

expansion of Christianity, for instance, was responsible for the spread of Latin due to 

the distribution of respective texts throughout the world. Nowadays, the internet and 

modern media offer new possibilities for long distance language contact between Eng-

lish and German or Dutch, for example. (cf. ibid: 1-3) 

However, when considering issues of linguistic contact one should also ask where this 

language phenomenon plays a role. Language contact is certainly present everywhere 

and there is no proof that languages exist isolated and unaffected by linguistic interfer-

ence. There are definitely languages, or rather speech communities, which hardly con-

tact with other groups but one can also find languages, which are in constant or stable 

contact situations with their sub-4, super-5 and adstrata6. In the case of German this 

would neither be rare contact nor a stable situation but rather something in between. 

However, this will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.  
 

4 Sub-, super- and adstrata are terms used in sociolinguistics and historical linguistics. A substratum re-
fers to “[a]n indigenous language which comes under pressure from a more prestigious language moving 
into its territory, possibly to the extent of disappearing, but not before exerting a noticeable influence 
upon that other language. […]” (Trask 1997: 211-212)  
5 According to Trask (1997: 372), a superstrate refers to “[a] more prestigious language which coexists 
with a less prestigious one and exerts noticeable influence upon that less prestigious one.” 
6 Trask (1997: 7) writes that an adstrate describes “[a] neighbouring language which influences some 
other language but which is neither more nor less prestigious than the other language.” 
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The result of language contact is language change. This can affect only one language 

but typically it influences all languages involved in the contact situation. However, the 

question which parts of language are affected seems imperative to ask. Undoubtedly, 

“all aspects of language structure are subject to transfer from one language to another, 

given the right mix of social and linguistic circumstances”. (Thomason 2001: 11) In the 

course of studying language contact one would come across phonic, grammatical as 

well as lexical interference of which the borrowing of words from one language into the 

other can be regarded the most common type of influencing. Thereby, different lexical 

items, such as simple words, compound words and phrases, can be transferred from one 

language system to the other. Phonic interference can be seen in the transfer of sounds 

from one language to another, grammatical influencing becomes clear when considering 

the adoption of certain syntactic structures. However, what becomes more than obvious 

is the fact that language contact happens on all linguistic levels but simply not to the 

same extent. In the worst of all cases language contact can cause language death but this 

phenomenon shall not be of importance in terms of the present paper. (cf. Weinreich 

1968: 14-62) 

With regard to the thesis only lexical interference will play a role, as the adoption of 

Anglicisms in German is to be regarded a phenomenon of linguistic borrowing. How-

ever, the fact that Anglicisms are borrowed words and phrases implies that in the past as 

well as in the present and presumably in the future some sort of language contact be-

tween German and English must have taken place, and will occur respectively. This 

issue will be the central topic of the subsequent chapters where contact and interference 

phenomena with regard to English-German interactions shall be focused on. 

 
3.2 English – German Language Contacts  
 
3.2.1 Before 1700 
 
The lexical exchange between England and Germany has always been extensive. How-

ever, it was not until the 18th century that “Anglo-German language contacts became 

closer and were followed by six main stages of lexical borrowing.” (Görlach 2002: 13) 

Latin, Greek and French were of much greater importance than English at that point of 

time. Thus, there were not many borrowings from English before 1700 but those that 

have been found in various studies shall be mentioned. (cf. Viereck 2004: 3317) 

During the Middle Ages the influence of English on German was more than low. Early 

in this period some words from the language of the church, such as gotspell (meaning 
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gute Botschaft/Evangelium) or the Holy Ghost (der heilige Geist), were being trans-

ferred to the German language system. Later during the Middle Ages technical termini 

from seafaring were also used in German. Among these we can count words like Boot 

or Dock – words which are not even recognised as having an English origin any longer. 

However, this kind of terminology was merely used in the northern parts of Germany, 

as contact with English seafarers was common there but nowhere else in Germany. 

Back then the borrowing of words was restricted to certain domains such as church and 

seafaring. Also during the 16th century merely five loanwords were discovered which 

Viereck cites in detail. (cf. ibid: 3317) 

The 17th century does indeed not represent the period in which everything changed dra-

matically and lexical borrowing from English to German increased tremendously. How-

ever, since the English Revolution in 1649 the interest in England grew, and thus, due to 

massive waves of philosophical papers and new political ideas, some borrowing oc-

curred with regard to these domains . Hence, a few political expressions such as Unter-

haus und Hochverrat were taken over. Also the field of theatre and literature left its 

traces on the German language due to English actors travelling through Germany citing 

Shakespeare’s and Marlow’s plays. According to von Polenz the contact between the 

German and the English language had grown immensely since the 1680s as translations 

of various works increased. Another issue, which contributed to a greater impact of 

English on German, is the beginning of teaching English in several German universities 

such as Greifswald and Wittenberg. However, it cannot be denied that the following 

century, namely the years after 1700, can be labelled the first phase in which the contact 

between the English and the German language increased dramatically. (cf. von Polenz 

1994: 101-102)  

 
3.2.2 18th century 
 
According to Görlach (2002: 13) as well as Viereck (2004: 3318) and von Polenz 

(1994: 102-104), the 18th century can be considered a century in which the language 

contact situation between German and English changed dramatically. One reason can be 

seen in the extended literary exchange which occurred during this very period. From 

1713 onwards literary translations grew in significance – important philosophical text 

during the phase of Enlightenment, such as those by John Locke and others, as well as 

writings on new scientific findings by Isaac Newton, for example, were transferred from 

the Island to continental Europe and thus required translation. Also with regard to litera-

ture, works such as those by Pope, Swift and Defoe, were brought to the lands of Ger-
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many, and consequently translated. The main centres for these kinds of translation and 

adaptation work were Hamburg, a region which had always had the strongest contacts 

to people from Britain, Zurich, Leipzig and Göttingen. The importation of literary as 

well as societal and philosophical pieces of writing contributed immensely to the adop-

tion of new words, meaning English words, into German. Thus, words such as elek-

trisch, Nonkonformist, Rationalist, negativ and positiv, sentimental, Tatsache, Koalition 

as well as Kolonisierung became an integer part of the German linguistic and societal 

system. 

Another issue, which contributed to the contact between those two Germanic languages, 

and hence the spread of English words in German, was the increase of English language 

teaching throughout Germany. As already stated earlier this tendency had started the 

century before, namely during the years between 1600 and 1700, but it can be claimed 

without doubt that it was during the 18th century that English language teaching became 

more widespread and thus improved the knowledge of this foreign language in Ger-

many. Hence, while understanding this language much better, more and more English 

words came to be used in German. (cf. von Polenz 1994: 102-105) 

However, it should not be forgotten that, despite an influx of language contact between 

German and English, the French language was still the major source of linguistic bor-

rowing in German. This was due to France’s leading role as Europe’s cultural nation. 

(cf. Lucko 1995: 14-18) Among the fields that experienced recognisable English im-

pacts count those of economics, politics, science, technology, medicine, philosophy, 

literature, arts, seafaring and journalism. It appears evident, however, that, in compari-

son to previous centuries, many more fields were conquered by English vocabulary. (cf. 

von Polenz 1994: 104) 

 
3.2.3 19th Century  
 
During the 19th century English impacts on the German language were immense. The 

Norwegian linguist Einar Haugen (1988: 3) notes that  

 

[t]he nineteenth century changed all […], firstly thanks to the rise of the British 
 Empire and secondly through the rapid settlement of the United States. From 
 having been one of the most hospitable languages of the world in its acceptance 
 of foreign loans, English became a donor of words to other languages, a model 
 which infiltrated them as the influence of Anglo-American spread world-wide.  
 

The very period between 1800 and 1900 counts as one of the main phases of linguistic 

contact between German and English. According to Wolff, the German lexicon ex-
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panded extensively during this period which was due to three major aspects: first of all, 

technical terminology was taken over from other languages of which English was one of 

the main input languages. Secondly, loanwords from other languages were used in 

German, and thirdly, especially after the foundation of the German Empire, the ten-

dency to germanise foreignisms increased. (cf. Wolff 2004: 189) 

The first factor, which played an important role with regard to the expansion of the 

German lexicon, was that “the Industrial Revolution was led by Britain worldwide, and 

British technological methods in shipbuilding, railway technology, mining, steel pro-

duction, weaving and cloth-making became universally accepted, together with their 

designations, in the greater part of Europe.” (Görlach 2002: 13-14) The 19th century was 

a – if not the – century of technological advance, of innovative political tendencies as 

well as alterations and new perceptions in terms of scientific knowledge. Railways be-

gan to operate, the early steamboat was developed, the first automatic loom was in-

vented, countries expanded their fields of influence beyond their national borders, inter-

national cooperation increased and scholars like Darwin, for instance, founded new sci-

entific explications with regard to evolution. During the 19th century Europe was in mo-

tion – and Britain led this industrial, political, scientific and societal upheaval. Hence, 

with all the innovations mentioned, new lexical material was transferred to continental 

Europe and an influx of loanwords, loan translations, foreignisms and else slopped over 

to Germany, too. In addition to that, Britain was the most powerful nation worldwide 

due to its being able to influence nations all over the world. Britain had colonised large 

parts of Africa, Asia and the whole of Australia, for instance, and still held political 

power in its colonies. Worldwide, nations looked up to this relatively small but im-

mensely powerful kingdom – not only did countries across Europe and elsewhere adopt 

technological innovations with their respective vocabulary but also ideas and concepts 

of politics, science, societal life and other spheres of life. Thus, the transfer of vocabu-

lary concerning these aspects was a logical by-product. (cf. Tschirch 1989: 273-275)  

As already indicated, with regard to a changing German lexicon the most intensely af-

fected field was that of technology and industry. Therefore, words such as Dampfschiff, 

Dampfmaschine and Lokomotive found their way into German. Other spheres where 

English influences were overt were those of politics and science which can be seen in 

the transfer of lexical items such as Parlamentarier, Demonstration, Darwinismus and 

Evolutionstheorie. However, since Britain enjoyed great prestige throughout Europe 

also societal aspects including sports and economics were looked upon and thus 

adopted. Consequently, we find words with regard to these fields, too, of which some 
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are listed by Viereck and Tschirch. (cf. Viereck 2004: 3318-3319; cf. Tschirch 1989: 

273-275) 

However, towards the end of this century and with the establishment of the German 

Empire in 1871, a new nationalism and thus a tendency towards language purism and 

language cleaning arose. In 1885 the German language association (Allgemeiner 

Deutscher Sprachverein - ADSV) was founded, which henceforth endeavoured to clean 

the German language from any foreign constituents by substituting them with allegedly 

adequate German words. This action against foreignisms and loanwords was meant to 

invigorate a refreshed national pride and confidence. (cf. Viereck 1980: 9-11) However, 

this paper is not going to investigate the topic of language purism any further as this 

would be out of scope in terms of the present thesis. Detailed descriptions concerning 

this topic are provided by Plümer and Adler. (cf. Plümer 2000: 71-75; cf. Adler 2004: 

17) 

 
3.2.4 20th Century  
 
According to Viereck and other scholars, the 20th century can be subdivided into several 

different periods of linguistic borrowing from the English language into German. The 

most common classification defines three different phases: the time before World War I, 

the period between the two wars and finally the time after 1945. (cf. Viereck 2004: 

3319) However, Görlach (2002: 14) argues that the period from the 1990s onwards wit-

nessed “the huge impact of American culture and linguistic reflexes [becoming] more 

intense.” In the subsequent lines, despite this additional subdivision by Görlach, we 

shall consider the three main phases more intensively. The 1990s will be included in the 

next subchapter as this time span and its features in terms of language contact stretch 

into the 21st century.  

In spite of the all language purism and criticism, the German lexicon was still being 

influenced by English vocabulary and else during the time before World War I. Due to 

the industrialisation, which had taken place the century before, a flood of new words 

had entered – and was still entering during the years following 1900. It was not until 

1914 and the beginning of World War I that this tendency started to disappear. Anglici-

sation was apparent in all fields of life and it was even feared by some scholars that the 

intrusion of foreignisms and loans are dangerous to the German language. (cf. Viereck 

2004: 3319) Thus, works by scholars such as Dunger7 were published. Therefore, it can 

 
7 Hermann Dunger was a German professor who objected to the overuse of foreignisms and hence pub-
lished two books on the topic ”Wörterbuch von Verdeutschungen entbehrlicher Fremdwörter” (Dictionary 
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clearly be claimed that publications and other actions favouring language purism “[…] 

demonstrate […] that the advent of imperialism and industrialisation at the dawn of the 

last century had left its mark on the German language.” (Onysko 2004: 59) With the 

beginning of World War I in 1914, however, there was a decrease in the volley of for-

eign words and loans as Germany and Britain were at war.  

In 1918, when the World War had ended, not only the importation of British vocabulary 

rehabilitated but also American English words were slopping over the lands of the Ger-

man language. The United States were on the way to become the most powerful nation 

worldwide due to their dominant role with regard to economics, science and technologi-

cal advance. As with Britain in the previous century, nations all over the world started 

to orientate towards the American way of life, and hence took up fashions from this 

very country overseas. Especially fields such as motoring and aviation as well as music 

and dance experienced an entry of American English words. (cf. Tschirch 1989: 274-

275) 

The most important wave of language contact between English, British as well as 

American, and German can be regarded the period after 1945, that is after World War 

II. Due to the fact that Nazi Germany had been defeated, the United States and Britain 

became occupying powers in the western parts of this country. During World War II 

and under the leadership of Hitler, Germany had tried to be economically as well as 

culturally self-sufficing. The logical consequence of this behaviour implies rare contact 

with people from other countries and cultures. Therefore, the German population at the 

time remained fairly isolated of any real linguistic contact as “the Nazi ideology saw the 

impact of American lifestyle, mainly in the fields of music, literature and liberal 

thought, as particularly dangerous to the German psyche.” (Görlach 2002: 14) However, 

with the occupation through British and American armed forces German people experi-

enced a revival of language contact with English speaking people – in written as well as 

spoken form. Another important issue concerning the adoption of new English words 

together with the British and American way of life, those nations’ innovations and novel 

ideas, was a general orientation of the western German state towards American politi-

cal, economic as well as cultural ideals. Thus, the vocabulary from general language 

contact between English and German, in combination with the transfer of the American 

 
of Germanisations of unnecessary foreignisms) and “Engländerei in der deutschen Sprache” (English in 
the German language). He was also one of the main representatives of the Allgemeine Deutsche Sprach-
verein. (cf. Onysko 2004: 59)  
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way of life with all its advances in general, contributed to changes concerning the Ger-

man lexicon – and still does. (cf. Wilss 2001: 15-17) 

 
3.2.5 21st Century  
 
As already indicated by Görlach, the 1990s ring in a new phase of English-German lan-

guage contact which stretches into the 21st century. According to his writings, 

“[w]orldwide communication via the Internet, globalization of national economies re-

sulting in multinational corporations, and commercial television with its advertisements 

and videoclips have led to a new dimension of lexical borrowings and code-switching 

[…]”. (Görlach 2002: 14) It appears evident that, due to all the reasons and aspects pro-

vided by Görlach, English is an important linguistic means worldwide. Through the 

impacts of British and American English on certainly almost every language in the 

world, tendencies of internationalisation rather than mere Anglicisation or Americanisa-

tion become obvious. (cf. Wolff 2004: 242-243)  

With regard to Europe, or continental Europe as some would like to put it, English has 

come to be the most important and most influential foreign language. Thus, English has 

the chance to evoke changes with regard to other languages’ lexis and else. Authors like 

Jenkins (2001: 16-19), Modiano (2001: 13-14) and Seidlhofer (2001: 14-16) even go as 

far as to cite a new variety, namely Euro-English which seems to become “linguistic 

reality”. (Seidlhofer 2001: 14) Without doubt one can agree with Onysko (2004: 60), 

who concludes that “[i]n recent times, increasing globalisation, tools of mass communi-

cation such as the Internet, and, specifically in Europe, the expansion of the European 

Union have all strengthened the position of English as an international language. In-

deed, English has turned into a universal language […]”. Long before this, Braun had 

already argued that the Anglicisation and Americanisation were a trend within European 

languages which results in immense stocks of loanwords that are similar to a great ex-

tent. Due to the European languages originating from the Indo-European language fam-

ily and their tendency to borrow words from each other by exchanging information via 

common platforms, the development of internationalisms, which describe words that are 

understood without translation in nearly every language, is a logical consequence. 

Hence, Braun describes the development of Euro-English, and since German is one of 
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those languages which holds a great amount of these internationalisms8 it belongs to this 

variety. (cf. Braun 1987: 190-207) 

Thanks to all the facts provided by the scholars cited above, it can certainly be assumed 

that language contact between English and German has been present since the Middle 

Ages and it will continue to play a role in the future. English has become the most im-

portant language not only in Europe but worldwide. This tongue has left its traces on 

many languages of which the lexicon is probably the most sensitive structural level as 

these impacts are most obviously to be seen in the existence of huge stocks of loan-

words, foreign words and internationalisms. Due to its extensive language contact with 

English, German counts among those languages which hold quite some quantities of 

foreign material.  

 
3.3 Linguistic Borrowing 
 
3.3.1 General Aspects 
 
As it has been indicated in the previous chapters, linguistic borrowing is a feature of 

language contact between two or more languages. It has been said before that all lin-

guistic levels can be subject to this very borrowing – it can affect single sounds, sylla-

bles, morphological structures, semantic interrelations as well as whole phrasal, clausal 

and sentential compositions. However, linguistic borrowing is essentially important 

with regard to the lexicon of a language, as it appears to be most sensitive to language 

contact and its phenomena. Thus, in terms of the present paper, the borrowing in this 

field will be crucial to examine as Anglicisms, Americanisms, New Zealandisms and 

else are part of this linguistic borrowing affecting the lexical level of a language. The 

taking over of Anglicisms is a form of loanword adoption.  

Yet, while talking about the borrowing of words one should note that not all words are 

simply taken over from one language into the other but that there are different forms of 

loan processes. Not all words remain unchanged and represent the same features as in 

the donor language – some words remain, some are translated and some are transferred 

by meaning. In the subsequent chapter a light will be thrown on different forms of lexi-

cal borrowing. The focus will lie on the categorisation by Werner Betz as his classifica-

tion is the one most often cited by scholars. However, additional remarks as well as 

some critical aspects mentioned by other authors are to be mentioned, too. 

 
8 Internationalisms are expressions which occur in exactly the same or a similar form in several lan-
guages. An example would be the word factor: German Faktor, Italian fattore, Russian фактор and 
French facteur. (cf. SISB 2006) 
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3.3.2 Forms of Lexical Borrowing 
 
The most common and most often quoted classification of loanwords in a language is 

the one by Werner Betz. Despite this categorisation dating back to 1939 it is still seen as 

relevant and valid and should thus serve as basic terminological description with regard 

to the present paper. Betz developed the following categorisation9: 
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item. Thereby, the semantic content of the absorbing language’s word is enlarged. Loan 

formation, on the contrary, is talked about when the essence of a word from the donor 

language is expressed via a sign of the taking language. The donor language’s word is 

simulated or newly created. (cf. Glahn 2000: 37-38) Hence, depending on the degree of 

agreement with the original, this category is partitioned into loan shaping and loan crea-

tion. The group of loan creations comprises all newly created items which are formed 

independent of the donor language’s word. As an example can serve the German word 

Sinnbild which stands for English symbol. Loan shaping, on the other hand, describes 

all words that have been formed upon the signs of a donor language. An example for 

this group of loan shaping is the English maiden speech which is represented by the 

German sign Jungfernrede. (cf. Stammerjohann 1975: 250) However, it is not as simple 

as that – this group is again divided further into loan translation and loan rendering. A 

loan translation, as could be seen in the earlier example for loan shaping, describes the 

instance where all morphemes of the borrowed word are translated item by item. Thus, 

an example for this could be the word Geburtenkontrolle that was literally translated 

into German from English birth control. Moreover, mixed compositions, also called 

hybrids10, which are partial translations, can count among this very group but authors 

tend to classify those as part of the first category, namely those of loanwords together 

with assimilated loans as well as foreignisms. The last group, that of language render-

ings, signifies words that have partially been translated and partly been freely trans-

ferred. (cf. Muhr 2004: 34)  

However, it should be mentioned that despite this categorisation being fairly broad and 

overall valid, some suggestions, criticisms and amendments were added. Glahn (2000: 

35-42), for example contributes that the loan stock of a language can be classified into 

evident and latent items. Among evident loans, which are still recognisable and broken 

up into direct and indirect items, he thus counts foreignisms, assimilated words, pseudo-

loans11 as well as hybrids. The latent loan stock comprises the categories of loan mean-

ing, loan formation, loan creation, loan shaping, loan translation and loan rendering. 

Also Muhr (2004: 32-34) consents to this classification. In contrast to Glahn he uses the 

broad categories of inner and outer loan stock but arranges the groups according to 
 

10 Among the group of hybrids, shall be kept German  words such as Haarspray and sexsüchtig from 
English hair spray and sex-craving respectively. (cf. Glahn 2000: 38-39) 
11 The group of pseudo-loans are completely ignored in the categorisation by Betz. Pseudo-loans are 
words which are of foreign linguistic origin but do not exist in the donor language. Carstensen mentions 
morphological, semantic and lexical pseudo-loans. (cf. Carstensen 1980: 77-78) An example is the Ger-
man word Handy which denotes a mobile phone in English. The English word handy is an adjective that 
is synonymous with convenient and useful. Therefore the German word Handy is to be regarded a seman-
tic pseudo-loan.   
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Glahn’s partition and it could thus be assumed that the terms inner and outer function as 

synonymous expressions for latent and evident respectively.  

All these loan processes mentioned in the paragraphs above refer to origin and label 

changes with regard to the words as such or direct borrowings from another language. 

However, despite the origin of loan material being seen as the most important source of 

description there are other classifications which shall merely be named here. Apart from 

aspects of origin one also finds aspects of meaning which can describe loan material. 

Thus, the narrowing12 as well as extension13 of the meaning of a word, the transfer of 

content14 and multiple borrowing15 shall be cited within this group. There are also cases 

of reverse borrowing16 as well as the instance of tautology17. (cf. Glahn 2000: 42-49) 

However, as these aspects do not play a significant role with regard to the present paper 

a detailed analysis of the occurrences mentioned is to be omitted in order not to confuse 

the reader with unnecessary information. Essential descriptions are provided in the 

footnote.  

As this paper concentrates on the borrowing of lexical items and especially those of 

English origin, a light is to be thrown on the forms of Anglicisms, Americanisms and 

others respective for the present paper in the following subchapter. 

 
3.4 Anglicisms 
 
In the broadest sense Anglicisms, according to Glahn (2002: 220), are “[…] jegliche 

Beeinflussung des Deutschen durch die englische Sprache […]“. Thereby the German 

language underlies English impacts on the phonetic, morphological, lexical, semantic 

and syntactic level. (cf. ibid: 220) There have been several other definitions of the term 

which shall not be quoted here as this would go beyond the scope of the present paper. 

It basically appears important to emphasise the fact that Anglicisms are foreign material 

 
12 An example for the narrowing of meaning would be German Job which, in contrast to its English coun-
terpart, is used for occasional work rather than a profession for a lifetime. (cf. Carstensen 1975: 25)   
13 The extension of meaning can be seen in German realisieren which was originally used for putting sth 
into practice but is nowadays used for understanding or accepting sth as well – just as in the English 
version. (cf. Glahn 2000: 40)  
14 A transfer of content can be examined in German Poker. Poker is a gambling game but the word as 
such can be used for the misrepresentation of facts, too. (cf. Yang 1990: 116) 
15 German Box is an illustration for multiple borrowing as it used to denote a booth for horses when it was 
borrowed first during the 19th century but its notion was extended when being taken over again during the 
20th century as it describes a container or packet in general. (cf. Görlach 2001: 33) 
16 Reverse borrowing is very rare but can be investigated when looking at the example of German Ham-
burger – a word which was first borrowed into English and then transferred back to German carrying the 
extended English meaning. (cf. Glahn 2000: 45-46)  
17 The occurrence of tautology labels the repetition of the semantic content within a word. German Test-
versuch or Servicedienst serve as examples here. (cf. Carstensen 1975: 26)  
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of English origin in a language. This definition is to be sufficient in terms of the present 

thesis.18

 
3.4.1 Anglicisms in German – Motivations and Forms  
 
As already implied above there are about one per cent Anglicisms within the overall 

German word count. Of the 300,000 to 500,000 general German words 100,000 are for-

eign words, and of this number merely approximately five per cent are Anglicisms. 

Therefore, we can proceed on the assumption that we actively use about 5,000 Angli-

cisms in German. (cf. Kettemann 2004: 61) However, despite this not being a large 

number, we should still ask why these foreign words have become such an integer part 

of our language. Many scholars have discussed this problem and most of them con-

cluded that there are external as well as internal reasons for the integration of English 

words into the German language system. Leisi and Mair (1999: 219-223), for example, 

differentiate between external reasons, such as political-historical causes like the post-

war period which brought many foreign words to Germany as well as Britain being the 

world power during the 19th century, and internal arguments. Among the internal causes 

they consider the heterogeneity of foreign words, the otherness to old or conventional 

ways of living through the use of Anglicisms as well as a sort of demarcation from the 

older generations through the incorporation of foreign words into the younger genera-

tion’s language as imperative. They also cite other reasons such as the simpler labelling 

of goods by using English expressions, the easing of international communication as 

well as the importance of Anglo-American contributions to scientific research. Onysko 

(2004: 62-63) basically refers to the same arguments but labels them differently. He 

speaks of “semantic motivation” (i.e. the labelling of goods which originate from an 

English speaking country), “stylistic motivation” (i.e. English as a means of variation), 

“euphemistic” impetus (i.e. the use of English taboo words instead of German ones), 

“emotive” spur (i.e. English as being modern and up-to-date), “social” inspiration (i.e. 

Anglicisms are used to establish a group identity) and finally a convenient shortness of 

English words in contrast to German ones. Adler (2004: 17) also mentions the use of 

proper English names in German and Plümer (2000: 258) adds the aspect of language 

economy and least effort that plays a role when Germans use English words instead of 

the material of their mother tongue. It appears evident that there are several reasons for 

 
18 Further and more elaborate definitions of the term Anglicism can be found in Busse (1993), Car-
stensen/Busse (1993), Adler (2004), Plümer (2000), Onysko (2004) and elsewhere.   
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English words to find their way into the German language but the question which forms 

they take also appears necessary to ask.  

English words are borrowed the same way as other foreign words. Though, there are 

tendencies in how they occur most often. There are certainly inner English loans of 

which loan translations, loan renderings, loan creations and loan phrases turn up most 

frequently. With regard to outer English loans, foreign words as well as assimilated 

words exist. Most obvious are without doubt those that can be classified among the for-

eignisms. However, it was argued that the outer non-integration does not necessarily 

lead to a perception of these words as being English in origin. An example of this fact is 

provided by the often quoted word Sport that is in fact of English provenance. Some 

borrowed material remains in its foreign structure but is not felt to be foreign by its us-

ers. (cf. Kettemann 2004: 61-62) Therefore, Yang (1990: 9) decided upon a categorisa-

tion into conventionalised Anglicisms, i.e. those which are not perceived as foreign any 

longer, Anglicisms in the process of being conventionalised, i.e. those which are still 

alien to users, and quotations and proper names. However, it seems more than difficult 

to name and count all existing Anglicisms in German as most of them are part of the 

latent stock of loan material and are thus almost unrecognisable to ordinary users19. 

Linguistic background knowledge such as etymological information and the understand-

ing of historical aspects of language contact are imperative prerequisites when scrutinis-

ing the whole stock of Anglicisms.  

Additionally, it should be mentioned that Anglicisms need not necessarily originate 

from British or American English but can be derived from any other variety of English. 

Thus, while looking at Anglicisms in the Duden, the DEA and the AWb New Zealan-

disms, South Africanisms, Canadianisms as well as Australianisms will also occur. The 

term Anglicism is used as a generic term to refer to any word of English provenance. 

However, not all Anglicisms are important with regard to the dictionaries examined in 

the present paper. 

 
3.4.2 Respective Anglicisms 
 
In the course of this paper three dictionaries will be examined. Details on the investiga-

tion were provided in chapter two. Depending on the dictionary different Anglicisms 

will play a role and we shall thus have a look at the forms applicable for the paper. 

 
19 The labelling “ordinary user“ refers to people lacking scientific linguistic knowledge – to those consult-
ing a dictionary in order to be informed on the word’s usage only.  
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As far as the first reference book, the German Duden, is concerned, one can doubtlessly 

say that only loan material carrying the marker of origin, i.e. engl., amerik., franz.-engl. 

et cetera, is being considered. As the aim of this paper is to examine how and to what 

extent Anglicisms are represented, merely a look at those words explicitly labelled as 

being derived from some sort of English background. This is also confirmed by Busse’s 

working definition of Anglicisms in this very wordbook: 

 
Grundlage für die Aufnahme eines Stichwortes als Anglizismus ist die im Duden 
getroffene Herkunftsangabe, die in verschiedener typographischer Form bei dem 
jeweiligen Lemma angeführt wird. (Busse 1993: 15) 
 

It is important to note that the respective items will be part of the outer loan material, 

namely foreign words or assimilated words, as only those need this kind of marking in 

order to be understood by any designated user of the Duden German dictionary. Inner 

loan material, such as loan translations, creations or renderings, are not taken into con-

sideration as they are not tagged as being derived from English by the Duden.  

On the whole the same is true for the Anglicisms listed in the Dictionary of European 

Anglicisms, the DEA. As will be shown later in the paper, the compilation of the DEA 

was carried out by explicitly looking for English words in the languages of Europe. 

Therefore, basically outer borrowed material, represented by assimilated words or for-

eignisms, was asked for and will thus, if it appears in the DEA, be used as such in Ger-

man. Consequently, the overt loan material will play a bigger role. Sometimes transla-

tions or renderings are provided but merely as a means to represent German alterna-

tives, synonyms or preferred usages and not in the sense of foreign lexical structures 

being substituted by German coinages. Subsequently, the most important aspect with 

regard to the DEA is the outer loan material just as in the case of the Duden German 

dictionary. 

The authors of the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch, on the contrary, tried to incorporate inner 

as well as outer loan material and this was emphatically stated by Carstensen (1981: 15) 

who aims at capturing “äußeres und inneres Lehngut”. Therefore, the AWb takes on an 

exceptional position as it is not only the most comprehensive account of Anglicisms in 

German but also the only dictionary that covers inner as well as outer borrowed mate-

rial. Thus, with regard to this very book not only foreign and assimilated words will be 

encounteres but also loan translations, creations, renderings, meaning, formations, shap-

ing and else. However, also the AWb is restricted in terms of its contents: the AWb, 

according to Carstensen (1981: 19-21), does not incorporate specific terminology except 
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it appears within general everyday German. If that is not the case and items are merely, 

or rather mainly, used in subject internal instances their adoption into the dictionary is 

omitted. Exoticisms, internationalisms, trademarks, abbreviations and acronyms are 

integrated if they are used frequently in general German texts. It should also be men-

tioned that the AWb is not restricted to words only but discusses affixes and combining 

forms of English origin due to the fact that they are increasingly important in terms of 

productivity. 
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4 Qualitative Analysis  
 
The following chapter will concentrate on the structures of each dictionary. Therefore, a 

light shall be thrown onto the data sampling methods applied by each dictionary and the 

ways in which these lexical data were structured in order to be used as articles in the 

respective wordbook. For the purpose of representing the dictionaries’ patterns the ex-

emplary articles of the noun Aftershave, the verb camp(en) and the adjective clean 

were chosen. As these three lexical items occur in all the dictionaries examined, it ap-

pears useful to merely use a small number of items in order to see where differences lie 

and where the dictionaries share certain features. Additionally, it should be mentioned 

that the word classes noun, verb and adjective are those most frequently borrowed from 

English into German and it is for that reason that the above examples were chosen to 

serve as illustrations here. There are, of course, other word classes or lexical categories 

which are borrowed from English into German, for example phrases such as last not 

least or American way of life, adverbials like allround or backstage and interjections as 

bye-bye or bingo, but, since these first of all do not count among the major word classes 

and secondly are not borrowed as often, these categories shall not be of interest with 

regard to the structural analysis. Basically, the dictionary articles are created upon the 

overall principles mentioned in the respective subchapter on general article structure 

and thus patterns should be more or less similar for all word classes anyway. Therefore, 

an analysis of all word classes will be omitted. The following qualitative analysis com-

plements the quantitative analysis which will be in the limelight of chapter five.  

 
4.1 Qualitative Analysis of Dictionaries in Question 
 
4.1.1 The Duden 
 

4.1.1.1 Methodology Examined – Which word enters the Duden? 
 

It appears rather arduous to demonstrate the methodology of the Duden – Die deutsche 

Rechtschreibung and all other related dictionaries and thesauri as literature on the topic 

hardly exists or is difficult to find. However, due to the Duden’s 125th birthday in 2005 

some articles on the topic were published which shall form the basis for the demonstra-

tion of methods applied.  

Basically, the Duden’s editorial staff tries to filter words which enter the Duden, and 

those that do not, in two different ways. On the one hand there is the Duden-Korpus 

(Duden corpus) which is the most recent form of searching for new contemplable 
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words. The Duden-Korpus works electronically via computer programmes which scour 

texts for yet unknown words or other lexical forms. The Duden-Korpus is still in the 

process of being set up but will eventually comprise some 500 million lexical items of 

different sources such as novels, newspaper articles, manuals and else. The lexical ma-

terial is accumulated with special linguistic information such as whether the word is a 

feminine form or if it represents an adjective. These annotations provide easier access to 

the material and an appropriate searching environment. In addition to research in the 

corpus the editors also scour other electronic media such as the Internet for not yet re-

corded items. (cf. Ejoh 2005: 2) 

The traditional way, however, is the second method applied by the Duden’s editorial 

staff. Texts like novels, reference books, recipes and others are read by experienced 

language observers. In the course of this, new words, grammatical changes and new 

semantic options are discovered and hence the newly acquired data is transferred to a 

special file, the Duden-Sprachkartei (Duden language file). Meanwhile, this file con-

sists of more than three million text samples including some word lists that date back to 

17th century lexicography. It has been operated electronically since 1998. (cf. Rautmann 

2006: 1) 

However, both ways editors have to decide how words fit into a certain dictionary or 

thesaurus. The editorial staff will have to look for proof that the very items they discov-

ered are worth being considered a lemma in a Duden dictionary. Firstly, it is seen as 

important that newly created items are not mere occasional formations but that they are 

featured over longer periods in various sorts of texts. Moreover, it has to be shown that 

certain items, which are meant to become part of the general German Duden, are items 

of the general language indeed and are not part of a certain jargon or else. (cf. Klosa 

1998: 2-4) 

 
4.1.1.2  Structural Analysis of Duden Articles 

 
Before examining the entry’s structure with the help of examples of particular word 

classes, a light shall be thrown on the general article structure as presented in the 

Duden.  

First of all, it has to be mentioned that the Duden, as probably every other dictionary, is 

structured alphabetically. The first part of the article is obviously the bold printed 

lemma, also called headword, on which stress as well as partition are indicated with the 
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help of certain symbols20. Following the headword one finds a sequence of phonetic 

transcription in brackets, the respective direct article, genitive as well as plural markers, 

etymological information in angle brackets and an explanatory note on the words se-

mantic content in parentheses. In some cases examples for the illustration of the word’s 

usage are provided. Moreover, users can come across several subentries such as related 

verbs, adjectives or compounds. Those will be printed in bold font, too. (cf. Duden 

2004: front endpaper) 

 

In the following, the article of the noun Aftershave is to be scrutinised in order to dem-

onstrate the qualitative, structural characteristics of the Duden as a dictionary21. The 

lexical entry for the noun Aftershave looks as follows: 

 

Af|ter|shave […Se:f], das; -[s], -s (kurz für Aftershavelotion); 
     Af|ter|shave|lo|tion, After-Shave-Lotion […lo:∫n], die; -, -s  
                                    <engl.> (Rasierwasser zum Gebrauch nach der Rasur) 

                (Duden 2004: sv) 

 

The article begins with the lemma, which is obviously Aftershave. This headword al-

ready indicates that the word must be of the substantive group as it is written with a 

capital letter. The second piece of information is the phonetic transcription of parts of 

the word in question. In this very example merely the pronunciation of the second part, 

namely -shave, is provided as the phonetic description of the first part After- equals that 

of the originally German word After and is thus omitted here. Following the phonetic 

transcription one finds the definite article which responds with the noun – das. Hence, 

the respective user learns that the word belongs to the group of neuter grammatical gen-

der. The subsequent piece of information, the –[s], denotes the ending in genitive case 

which is needed when possessive constructions have to be formed. The -s following the 

genitive marker describes the word’s plural ending. Thus, the plural form Aftershaves 

can be created. The information in parentheses subsequent to the plural marker explains 

that the headword as such is actually a short form of Aftershavelotion, a word which is 

used as a sublemma to Aftershave here. The subentry of Aftershavelotion, or also 

spelled After-Shave-Lotion as we can see in the excerpt above, is provided with the 
 

20 The symbols ִ[  ] or [ַ] indicate the respective stress of a word whereas the symbol [|] points at possible 
partitions.  
21 In the paragraphs following the copied articles, all information, which has been retrieved from the arti-
cle and that is to be discussed in the following lines, will appear in italics. Explicit bibliographical nota-
tions will be omitted so as not to  confuse readers. The same applies for the other two articles on the verb 
campen as well as the adjective clean.  
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phonetic description of the third part of the word, i.e. –[l/L]otion, as well the word’s 

appropriate definite article die. Following this information the user is advised that no 

additional genitive marker exist and that the plural is formed by adding -s. Subse-

quently, the probably most important piece of information, namely that of the word’s 

origin, is named. The tag <engl.> explains that the word is of English origin. Finally, 

the last part of the word’s article solves the mystery of its German denotation – Rasier-

wasser zum Gebrauch nach der Rasur. Yet, despite this definition being closest to what 

the word Aftershave(lotion) describes in English, the semantic content is not mirrored 

accurately for German usages as a lotion rather refers to a creamy, milky balm whereas 

Rasierwasser denotes a watery liquid. Thus, one should keep in mind, and even ques-

tion, if the synonym provided by the Duden does precisely illustrate what the Anglicism 

stands for but as it will not be the paper’s content to investigate in how far Anglicisms 

are used accurately, a discussion of the issue will be omitted at this point. 

 

Verbs form the word class that is borrowed most frequently after nouns. Therefore, a 

light has to be thrown on the article structure of this kind of word. Accordingly, the verb 

campen was selected to serve as a representative example article for verbs in the Duden 

German dictionary.  

 

 cam|pen [`kE…] <engl.> (im Zelt od. Wohnwagen leben); Camper; Camperin 
               (Duden 2004: sv) 

 

The lemma in bold print is the verb campen, which can be partitioned between cam- and 

–pen if necessary. Subsequent to the lemma is the phonetic transcription of parts of the 

verb’s first syllable in brackets – [`kε…]. Following this the user learns that it is of Eng-

lish origin according to the information in the angle brackets. The phrase in parentheses 

tells the reader that the verb refers to im Zelt od. Wohnwagen lebend, meaning to live in 

a tent or caravan. Moreover, the article is annotated with two subentries, namely 

Camper and Camperin – nouns which refer to the male and female people who camp. 

However, the fact that the entry lacks information on word class, possible inflections for 

the various tenses and exemplary phrases might be irritating and confusing for the po-

tential user.  
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Finally, the article of an adjective ought to be discussed. In order to demonstrate how 

this word class is represented by the Duden German dictionary the entry of clean was 

selected which reads as follows: 

 

 clean [kli:n] <engl. »sauber«> (ugs. für nicht mehr [drogen]abhängig) 
                (Duden 2004: sv) 

 

The lemma clean is accompanied by the phonetic transcription [kli:n] which is identical 

with the one used in English dictionaries. (cf. e.g. Cobuild English Dictionary for Ad-

vanced Learners 2001: 266) Following the pattern of pronunciation, information on the 

origin is provided in angle brackets. Thus, the user learns that the adjective is of English 

origin. Additionally, the according translation of sauber is cited. Subsequent to the facts 

on origin, the semantic content of the adjective in German is given. Hence nicht mehr 

[drogen]abhängig clarifies that the adjective refers to the state of not being addicted to 

drugs or similar any longer. The abbreviation ugs. für denotes that the adjective is used 

in informal, even colloquial register. 

 
4.1.2 The DEA – The Dictionary of European Anglicisms 
 

4.1.2.1 Methodology Examined 
 

The Dictionary of European Anglicisms is the outcome of a project started by Manfred 

Görlach in 1993. The reason for this venture was, according to Görlach (1994: 227), the 

“urgent need for a more manageable dictionary recording the actual usage of anglicisms 

in […] various European communities”. Finally, the dictionary was published in 2001 

and displays the application of Anglicisms in sixteen European languages, among which 

count “four Germanic languages (Icelandic, Norwegian, Dutch, and German), four 

Slavic (Russian, Polish, Croatian, and Bulgarian), four Romance (French, Spanish, Ital-

ian, and Romanian) and four other languages (Finnish, Hungarian, Albanian, and 

Greek)”. (Görlach 2001: xv) According to Görlach (2001: xv) in the introductory chap-

ter to this dictionary, these languages were chosen deliberately as they represent the 

maximum number of contrasts, such as being situated in western versus eastern lan-

guage communities.  

The dictionary, as indicated before, is the outcome of a project in which a certain meth-

odological approach was used. This approach serves users when they want to under-

stand how the dictionary came to be what it is today. Basically, the DEA was conducted 

in a two step method. The first step was the establishing of a loanword list from sources 
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such as dictionaries, newspaper articles and selected items of (everyday) conversation. 

With the help of this investigation approximately 1200 loanwords were identified, after 

checking Polish the number could be enlarged to 1500 items. Selected loanwords were 

transformed into sample articles and distributed among collaborators in several Euro-

pean countries who were asked to contribute to the information already provided. This 

fieldwork, which worked via the application of a questionnaire, was addressed to col-

leagues and their students in the respective country. Afterwards all the data was exam-

ined and typed into a computer-based list. The results were then divided into five 

batches, sent out to the collaborators for further checking, correction and additional re-

marks. Eventually, after the final circulation of the batches containing the prospective 

lemmata, the reference book was compiled and the output is the Dictionary of European 

Anglicisms as it is known today. (cf. Görlach 1994: 227-237) 

However, it appears evident that this dictionary does not only contrast the Duden Ger-

man dictionary in terms of its contents but also in the way it was established. In contrast 

to other dictionaries, the DEA is the result of a project which lasted from 1988, when 

the first lists were compiled, to 2001, when the dictionary was finally published. (cf. 

Görlach 2001: xvii) The DEA does not belong to those dictionaries which are up-dated 

every other year and maintained over longer periods of time but it is rather a piece of 

lexicographical mastery that mirrors the usage of Anglicisms in selected European lan-

guages at a certain point of time, namely the period between the late 1980s and the late 

1990s. The DEA, however, is not based on a corpus but merely on lists which have been 

compiled from various textual sources by the editor himself as well as various contribu-

tors from all over Europe. 

 
4.1.2.2  Structural Analysis of DEA Articles 

 
Before devoting our attention to scrutinising single specific dictionary articles of noun, 

verb and adjective, a light needs to be thrown onto the general article structure as ap-

plied by the Dictionary of European Anglicisms. 

The articles found in the DEA are basically divided into two main parts. The first part 

provides information valid for all European languages whereas the second part signifies 

the language by language data. The first part is introduced by the English headword. 

Those have to be recognised as being used in that very form in at least one of the Euro-

pean languages observed. Pseudo-Anglicisms are marked with an asterisk [*]. The 

headword, however, has to be ‘purely’ English. Thus, elements of Latin or Greek ances-

try as well as words that are derived from other languages but were transmitted via the 
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English language are excluded from that list. Also the terminology of certain jargons 

such as computing or economics was not to be included in the list contributing to the 

DEA. Words had to be understood by ordinary educated people – this was obviously the 

key criteria. However, exceptions are always observable. (cf. Görlach 2001: xviii-xix) 

Following the bold printed headword the user is informed about the word’s respective 

part of speech in italic font. This piece of information is based upon the conventions of 

the 1995 version of the Concise Oxford Dictionary (COD). Hence, abbreviations such 

as n., v., interj., adv., abbr. and adj. point at the assigned parts of speech. In addition to 

these labels, Görlach and his contributors introduced cp1/cp2 in order to describe first or 

second parts of compounds. Following this users find a definition of the lexical item in 

question, which is also formed upon the basis of the COD. The definition shall include 

all occurring meanings found in the languages examined. Succeeding the definition or 

listing of meanings, a summary paragraph may be inserted which provides information 

on the history and distribution of the word. However, this is only the case for approxi-

mately 25 per cent of the entries. These paragraphs are usually accompanied by a grid 

which consists of sixteen squares all representing one of the languages in question. 

These squares are coloured in either white for full acceptance, black for symbolising the 

opposite or striped for restricted assimilation. (cf. ibid: xix-xx) 

Following the first part of the article body users find the language by language data. 

First of all these “packages for individual languages compris[e]” (Görlach 1994: 234) 

the language sigils such as Ge for German or Du for Dutch. The sigils are omitted when 

the respective language lacks the Anglicism in question. Following the sigils, users find 

corresponding spelling and pronunciation patterns in case they differ from those of the 

etymon. Furthermore, “information on the inflectional morphology” (ibid: 234) for lan-

guages with gender distinction is provided. Thus, N for neuter grammatical gender or F 

for feminine grammatical gender are used. The correlative plural endings are provided 

succeeding to the gender markers. Subsequent to this, dates of first occurrence as well 

as the transmission route are portrayed. Following the historical and distributive facts, 

meanings, degrees of assimilation22 as well as usage restrictions23 are named. Finally, 

native or rather non-English alternatives and hints towards derivatives are listed. (cf. 

Görlach 2001: xxii-xxv) 

 
22 Degrees of assimilation are provided in parentheses. Numbers from 0 to 5 and other symbols encode 
the according acceptance degree. Further explanations on this can be obtained from Görlach (1994: 244-
245) and the DEA’s introduction. (cf. Görlach 2001: xxiv)   
23 Restrictions with regard to usage refer to field, medium, region, register, style, status and currency of 
application. They occur along with the degree of assimilation in parentheses. (cf. ibid: xxiv-xxv) 
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As in the case of the Duden German dictionary, the first example is the article of the 

substantive Anglicism Aftershave24. Hence, the respective entry from the DEA should 

be considered first. 

 

 aftershave n., ‘an astringent, often scented lotion for use after shaving’ 
The spread of this term is noteworthy since perfectly adequate terms exist 
in all languages under consideration. This word has been adopted as a 
more fashionable synonym. Existing native equivalents were therefore 
not prompted by English. The word became strikingly frequent after the 
1950s and is now current in nearly all European languages. No calques 
have been formed, except when prompted by restrictive policies, as in 
French. The currency of the word is remarkable as the two parts of the 
compound are otherwise infrequent.  
Ge [a:ftaSe:f] N, pl. -s, 1960s (1) = Rasierwasser  Du […] 
             (Görlach 2001: sv) 

 

Evidently, the lemma is aftershave. Contrary to the Duden, the noun is spelled with 

lower-case character as English cognates were used in the course of this project and 

consequently in the related dictionary, too. The headword is accompanied by n. which 

indicates that the word belongs to the group of nouns. Following this explanation, or 

even definition, in English is provided. Subsequently, parts of the Anglicism’s history 

and distribution throughout Europe are summarised in order to provide some back-

ground knowledge to the word in question. This summary is accompanied by the earlier 

mentioned grid which indicates that the word is of restricted use in German.  

The actual notes on the word in German follow in the next block of the article. The first 

information provided is that of the phonetic description in brackets – [a:ftaSe:f]. Fol-

lowing this transcription the letter N implies that the Anglicism is of neuter grammatical 

gender in German and the notation of pl. -s provides users with the appropriate plural 

ending. According to the above article the Anglicism Aftershave first appeared in Ger-

man during the 1960s and is, as one learns thanks to the grid as well, “in restricted use 

in the language”. (ibid: xxiv) This fact is drawn attention to by the application of (1) 

subsequent to the period of first appearance. However, it is not indicated to which fields 

the word’s usage is restricted. The last notation given, that of = Rasierwasser, informs 

readers about the equal existence and usage of Rasierwasser and Aftershave. Subse-

quent to the information on the German usage users can also obtain details about appli-
 

24 In the paragraphs following the copied articles, all information, which has been retrieved from the arti-
cle and that is to be discussed in the following lines, will appear in italics. Explicit bibliographical nota-
tions will be omitted so as not to confuse readers. The same applies for the other two articles on the verb 
campen as well as the adjective clean. 
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cations in Dutch and other European languages as the DEA aims at detecting the aware-

ness of Anglicisms in selected European languages.  

 

The general approach shall be further continued and therefore a light will be thrown 

onto the structure of an article denoting a verb in the DEA. Thus, exactly as in the 

Duden before, the following lines are aimed at analysing the pattern of the entry of the 

verb campen. Görlach designed the article for the DEA as follows:   

 

 camp   v. ‘lodge in temporary quarters in the open’ 
   Ge campen, mid20c (2); kampieren 19c (3) Du […] 
              (Görlach 2001: sv) 

 

The lemma camp, which is spelled without the German ending –ed and thus remains in 

the form of its English cognate, is ensued by the marker v. This indication provides one 

with the information that the word counts among the word class of verbs. Subsequently, 

a rather broad definition on the semantic content of the verb, namely that it refers to 

lodging in temporary quarters in the open, is given. Yet, in contrast to the article of 

Aftershave, the entry of camp lacks a summary on history and distribution as well as a 

grid. Hence, the only information on these issues will be mentioned in the respective 

description for the languages in question.  

Following this sort of overall and broad introduction to the Anglicism in a European 

context, notations on the usage in German are listed. First of all one finds the in italics 

printed word campen which equals the German spelling with its appropriate verbal end-

ing in the infinitive. According to the notation mid20c, which forms the second piece of 

information with regard to German in the article excerpt above, the reader sees that the 

verb first appeared during the middle of the 20th century. The specification (2) serves as 

an indicator for the distribution of the verb campen. Thus, the user comes to know that 

the verb, in this very form though, “is fully accepted and found in many styles and reg-

isters, but is still marked as English […]”. (ibid: xxiv) However, also the old version 

kampieren is cited in the dictionary entry. Thanks to the marker 19c it is implied that 

this form of the verb entered the German language during the 19th century. The verb 

kampieren, in contrast to its more modern form campen, “is not (or no longer) recog-

nized as English [and] English origin can only be established etymologically”. (ibid: 

xxiv) This very fact is provided by (3). 
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Last but not least, the adjectival word class and how it is represented in the DEA should 

be looked at. For this purpose the adjective clean was chosen in order to serve by way 

of illustration for this word class. The article reads as follows: 

  

clean adj. 10a ‘free from any record of crime or offence’, +13 ‘free  
from drugs’, +14 ‘clean cut, sharply outlined’ 

  Ge [=E] 1970s, +13(1 sla) < sauber Du […] 
              (Görlach 2001: sv) 

 

The adjective clean, which forms the lemma of the dictionary entry, is followed by the 

notation adj. which clearly indicates that this lexical item belongs to the word category 

of adjectives. Following this piece of information three definitions, which were taken 

from the Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English – COD (cf. ibid: xiv), are 

quoted. Thus, the notations 10a ‘free of any record of crime or offence’, 13 ‘free from 

drugs’ as well as 14 ‘clean cut, sharply outlined’ are all definitions taken from the arti-

cle in the COD. However, only these three of the various meanings listed there apply to 

the adjective’s usage in European languages. Yet again, despite the broadness of mean-

ings, no account on the word’s history and distribution are provided in a comprising 

paragraph as was the case for the Anglicism Aftershave. The article also lacks a grid in 

which the same information would be provided.  

The notations on the adjective’s usage in German are given underneath. First of all one 

comes to know that the German word, in spelling as well as pronunciation, equals the 

English cognate. This is shown with help of the indicator [=E]. The following informa-

tion, +13(1 sla), displays that in terms of a German context merely the meaning of not 

being addicted to drugs any more applies. This meaning, however, is restricted in lan-

guage use to the register of slang. The item < sauber constitutes that the German syno-

nym sauber is used more frequently than its English counterpart. Following this one 

could again obtain information on the Anglicism’s usage in other European languages 

but this shall repeatedly not be of importance in terms of the present paper. 

 
4.1.3 The AWb – The Anglizismen-Wörterbuch 
 

4.1.3.1  Methodology Examined 
 

The Anglizismen-Wörterbuch, henceforth merely labelled AWb, is the outcome of a 

project called “Englische Einflüsse auf die deutsche Gegenwartssprache nach 1945”, 
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which was started in 1963 and had been funded since April, 1st 1977.25 The founding 

father of this monumental investigation into the German language and its underlying 

English impacts was Broder Carstensen, an Anglicist who was based in Paderborn. The 

project, and consequently the dictionary, was finished by Ulrich Busse in 1993 as well 

as 1994 and 1996 for parts two and three respectively. The scholar Busse had also in-

vestigated the occurrence of Anglicisms in the Duden German dictionary. (cf. Car-

stensen/Busse 1993: 1*-5*) 

Main aim of the project, and thus the dictionary, was to examine phonetic, phonologi-

cal, morphological, syntactical and stylistic Anglicisms in German. The major empha-

sis, however, was on the lexical level. Designated users of the dictionary range from 

experts in the fields of German as well as English linguistics to average language con-

sumers but major addressees, at least with regard to Carstensen’s adjusted preferences 

which he uttered in 1980, are definitely to be seen in translators, linguists, interference 

researchers, historians, cultural anthropologists, lexicographers and else. (cf. Carstensen 

1981: 15) Contrary to that, he redefined his desired addressed audience in the introduc-

tion to the AWb where he writes that he thinks of a “[…] potentiellen Benutzer des 

AWb als jemanden […], der primär wissen möchte, was der nachgeschlagene An-

glizismus bedeutet, wie er verwendet wird und wie er ausgesprochen wird.” (Car-

stensen/Busse 1993: 92*) However, the issue of address is merely to be mentioned at 

this stage as it will be discussed later in the paper. 

Originally, it was planned that the AWb would consist of one to six parts. Those were 

meant to be divided into more complex, rather descriptive accounts of English lexical 

stock on the one hand and a short version merely incorporating prescriptive information 

designed for average language users on the other hand. Especially Carstensen always 

aimed at capturing inner as well as outer loan material which came to be used in the 

German language after 1945. For being able to distinguish those, texts of everyday 

German had to be examined. (cf. Carstensen 1981: 15-17)  

The bases of the AWb are two corpora – the Paderborn corpus and the Mannheim cor-

pus. The Paderborn corpus, which was specifically established for the creation of the 

AWb, consists of several single parts. Among these are: 

 90,000 text samples from German, Austrian and Swiss newspapers, 
weekly papers, magazines and other press publications (collected since 
1962) 

 10,000 text samples provided by the Austrian scholar Karin Viereck 

 
25 While studying secondary literature one might also come across the project title of “Anglizismen-
Wörterbuch”. This was the venture’s name from 1982 until 1992. (cf. Carstensen/Busse 1993: 3*) 
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 text samples provided by the Institut für Deutsche Sprache  
 text samples from the Duden-Sprachkartei (Duden language file).       

                                               (cf. Carstensen/Busse 1993: 47*-51*) 
 

The second corpus, the Mannheim corpus, consists of four parts: 

 the Bonn newspaper corpus 
 the Mannheim corpus of fine literature as well as popular and scientific 

writings 
 the Mannheim corpus of expository texts and trivial literature 
 the Freiburg corpus of spoken German present-day language. 

      (cf. ibid: 51*-53*) 
 

However, according to Carstensen and Busse (1993: 51*), the samples from the Pader-

born corpus contributed far more to the AWb’s content than the Mannheim corpus. The 

Mannheim corpus rather served as a complement to the Paderborn corpus. The respec-

tive text samples were collected, examined and evaluated by Broder Carstensen, his 

research associates and his student assistants within the framework of the earlier men-

tioned project. (cf. Carstensen/Busse 1993: 3*-5*; 47*-53*)  

Finally, it should be mentioned that the respective Anglicisms are not labelled on the 

grounds of Betz’s terminology but another threefold categorisation according to the 

borrowing process was developed. Kirkness and Woolford (2002: 201-202) nicely 

summarised that users can come across aus engl. x, which denotes that the German 

word equals the, or an, English item, or nach engl. x26, which hints to the fact that the 

item in German is a complete or partial translation of an English cognate, or zu engl. x, 

which assigns that the word was neither borrowed nor translated but should rather be 

seen as a German creation upon an English example. The first category mentioned, 

namely that of aus engl. x, can be further differentiated into:  

 cases where no English equivalent is cited in English dictionaries (i.e. 
“aus engl. x, das so in engl. Wbb. nicht belegt ist”), 

 examples where the German meaning is not verified in an English dic-
tionary (i.e. “aus engl. x, das in engl. Wbb. in dieser Bed. nicht belegt 
ist”), 

 cases without any cognate for a complex German word (i.e. “aus engl. x 
und engl. y”) and 

 words which are hybrid creations or calques (“aus engl. x und dt. y”). 27 

 

 
26 According to Carstensen/Busse (1993: 62*) the marker nach engl. x is enriched with information on the 
degree of probability. Thus, the German item wahrsch., denoting likelihood, and evtl., standing for even-
tuality, are being applied.  
27 A more detailed explanation of these categories, however, can found in chapter 5.1.3.1. There  I will 
again take up this matter as it forms a decisive factor with regard to the quantitative analysis.  
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4.1.3.2  Structural Analysis of AWb Articles 
 
The AWb’s articles are very complex and therefore a light is to be thrown on the rather 

general structures before examining single example entries of different word classes. 

First of all, it should be mentioned that entries in the AWb can be main lemma in bold 

print, s ub - l e mma  in spaced font and referential lemma appearing with single under-

lining. However, in the following merely articles of main lemma will be subject of dis-

cussion as these are the ones to be considered in the quantitative analysis in chapter 

five, too.  

The article is introduced by the lemma, or headword, which equals the word in question 

as used in German. Following this one finds alternative spelling forms. Subsequent to 

possible spellings angle brackets embed information about German pronunciation pro-

vided in phonetic symbols, grammatical details such as gender marking, singular geni-

tive case ending as well as plural endings in case of nouns and verbal categories ((in-

)transitive, reflexive, reciprocal) and their taking either haben, sein or both for the word 

class of verbs. Additionally, geographical, temporal, pragmatic markers and those de-

noting frequency are listed. Markings appear within angle brackets and are separated 

from the other information by a vertical line. Following the angle brackets users find 

abbreviations or short forms in parentheses. The seventh piece of information in ┌ ┐ is 

the lexicographical definition which can either occur in form of a complete explanation 

or reference to other lemmata. Subsequently, the symbol ◊ is followed by the year of 

verification in the Paderborn corpus. The year of respective first occurrence in other 

German dictionaries is provided after two vertical lines ||. This information on time of 

borrowing is followed by the path of borrowing which is found behind the little circle ○. 

Comments on this have been made earlier in this paper. Next to the item’s origin is the 

English pronunciation pattern in brackets followed by a box □ indicating that additional 

information on the article in question will be cited. This can be synonyms and refer-

ences to comparative lemmata. Finally, a block of text samples pointing to first occur-

rences or else is placed underneath which can be followed by the so-called Nest. This 

additional set of information might contain sub-lemmata such as compounds, deriva-

tions and possible male or female alternative forms. It can be followed by specific lit-

erature on the word or item in question but this position occurs rather rarely. It should 

also be mentioned that in case of polysemous elements several entries are provided 

which are all accompanied by separate articles and text samples illustrating the appear-
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ance of the item. (cf. Carstensen/Busse 1993: 11*-23*; cf. Kirkness/Woolford 2002: 

199-200) 

Additionally, it appears important to be mentioned that the AWb structures remind of 

those found in the Oxford English Dictionary, the OED. In terms of layout and compila-

tion the AWb seems to be modelled on the example of the Oxford English Dictionary. 

The AWb, just like the OED, cites main lemmata, then refers to the word’s single mean-

ings with all the necessary phonological, morphological, grammatical information and 

else. Following, example citations are provided, most notably thereby the sample sen-

tence of first occurrence. 

 

As was the case of the Duden German dictionary as well as the DEA, the entry of the 

noun Aftershave (or AfterShave as it is written here) is to be illustrated in order to fur-

ther discuss patterns of presentation adapted by the AWb28. The article, which counts 

among the group of main lemma, looks as follows: 

 

   After Shave, After-Shave <[´a:ft6Se:f] n; -, -s, -s> (Kurzform von ↑After 
Shave Lotion) ┌nach der Rasur verwendetes, meist parfümiertes adstringierendes 
Gesichtswasser; hautpflegende Emulsion┐ ◊ 1963||1973 DR ○ aus engl. after-
shave [´a:ft@SeIv] □ 
 

Syn. Rasierwasser 
Vgl. ↑After Shave Lotion, ↑Pre Shave 
 
1   ´Sir’ Rasierwasser After Shave. (WELT 
21.9.1963: 47) 

4   Jeder zweite Bundesbürger wird ohne 
erfrischendes After Shave nach der Rasur 
gar nicht erst munter, jeder dritte greift zu 
einem Bade- oder Duschzusatz, jeder 
vierte benutzt ein Eau de Cologne oder 
rein Eau de Toilette. (STERN 14.3.1985: 
230) 

2   Für Männer, die sich männlich pflegen. 
Neu jetzt zum meistgekauften Pre Shave 
Deutschlands: T2 After Shave, nach jeder 
Rasur. T2 Eau de Cologne, herb und frisch 
[…] prickelt vor Männlichkeit. (SPIEGEL 
16.12.1968: 39; Anz.) 

5  Längst quellen die Regale in den Par-
fümerien und Kosmetikabteilungen der 
Kaufhäuser über von Duftwässern und 
After Shaves nebst den dazugehörigen 
Bade- und Pflegeserien. (SPIEGEL 
14.12.1987: 194) 

3   Die pulsierende Frische dieses After 
Shave wirkt anregend und belebend. (ebd. 
22.12.1980: 7; Anz.) 

6   Rasierapparat und After Shave, eine 
Flasche Flüssigseife und ein Deodorant 
stehen auf den Nachttischen. (FAZ 
10.6.1988: 3) 

         

         (Carstensen/Busse 1993: sv) 

 
28 In the paragraphs following the copied articles, all information, which has been retrieved from the arti-
cle and that is to be discussed in the following lines, will appear in italics. Explicit bibliographical nota-
tions will be omitted so as not to confuse readers. The same applies for the other two articles on the verb 
campen as well as the adjective clean. 
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The entry’s headword is the noun After Shave which is followed by the alternative spell-

ing of After-Shave. The capitalisation of the bold printed word already implies that the 

word in question counts among the word class of nouns. Angle brackets provide the 

promised information of the pronunciation pattern [´a:ft6Se:f], the gender attribution of 

n implying neuter gender, a singular genitive case of either zero -, hence After-Shave, or 

-s, as in After Shaves, as well as the plural marker of -s. Next to these indications paren-

theses embed the information that After Shave is short for After Shave Lotion and refer-

ence to the respective lemma is given. Succeeding, the definition of nach der Rasur 

verwendetes, meist parfümiertes adstringierendes Gesichtswasser; hautpflegende Emul-

sion, meaning an often perfumed face lotion that is used after shaving or a skin care 

emulsion, is provided. Furthermore, the user learns that the first record in the Paderborn 

corpus dates back to 1963 and that the 1973 version of the Mannheim Duden Recht-

schreibung was the first German dictionary to take note of this Anglicism. Moreover, 

one is directed to the notation of the word’s origin of being derived aus engl. aftershave. 

Also the English phonetic transcription of [´a:ft@SeIv], which differs from the pronun-

ciation in German, is cited. Thus, apart from its capital letters and its separation through 

hyphen, the German Anglicism is the same as its English cognate in terms of spelling 

but differences occur with regard to pronunciation. Next to the phonetic information the 

synonym Rasierwasser as well as references to After Shave Lotion and Pre Shave are 

itemised. The reference to other entries is indicated by an arrow ↑. The text samples 

underneath inform users about first occurrences of the word After Shave in German 

newspapers, magazines or else. Thus, one learns that the earliest appearance recorded in 

the Paderborn corpus dates back to September 21st, 1963 in the newspaper Welt. Other 

entries refer to Spiegel, Stern and FAZ which are important German means of commu-

nication and information.  

 

The approach of looking at specific items of different word classes and their respective 

representation in the chosen dictionaries shall be carried out further. The next lexical 

item to be considered is the verb campen, which is presented as follows in the AWb: 

 

   campen <[´kEmp@n] intr. V., hat> ┌sich für eine best. Zeit auf einem 
↑Campingplatz mit Zelt oder Wohnwagen aufhalten, häufig zu Erholungszwe-
cken am Wochenende oder während der Ferien┐ ◊ 1969||1960 DF ○ aus engl. to 
camp [k&mp] □ Neben ~ verwendet man weiterhin das ältere dt. Wort zelten (in 
Süddeutschl. auch zelteln), das aber nur für das Leben im Zelt, nicht im Wohn-
wagen gilt.  
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Vgl. ↑Camper 1, ↑Camping, ↑Caravaning 
 

1   Vor allem wollen beide Vorsitzende auf 
internationaler Ebene für das Campen in 
Regensburg werben. (MITTELBAYER. 
ZTG. 21.5.1969: 15) 

3   In diesem Jahr gibt es schon knapp 30 
deutsche Orte, wo nach dem Modell 
Viechtach mit einem Wohnmobil gecampt 
werden darf. (BILD AM. S. 15.4.1984: 
108) 

2   Im August campe er mit seiner Mutter 
am Strand bei Boltenhagen, um seinen 
Fluchtplan zu verwirklichen. (SPIEGEL 
25.8.1969: 117) 

4 Angesichts solcher Verwüstungen er-
scheint den Ökologen die Zusicherung der 
Epala, an den Seen könne auch gecampt 
und gepaddelt werden, „wie Hohn“. 
(SPIEGEL 12.9.1988: 199) 
 
{an ~ (WESTF. VOLKSBL. 5.4.1979:3)} 

 

                    (Carstensen/Busse 1993: sv) 

 
The lemma is the verb campen, which is spelled in lower case letters and with the Ger-

man ending –en that denotes German infinitive forms. Following the headword users 

learn about the German pronunciation pattern of [´kEmp@n] as well as the fact that the 

verb takes haben. Next to this set of information, which is provided in angle brackets, 

one finds the German definition of sich für eine best. Zeit auf einem ↑Campingplatz mit 

Zelt oder Wohnwagen aufhalten, häufig zu Erholungszwecken am Wochenende oder 

während der Ferien. This German explanation connotes that someone spends a certain 

amount of time on a camping site or in a caravan in order to relax. The definition also 

refers to the fact that this event takes place on weekends or during holidays. The arrow 

next to Camping- is used to point to the article of the noun Camping where readers can 

obtain even more information. Following the explanation in German users come to 

know that the first text sample in the Paderborn corpus dates back to the year 1969 but 

the notation 1960 DF briefs the reader about an earlier occurrence in the Duden – 

Fremdwörterbuch in 1960. Furthermore, the article contains a statement on the word’s 

origin – aus engl. to camp signifies that the verb equals the English cognate to camp, 

except for the ending of course. However, one also learns that the English pronunciation 

of [k&mp] is different from the earlier cited German way of utterance. The little box □ 

introduces additional information: the German phrase, which shall not be quoted here 

due to limited space, reveals that besides the verb campen the older German version of 

zelten is used. However, this item exhibits limited connotations as it merely refers to the 

living in a tent but not to the staying in a caravan whereas the Anglicism campen does 

relate to both instances. Underneath the article the user finds references to the articles of 

the noun Camper and its first meaning, the noun Camping as well as the item Caravan-

ing. Reference is implied trough the abbreviation Vgl., which equals the English cf. for 
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confer, as well as vertical arrows. The text samples beneath point to occurrences of the 

verb. The first recorded appearance of the verb campen dates back to May, 21st 1969 in 

the Mittelbayrische Zeitung on page 15. Other text samples originate from the German 

paper Bild as well as the Spiegel magazine. 

 

After having examined the AWb’s article structure for the noun After-Shave and the 

verb campen a light is finally to be thrown onto the representation patterns for the ad-

jective clean. The Anglicism is featured as follows:  

 

   clean <[kli:n] Adj., o.Steig., meist präd.> 1┌ nicht mehr drogenabhängig, meist 
nach ein bes. Entzugstherapie┐ ◊ 1977||1974 DF ○ aus engl. clean [kli:n] □ Ge-
legentlich wird ~ auch in bezug auf Sachen, Institutionen etc. in der Bed. 'frei 
von Rauschgift' verwendet (vgl. 9 f.). Lehnert (1990: 129) weist darauf hin, daß 
es sich bei dt. sauber in der Bed. 'von Alkohol oder Drogensucht befreit' um eine 
volksetymologische Anlehnung an engl. sober 'nüchtern, nicht betrunken' han-
delt. 

 
Syn. sauber, trocken 
 
1   In einem Exposé schrieb die 28jährige 
Filmemacherin, die zwei Jahre „an der 
Nadel hing“ und seit anderthalb Jahren 
„clean“ geblieben ist […]. (SPIEGEL 
30.5.1977: 195)   

5  Helga Oberländer war zehn Jahre he-
roinsüchtig. Nach zwei Therapiever-
suchen hat sie es geschafft. Seit Juni 1983 
ist sie „clean“ und geht wieder zur Schule. 
(ebd. 20.9.1984: 208)  
6    So wurde uns ein gesunder, cleaner, 
kaum eines Laster fähiger Freud präsen-
tiert. (FAZ 18.11.1986: 11) 

2   Dort [in der Drogenberatungsstelle der 
Technischen Universität Berlin] wurde vor 
der Vermittlung eines Therapieplatzes 
verlangt, Marlies [eine 15jährige Berliner 
Realschülerin] müsse vier- bis sechsmal in 
einem Abstand von einer Woche pünktlich 
„clean“ und „ordentlich angezogen“ er-
scheinen […]. Weil sie außerdem nur vier 
Monate „gedrückt“ habe und schon drei 
Monate „clean“ sei, sie sie noch nicht reif 
für die Gruppe. (ZEIT 17.8.1979: 38) 

7    Lange blieb Marion clean, dann griff 
sie wieder zum Rauschgift – diesmal 
Amphetamin. (SPIEGEL 22.6.1987: 69) 

3    Das ist hier der allerletzte Ort, wo wir 
die Leute clean kriegen und sie für eine 
Therapie gewinnen können. (STERN 
24.4.1980) 

8  Nur wenige Stunden nach seiner Teil-
nahme an einer Fernsehsendung des Hes-
sischen Rundfunks zum Thema Drogen ist 
ein Süchtiger, der sich selbst als „clean“ 
bezeichnet hatte, an einer Überdosis He-
roin gestorben. (WESTDT. ZTG. 
22.4.1989: o. S.)  
9   Rauschgift-Razzia ergab: Der Flens-
burger Knast ist „clean“ (FLENSB. 
TAGEBL. 1.11.1985: 4)  

4   Ein junger Junkie drückt das einfacher 
aus: „Was nützt es mir, wenn ich clean 
werde. Dann sitze ohne Job und Zukunft 
auf der Straße. Da knall’ ich mir doch 
lieber den Kopf voll.“ (ebd. 10.11.1983: 
304) 

10    Der preußisch-konfuzianische Stadt-
staat Singapur, früher zentrale Dreh-
schreibe für den fernöstlichen Heroin-
handel, ist heute so gut wie clean. 
(SPIEGEL 3.11.1986: 175) 
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2 ┌von Sachen: sauber, ordentlich, makellos, so beschaffen, wie man es auf-
grund best. Wertvorstellungen erwartet┐ ◊ 1973||- ○ aus engl. clean □ Mit Bezug 
auf Personen ist ~ in dieser Bed. selten (vgl. 5 f.) 

 
  

1  Clean/sauber: Ein Tee ohne Holz, Fa-
sern und Staub, gut sortiert, nut Blattgut 
des gleichen Grades, in der Tasse frei von 
jedem Beigeschmack. (MARONDE 1973: 
68) 

4  Wie sich auf der Internationalen Her-
ren-Mode-Woche zeigte, ist „clean“ (sau-
ber) der neue Look. Insbesondere sportli-
che Bekleidung sitzt locker und leger, 
sieht sogar leicht getragen aus, aber alles 
„vergammelt“ Aussehende ist absolut 
passé. (FLENSB. TAGEBL. 14.3.1986: o. 
S.)  

2    Übersehen wird in dem Bericht, daß 
die jetzt von der Innen- und Justiz-
verwaltung beklagten „Zustände“ gezielt 
dadurch herbeigeführt wurden, daß im 
Zusammenhang mit der „Lösung“ des 
Hausbesetzerproblems alle Schwierigkei-
ten dem Bezirk Kreuzberg aufgeladen 
wurden, weil die anderen Bezirke „sozial 
clean“ bleiben wollten, allen voran der 
Bezirk Schöneberg. (FAZ 27.10.1984: 10; 
Leserbr.)  

5  Nena mit dem immer fröhlichen La-
chen, Nena gar nicht so wild in einer 
Strumpfhose mit Leopardenmuster, Nena 
mit ihrem immer wieder ernstgemeinten 
„Dankeschön“, Nena ist so clean und 
sympathisch, wie das nette Mädchen von 
nebenan. (HERSF. ZTG. 3.4.1984: 11)  

3     Wir ahnten oder wußten wohl, daß die 
neue Welt so ‚clean’ nicht war, doch hüte-
ten wir uns vor auch nur innerem Wider-
spruch, der uns automatisch in die Nähe 
der „Nazibestien“ gerückt hätte, bei deren 
Erwähnung auch meine Eltern nur betreten 
schwiegen. (ZEIT 31.5.1985: 39) 

6 Aber niemand und nichts besudelt die 
Umwelt annähernd so gründlich wie die 
cleanen Amerikaner und ihre Meister-
Proper-gepflegte, wassergespülte Haupt-
basis McMurdo am Ross-Meer, wo sich in 
der Sommersaison bis zu 1200 Frauen und 
Männer ansammeln. (SPIEGEL 
22.1.1990: 198) 

 
                               (Carstensen/Busse 1993: sv) 
 

The first impression of the article is that it appears to be rather large and overwhelming 

in comparison to the other words’ entries. Again – one finds the bold printed headword 

clean which is followed by the word’s pronunciation of [kli:n] in angle brackets. The 

phonetic transcription is accompanied by the notation that it is an adjective. Addition-

ally, thanks to indication o.Steig. one learns that there is no comparison for the adjective 

in question. Through the notation meist präd. users come to know that the adjective 

clean is employed in predicative instances most often. The numeral 1 introduces the 

first aspect of meaning of the adjective clean. The German explanation refers to nicht 

mehr drogenabhängig, meist nach ein bes. Entzugstherapie. This definition corresponds 

to English not being addicted to drugs any more, which is often the case after with-

drawal treatment. The chequer ◊ is followed by the item’s first occurrence in the Pader-

born corpus which dates back to the year 1977. In 1974, however, the adjective clean 

was already listed in the Duden – Fremdwörterbuch. The circle ○ following the notes 

on the year of borrowing introduces the word’s origin, namely aus engl. clean, which 
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implies that the Anglicism in German equals its English cognate. The pronunciation 

pattern of the word [kli:n] as found in English accompanies the etymological back-

ground. Following these notations the box □ commences additional information such as 

that the adjective might also be used with regard to institutions and objects which are 

free of drugs. Carstensen and Busse also cite Lehnert’s assumption that the German 

adjective sauber, a synonym for clean, was derived from English sober. However, 

Lehnert argues that this explanation is of folk etymologic nature. Following the article 

synonyms of the adjective clean are cited. These are sauber and trocken. Underneath 

the article on the word’s characteristics the user finds several text samples which illus-

trate the use of the adjective clean in German. The first appearance recorded in the Pad-

erborn corpus dates back to May, 30th 1977 in the magazine Spiegel. Other text samples 

originate from newspapers such as FAZ, Zeit and Westdeutsche Zeitung as well as the 

magazine Stern. Following this set of text samples, which only illustrate the word’s us-

age in terms of its first meaning, users learn about the adjective’s second purport. Thus, 

the second part of the article begins with the German definition von Sachen: sauber, 

ordentlich, makellos, so beschaffen, wie man es aufgrund best. Wertvorstellungen er-

wartet. Hence, the Anglicism clean can refer to things and objects which are (kept) neat, 

proper and perfect, basically in the condition that one would expect them to be in so that 

they are in accordance with certain values and moral concepts. Next to the German 

definition, the year 1973, which equals the first recorded appearance in the Paderborn 

corpus, is cited. Subsequent to this information, the user once again finds the etymo-

logical information which was mentioned earlier. Finally, the additional remark of the 

adjective’s use with regard to people who are very neat is provided. However, applica-

tions in terms of this connotation are rather rare. Beneath the article text samples illus-

trate the usage of the Anglicism clean with regard to its second meaning. Also the first 

occurrence recorded in the Paderborn corpus, namely that of 1973 in the Maronde, is 

provided. Further examples are taken from newspapers like FAZ and Zeit as well as the 

popular magazine Spiegel.  

 
4.2 Comparison 
 
As this paper aims at detecting similarities as well as differences between the selected 

dictionaries − the Duden, the DEA and the AWb, the following subchapters describe 

these in terms of qualitative criteria. It appears evident that the dictionaries differ from 

one another with regard to the microstructures, meaning that the lemmata and their re-

spective articles are very diverse and vary in many respects but there are certainly simi-
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larities which are to be mentioned next. Following these paragraphs on commonness a 

light will be thrown onto the structural differences of the Duden, the DEA and the 

AWb. Additionally, subsequent to the textual distinctness, explanations and compari-

sons with regard to methodological applications will find mentioning.  

 
4.2.1 Similarities 
 
Dictionary lemmata and their articles, following several definitions and illustrations in 

various references on linguistic terminology, are more or less the same for all dictionar-

ies. Lemmata are the words in question and their articles contain information about 

form, grammatical applications, definitions, usage, synonyms, connotations and many 

more facts depending on the type of dictionary. The basic information, as appears evi-

dent when considering various dictionaries, is more or less the same. Hence, when look-

ing at the Duden, the DEA and the AWb one can find certain features which are shared 

by all three.  

With regard to general microstructures the Duden, the DEA and the AWb have similar 

characteristics. First of all, they are all structured alphabetically. Headwords, thus the 

words in question, appear in bold print. The articles following the lemma can contain 

information about pronunciation, for which the International Phonetic Alphabet is used, 

the respective part of speech, gender attribution, grammatical facts such as tense end-

ings, plural markers, genitive case markings as well as notations on semantic contents. 

However, similarities might become more obvious when considering the single entries 

for the noun Aftershave, the verb campen and the adjective clean. 

The articles on the lemma Aftershave are introduced by the headword Aftershave in all 

three cases. The entries all contain some amount of phonetic transcription for the pro-

nunciation as used in German. Furthermore, the articles provide the information of the 

word belonging to the substantive word class by either citing the neuter gender attribu-

tion of n. or the quotation of the direct article das. Moreover, the genitive case marker –

s is given in both the Duden as well as the AWb but lacks mentioning in the DEA. The 

plural ending –s is provided by all three dictionaries as is the definition of it being a 

synonym for Rasierwasser. The Duden as well as the AWb share the feature of refer-

ence to the fact that Aftershave is a short form of Aftershavelotion. In the articles of the 

AWb and the DEA the year of transfer to German, or the period respectively, is pro-

vided.  

The articles on the lemma campen are introduced by the headword camp(en). Pronun-

ciation patterns are provided by the Duden and the AWb. The notation of the word be-
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ing a verb in terms of word class attribution is cited in an explicit way by the DEA and 

the AWb. However, also the Duden mentions this implicitly by putting the word in low 

key and adding the ending –en to the headword which draws attention to the fact that 

the word must belong to the group of verbs. Furthermore, all three dictionaries, in one 

way or another, take note of the definition of living in a tent or caravan. The DEA as 

well as the AWb put the appearance date of mid 20th century, or 1969 respectively, on 

record. Moreover, the Duden and the AWb refer to the derivation Camper.  

The three dictionaries − the Duden, the DEA and the Awb – also share features with 

regard to the lemma and article of the adjective clean. Following the bold printed head-

word, which is obviously the word clean, users can find information on pronunciation, 

either through the application of the International Phonetic Alphabet or by conferring to 

the fact that it equals the accentuation of the English cognate. Furthermore, the DEA 

and the AWb share the feature of citing the lemma’s corresponding word class – a fea-

ture that is omitted by the Duden as the word’s form is supposedly meant to hint at this 

very fact. Moreover, all three dictionaries provide a similar definition, amongst others, 

of being free of drugs and the Duden as well as the DEA refer to the fact that the adjec-

tive clean is used in slang language mainly. Besides, the notion of German sauber as a 

synonym for clean is pointed out by all three dictionaries. Additionally, as was the case 

for Aftershave and campen, the DEA and the AWb cite the word’s appearance in Ger-

man with 1970s, or 1977||1974 and 1973 respectively.  

However, it appears evident that, despite the similarities mentioned, the dictionaries 

differ to a large extent – not just in terms of the kind of information they represent but 

also with regard to how this is carried out. Undoubtedly, the differences are as consider-

able as the similarities, and yet they might even be more extensive. Thus, one should 

look at how the articles in the Duden, the DEA and the AWb contrast with each other. 

 
4.2.2 Differences 
 
Evidently, the articles in the Duden, the DEA and the AWb differ at first glance as they 

do not only display structures that are different from each other but the aspect that be-

comes overt at first sight are the lengths of the single entries. The Duden features the 

shortest articles in all three cases, namely when it comes to substantive lemma, verbs as 

well as adjectives. This is due to the mere stating of phonetic information, a brief ety-

mology, grammatical markings, definitions and maybe some reference to subentries, 

synonyms or usage examples. However, the Duden sticks to briefly citing facts about 

the word in question which is also determined by the fact that this dictionary is meant to 
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portray all of the present-day German language. The DEA features articles of middle 

length so to say. It ranks between the Duden and the AWb in terms of article complex-

ity. Apart from quoting phonetic transcriptions, grammatical attributions, definitions 

and synonyms or preferred items in use, the DEA may also cite some aspects of the 

Anglicism’s history and distribution, the time of occurrence in the selected European 

languages as well as the contexts and register the words are used in. In comparison to 

the Duden, the DEA applies more elaborate statements on the Anglicisms in question. 

However, this is also reasoned by the dictionary’s concentration on the mere presenta-

tion of Anglicisms in European languages – the DEA is not designed to cover all of a 

language or similar but is dedicated to the presentation of this specific topic only. The 

AWb features the most complex article structures. This dictionary does not only present 

phonetic transcriptions, information on grammatical markings and references to related 

entries, short forms or original forms but it also confronts the reader with very elaborate 

definitions, the year(s) of first appearance in the Paderborn corpus and/or German dic-

tionaries like the Duden – Die deutsche Rechtschreibung, sometimes even rather ample 

etymological information, synonyms and lists of text samples which underline the usage 

of the Anglicism in question. Head lemmata with their respective articles and sub-

lemmata can comprise several pages at times but usually entries stretch over half a page. 

These differences mentioned can be seen in the entries for the noun Aftershave in the 

Duden, the DEA and the AWb. The article found in the Duden, in contrast to the other 

dictionaries scrutinised, includes the lemma Aftershavelotion as a subentry, thus provid-

ing all grammatical as well as phonetic and etymological information for this word. Ad-

ditionally, the Duden portrays two different spelling forms for the compound nouns 

Aftershave and Aftershavelotion as well as separation possibilities. Apart from these 

aspects, the Duden German dictionary does not apply information that is omitted by the 

other two dictionaries − the DEA and the AWb. (cf. Duden 2004: sv “Aftershave”) The 

DEA contrasts the other two dictionaries in that it provides an English definition for the 

noun Aftershave which is obviously due to the dictionary’s dealing with European An-

glicisms, and thus aiming at investigating how English is used as a common channel of 

communication. Additionally, the DEA cites historical as well as distributive facts on 

the noun Aftershave in a very explicit way. Furthermore, the DEA refers to the re-

stricted language use by quoting (1). Moreover, the information 1960s refers to the pe-

riod in which the Anglicism entered the German language. The other two dictionaries 

either provide no information on the transfer date at all or cite the exact year but none of 

them works with time spans. The DEA also quotes usages in other languages which is 
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due to the dictionary language being one of European tongues and not only German. In 

terms of the AWb one can clearly say that the article for the compound noun Aftershave 

is extensive. The definition in German is far longer than the explanations in the other 

dictionaries. The AWb is also the only piece of work which draws attention to the 

lemma of Pre-Shave. The etymology cited in the lemma’s article includes the type of 

loan transfer, namely the direct taking over from an English cognate as well as the Eng-

lish pronunciation pattern. The AWb also points to six respective text samples in which 

the word is to be found. Thus, in terms of etymological as well as grammatical and in-

formative aspects the AWb quotes far more facts than the other two dictionaries in 

question. 

The articles found in the Duden, the DEA and the AWb also differ with regard to the 

entry on the verb campen. The Duden article on the verb is rather short and does not 

contain any information on the grammatical issues concerning this word. Thus, neither 

the word’s belonging to the word class of verbs nor usage hints with regard to being 

transitive or intransitive or else is provided. Also the phonetic transcription lacks com-

plexity as merely the first syllable is transcribed. However, the Duden contrasts the 

other dictionaries by implying reference to the noun Camperin, the female camper, 

which is not applied by the other two books. The Duden, in contrast to the DEA and the 

AWb, also draws attention to possible separations. The DEA, on the other hand, differs 

in that it applies an English explanation for the verb campen as was the case for the 

noun Aftershave. This definition is designed upon the template of the COD. The DEA, 

in contrast to the Duden and the AWb, stands out as it cites the German verb kampieren 

as a synonym plus its respective time span of occurrence. The DEA also points out the 

degree of acceptance. Thus, readers learn that the verb campen, which is marked by (2), 

is “fully accepted and found in many styles and registers, but [it] is still marked as Eng-

lish” (Görlach 2001: xxiv) while the word kampieren, which is tagged with (3), “is not 

(or is no longer) recognized as English”. (Görlach 2001: xxiv) Again, the DEA cites 

information on other European languages in which the Anglicism is to be found. The 

AWb again stands out due to a very long and very detailed article on the verb campen. 

The AWb is the only of the three dictionaries that deploys the information of the verb 

being intransitive and taking haben when the present perfect, for instance, is formed. 

Apart from that the article contains a very explicit definition in German as well as the 

precise year of occurrence. In contrast to the Duden and the DEA, the AWb quotes the 

German verb zelten as synonym and refers to the lemmata Camping and Caravaning. 
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The AWb again provides articles and text samples in which the usages of this Angli-

cism are illustrated.  

The three dictionaries also portray differences with regard to the articles on the adjec-

tive clean. The Duden article is indeed very short and merely displays the most essential 

information of pronunciation, origin and content. However, the Duden provides no 

grammatical information on the adjective in question. Thus, users do not even learn 

about the respective word class but receive a hint thanks to the given synonym sauber. 

Apart from this no other distinctive features can be listed. The DEA, on the other hand, 

provides quite some different features. First of all, this dictionary lists three dissimilar 

meanings in English of which only one, at least according to this very dictionary, can be 

applied in German. This meaning, namely 13 ‘free of drugs’, “is in restricted use in the 

language” (Görlach 2001: xxiv) which is indicated by (1 sla). Hence, users learn that 

the word is deployed in slang language. Furthermore, the DEA provides a notation on 

the frequency of the word by citing <sauber, which implies that clean is not used as 

much as its synonym sauber. The DEA also provides users with the period of first oc-

currence in German. The AWb article, in contrast to those in the Duden and the DEA, 

holds information on the comparison of the adjective which lacks mentioning in the 

other two dictionaries. The AWb also cites the adjective’s predicative use. Additionally, 

the AWb refers to a second meaning, namely that of reference to things which are 

proper and neat, which is omitted by the Duden as well as the DEA. As was the case for 

noun and verb the AWb deploys precise years of first appearance in German. Moreover, 

Lehnert’s assumptions on the folk etymological explanations are provided. Finally, the 

AWb is the only dictionary which draws attention to the adjective trocken as a synonym 

of clean.  

Furthermore, methodological differences should not be ignored in the context of a com-

parison of the Duden, the DEA and the AWb. As could be told from the subchapters on 

methodologies, the three dictionaries work from very diverse perspectives. The Duden, 

which was published in 1880 for the first time in form of the Urduden, is updated every 

four to five years on average. The editorial department of the Duden continuously ex-

amines the German language while all sorts of texts are considered relevant. Two tools 

are applied within this process: the Duden corpus and the Duden language file; explicit 

descriptions were provided in chapter 4.1.1.1. Thus, the Duden presents itself as having 

a mixed synchronic-diachronic29 character due to the fact that it is a reference book of 

 
29 Synchronic and diachronic are the “two temporal dimensions of linguistic investigation introduced by 
[…] Ferdinand de Saussure. […] In synchronic linguistics […] one describes a ’state’ of the language, 
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continuous editing and processing. And this characteristic is reflected in the depiction of 

Anglicisms, too. When an Anglicism comes to occur relatively frequently in German 

newspaper texts, magazines or elsewhere, the item is being listed in the Duden as the 

belonging to German everyday language could be proven. However, Anglicisms do not 

remain etymologically tagged in the Duden forever – the etymological marker is being 

dropped when the Anglicism has adapted to the German language and when its native 

speakers do not recognise the word as originally being derived from English anymore. 

Hence, the Duden should be considered a mixture of synchronic features and diachronic 

characteristics. On the whole, if one takes the Duden in its various editions with its ad-

aptations to a changed German everyday language into account, the diachronic character 

of this dictionary becomes overt. If one, however, looks at one edition only, such as the 

analysis’ underlying Duden of 2004, the nature is rather that of synchronic features, in 

that it depicts the present day situation with the current Anglicisms being marked, but 

implicitly also diachronic aspects are recognisable since older Anglicisms are contained 

but not tagged due to full integration into the German language system.  

The DEA, on the other hand, is of different character. The DEA is a dictionary which 

can clearly be assigned as having a “synchronic-descriptive” (Barbera 2003: 216) target. 

This is implied by the fact that the DEA ‘merely’ describes the status of certain Angli-

cisms in sixteen European languages at a specific point of time – namely the late 1980s 

until the late 1990s. Thus, a picture of the presence of Anglicisms within a period of 

approximately ten years in several languages of continental Europe is provided. The 

DEA grew out of a project which was effectively started by Manfred Görlach in 1993 

and finished with the dictionary’s publication in 2001. The project as such consisted of 

several units. Detailed discussions on the process were given in chapter 4.1.2.1. How-

ever, it should still be pointed out in the chapter on hand that the “DEA nomenclature 

[…] is not corpus-based […] but inescapably […] a largely subjective operation.” (ibid: 

212) The Anglicisms were listed and collected on the grounds of Görlach’s and his con-

tributors’ subjective knowledge and apprehension. This is probably the biggest contrast 

to the Duden and the AWb. Moreover, the earlier described characteristic of being a 

nearly purely synchronic dictionary (with few exceptions where historical and distribu-

tive facts are provided in the summary paragraphs of 25 per cent of all entries) stands in 

contrast to the Duden and the AWb which both describe the Anglicisms in both dimen-

sions though not always explicitly.  

 
disregarding whatever changes might be taking place.“ (Crystal 1997: 375) “In ‘diachronic linguistics’, 
languages are studied from the point of view of their historical development […].” (ibid: 114)  
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The AWb, a dictionary compiled by Carstensen and Busse, somehow unifies the diver-

gences of the Duden and the DEA. On the one hand, the AWb, just like the DEA, is the 

outcome of a project started during the early 1960s and finished in the early 1990s. It is 

aimed at describing all Anglicisms in German which have entered this language since 

the end of World War II, thus 1945. However, in contrast to the DEA and just like the 

Duden, the AWb is based on two corpora – the Paderborn corpus (compiled for the 

AWb) and the Mannheim corpus. Hence, despite being developed out of a project, the 

content of the AWb still originates in a carefully designed corpus which serves as lexi-

cographic foundation. Furthermore, the AWb “contains a certain ‘diachronic element’” 

(Görlach 2003: 119-120). This very fact, which was also observed in the underlying 

analysis, is due to various issues: first of all, the AWb stretches the fact that it mainly 

concentrates on Anglicisms which have entered the German language after 1945. 

Hence, by emphasising the historical development as well as extensive citing of enter-

ing years and the provision of text samples, in which changes within the Anglicisms can 

be observed, too, strengthen this diachronic dimension. However, the AWb surely fea-

tures synchronic elements as the depiction of Anglicisms at a specific point in time, 

namely the second half of the 20th century, is still recognisable.  

To sum this up, one can clearly say that the three dictionaries differ in terms of their 

methodology as well as their targets or dimensions. While the Duden is corpus-based 

and synchronic in nature with a slightly implicit diachronic touch, the DEA was com-

piled upon words listed by Görlach and his co-workers on grounds of various texts and 

dictionaries and is clearly of the synchronic sort. The AWb, last but not least, substanti-

ates on two corpora and is synchronic as well as diachronic in nature.  
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5 Quantitative Analysis 
 
The following chapter will provide the data gained from a quantitative analysis carried 

out previous to the compilation of this paper. The analysis was aimed at detecting the 

absolute quantities of Anglicisms covered by the Duden, the DEA and the AWb. For 

this purpose, as already explained in the respective text passages of chapter two on ob-

jectives and methodology, all entries from letters A to C denoting some sort of English 

origin, or a belonging to the German language as in the case of the DEA, were recorded 

in a list. This table can be found subsequent to the paper in appendices. 

The analysis involves the lexical entries in the Duden, the DEA and the AWb from let-

ters A to C. On the whole, 1557 main lemmata could be recorded, of which 425 Angli-

cisms were discovered in the Duden German dictionary, 598 entries in the DEA and 534 

in the AWb. However, for the purpose of a useful and comparable investigation Siegl’s 

deed was emulated in that the analysis was limited to main lemmata only and thus sub- 

and reference entries with regard to the actual account were ignored. (cf. Siegl 1989: 

53) This was decided on for several reasons: first of all, the DEA exclusively features 

main lemmata and neither refers to other entries nor do the articles contain any sub-

entries in most cases. Yet, in order to be consistent throughout the analysis the investi-

gations in the Duden as well as in the Awb had to be limited to main lemmata, too. The 

limitation to main lemmata can be considered the manifestation of a tertium compera-

tionis, so to say. Another aspect which defers to the leaving out of sub- and reference 

lemmata is the fact that the Duden pinpoints at etymological information when the word 

first occured. Thus, all following entries which might include this very item as well are 

not enriched with the information of etymological descent. Hence, users are not explic-

itly advised that the word in question in fact belongs to the group of Anglicisms. Due to 

the fact that the paper aims at detecting how well Anglicisms and their respective ety-

mological information are presented in certain dictionaries, it was decided to merely 

concentrate on those explicitly stating the donor language. Finally, despite the AWb 

nicely presenting sub-lemmata in very explicit and detailed ways, it was nevertheless 

scrutinised applying the same criterion in order to be consistent throughout the investi-

gation and the paper. 

However, if all entries, namely main lemmata and sub-entries as well as referential 

lemmata, were to be counted, the numbers for the Duden would add up to 622 entries 

and the AWb to 630 entries. However, it should be mentioned that in terms of the 

Duden all subentries as well as referential lemmata were taken into consideration as the 
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latter are not lemmata pinpointing to another lexical item but those referring back to an 

earlier cited word, thus functioning like sub-entries in the AWb. With regard to the 

AWb merely sub-lemmata are to be taken note of as reference lemmata draw attention 

to entries elsewhere in the dictionary. Numbers for the DEA remain the same due to the 

fact that neither sub-lemmata nor reference lemmata are included. Hence, it appears 

evident that users can finally find a total amount of 1851 words derived from English 

lexical material when consulting the Duden German dictionary, the Dictionary of Euro-

pean Anglicisms and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch.  

The following paragraphs will provide an overview of the three dictionaries in question 

in terms of their quantities. Hence, total numbers with regard to main lemmata as well 

as distribution patterns will become overt. Finally, the three accounts will be compared 

in the final subchapter. 

 
5.1 Quantitative Accounts for Dictionaries in Question  
  
5.1.1 The Duden 
 
 5.1.1.1  Prerequisites  
 
In the analysis with regard to quantitative aspects as featured by the Duden, the word 

lists for items beginning with letters A, B and C were scrutinised. To put it simply, the 

investigation was carried out manually by searching pages 127 to 268 and recording all 

the lemmata which referred to some sort of English descend. Entries not displaying this 

etymology were not included in the here called total account but will occur in a list in 

appendix I. In this very list, the first row is dedicated to main lemmata, or those featur-

ing etymological information respectively. Columns two and three contain sub-entries, 

meaning those in bold font within the respective article, and referential entries, which 

are main lemmata referring to an earlier cited word and lacking mentioning of the donor 

and/or transfer language. 

Moreover, it should be mentioned that not all the Anglicisms listed are merely borrowed 

from ‘purely English templates’ but that some also refer to alternative markers. Several 

of the underlying Anglicisms have been borrowed into English from another language 

and were then transferred to German as well as other languages. Hence, combinatory 

markers are used to represent English’s functioning as donor language and another lan-

guage as that of the word’s origin. (cf. Duden 2004: 12) Evidently, the etymological 

notation had to incorporate a reference to some native English variety. Hence, markers 

like engl. [English], amerik. [American] or schott. [Scottish], for instance, had to be 
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included. However, despite most Anglicisms referring to pure English descent, those 

mixed markers deserve mentioning: 

Markers Language/language combination Examples 

amerik. American Banjo 
angloind. Anglo-Indian Curry 
chin.-engl. Chinese-English Chow-Chow 
engl. English Arrival 
engl.-amerik. English-American Aerobic 
engl.; dt. English; German Catboot 
engl.-jap. English-Japanese Anime 
franz.-engl. French-English Colonel 
griech.;engl. Greek; English Antifouling 
Hindi-engl. Hindi-English Chutney 
lat.-engl. Latin-English Abstract 
pers.-engl. Persian-English Bombast 
port.-engl. Portuguese-English Cashew- 
schott. Scottish Curling 
span.-amerik. Spanish-American Chino 
span.-engl. Spanish-English Chili con Carne 

 
Table 1  Respective etymological markers as featured by the Duden - Die deutsche Rechtschreibung  
  (2004) 
 
Without doubt, users can be confronted with some alterations in terms of the markers 

given above. Thus, a hybrid of French and English could occur which would then take 

the marker franz.; engl..30 However, the notations provided above are those occurring 

most frequently. 

Furthermore, it requires mentioning that acronyms such as CAM, CAD or CARE were to 

be included in the record of presented Anglicisms despite the fact that no etymological 

marker is provided. However, entries like these are provided with the written-out Eng-

lish version as in the following example:  

 
 CAD = computer-aided design (EDV computerunterstütztes Konstruieren) 
               (Duden 2004: sv). 
 
It appears evident that the acronym CAD, which has adjusted to the German language 

and is used rather frequently, does not need the mentioning of its donor language since 

the English explanation serves the purpose of pointing to the word’s etymology already. 

The same applies for the other items named above. However, those abbreviations where 

only included if they do not refer to organisations, institutions or else and if they have 

not become common terms. On the whole, geographical names describing locations in 

                                                 
30 The etymological information of hybrids is divided by semi-colons, i.e. “auschecken <dt.; engl.> 
(Flugw.)“ (Duden 2004: sv). The allocation of donor language and original language is denoted by a 
hiven, i.e. “Bombast […] <pers.-engl.> ([Rede]schwulst, […])” (Duden 2004: sv). 
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Great Britain, the USA or elsewhere were not considered to be Anglicisms but pure 

proper names, and thus not included in the list. The same applies for personal names 

and first names, for instance Adelaide or Chamberlain, as well as for the names of au-

thors, politicians or else coming from an English speaking country, for example Chau-

cer or Churchill. However, if names have become the synonym for an invention (i.e. 

Bowiemesser), a unit of measurement (i.e. Bel) or a type of animal (i.e. Airedale-), or 

similar, and not the position of etymological information was filled but the item is de-

scribed as nach dem amerik./engl./…31 the word would still be counted as Anglicism 

and thus contained in the respective list of English loan words. 

 
 5.1.1.2  Results  
 
The investigation of the Duden with regard to the total number of Anglicisms presented 

in the alphabetical categories A to C yielded 425 main lemmata. If sub-lemmata as well 

as referential lemmata were to be counted the total amount of Anglicisms in these re-

spective fields would reach as far as 622 entries. This issue, however, was looked at in 

detail beforehand and will not be of interest here. The following table provides an over-

view of the total number and their distributive patterns with regard to word classes32: 

 
CATEGORY Total numbers Percentages in % 

NOUN (incl. acronyms, initialisms) 385 91 
VERB 26 6 
ADJECTIVE 6 1 
MISCELLANEOUS (adjective/adverb, adverb, 
interjection, initialisms, phrase) 8 2 
 425 100 

 
Table 2  Total number of Anglicisms as found in the Duden - Die deutsche Rechtschreibung  (2004) 
 
It will again be pointed out that the analysis yielded 425 Anglicisms on the whole. Out 

of these, the word class of nouns in its various appearances and sub-categories turned 

out to be the category most often represented. With 385 entries belonging to the nomi-

nal group one can doubtlessly claim that Anglicisms in the Duden most often occur in 

form of a noun. The word class of nouns, however, also comprises the sub-categories of 

                                                 
31 The German phrase nach dem amerik./engl./… equals English according to the American/English/…; 
an example would be the following entry: “Bel, […] <nach dem amerik. Physiologen A. G. Bel> (eine 
physikalische Zäleinheit; Zeichen B)” (Duden 2004: sv).  
32 In the following merely main lemmata will be of interest. Sub-lemmata as well as referential lemmata 
will not find mentioning but will occur in the list in the appendix.  
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acronyms and initialisms33. The investigation yielded the eight acronyms ALGOL, 

AWACS, BASIC, CAD, CAM, CARE, COBOL, COMECON and the seven initialisms 

AFC, ANC, ASCII-Code, B2B, CB, cc, CD. The remaining 370 results either represent 

single nouns, compound nouns or compound items. A detailed analysis of these catego-

ries has not been produced as the Duden lacks mentioning of these single categories, 

and thus naming these would have provided an altered, not quite accurate depiction as 

found in the Duden. The second largest word class, if one can speak about largeness in 

this case, is that one of verbs. 26 verbs could be identified with regard to English de-

scent. Compared to the lexical group of nouns this number is relatively small but still it 

cannot be denied that verbs are the second most borrowed words in terms of loaned 

English material. However, one should still take note of the fact that verbs are often 

sub-entries or referential entries to the respective nouns. This will become obvious 

when consulting the list in the appendix. The third group to appear most often is that of 

adjectives; though merely the following six could be found: abgefuckt, all right, clean, 

clever, cool and cross. The last category listed, here called miscellaneous, comprises 

adjective/adverb entries, adverbs, interjections and initialisms which cannot be included 

into the nominal word class. Two adjective/adverb entries, labelling those words which 

can be used both ways, could be identified: all inclusive, backstage; one purely adver-

bial lemmata was found: cash; two interjections were listed: bye!, cheerio!, cheers! and 

finally the two initialisms cf. and cif could be recorded. Additionally, the phrase care of 

could be recorded for the Duden. All in all the category of miscellaneous classes yielded 

eight results. 

Being aware of the specific figures concerning the Anglicisms found in the Duden, one 

should have a look at the distribution in terms of percentages. The diversification be-

tween noun, verb, adjective and miscellaneous is presented in the underneath pie dia-

gram: 
 

 

385

26 6 8

NOUN (incl. acronyms, initialisms)
VERB
ADJECTIVE
MISCELLANEOUS (adjective/adverb, adverb, interjection, initialisms)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3  Total numbers of Anglicisms as found in the Duden - Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (2004) 

 
33 Acronyms and initialisms both belong to the group of abbreviations. According to Crystal (1997: 1) 
“[i]nitialisms […] reflect the separate pronunciation of the initial lettersof the constitutent words […]“ 
while „[…] acronyms are pronounced as single words […]“.  
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The diagram represents the overall number of 425 Anglicisms, which equals 100 per 

cent. The ruby-coloured surface illustrates the total amount of nouns including acro-

nyms and initialisms, namely 385. This number in relation to the overall amount equals 

91 per cent. Following this surface, the orange piece of the ‘pie’ displays the occurrence 

of verbs with 26 in number, and six in per cent. The remaining surfaces depict the ap-

pearances of adjectives and other word classes. Adjectives as well the category summa-

rised as miscellaneous make up about one per cent of the total amount each. Hence, 

when considering the numbers as well as the diagram the overbalance of nouns in com-

parison to other word classes appears evident. Nouns are, without doubt, the strongest 

category when referring to the occurrence of Anglicisms in the Duden. 

However, there is also the aspect of distribution between the appearance of Anglicisms 

within the pages comprising the words starting with letters A, B and C, which should be 

taken into account. With regard to this question, the following result could be yielded: 

A
18%

B
39%

C
43%

 
Figure 4  Distribution of Anglicisms in letters A, B and C as found in the Duden - Die deutsche Recht- 
  schreibung (2004) 
 

The 70 pages comprising words beginning with letter A contain 76 lexical items of Eng-

lish descent, or 18 per cent in relation to the overall quantity of 425 words. For letter B, 

the entries of which stretch from page 197 to 252, 164 Anglicisms, or 39 per cent re-

spectively, could be recorded. The total account of German words with letter C, ranging 

from page 253 to 268, contains 185 words of English origin or English transfer. This 

adds up to 43 per cent proportional to the total amount of Anglicisms yielded. Thus, 

most Anglicisms found in the Duden start with letter C – and yet not just in total num-

bers but also relative to the amount of pages, and consequently the absolute number of 

words listed underneath this letter. Letter B, in number of English words as well as in 

proportion to the comprising pages, comes behind. Finally, letter A comes last in all the 

relations mentioned. Hence, with regard to English words per Duden page, letters A, B 

and C distinguish at a ratio of 1:3:12. While letter A merely exhibits roughly one word 

of English origin or transfer per page, whereas pages comprising lexical items with let-

ter B contain about three Anglicisms per page. These results, however, are exceeded by 
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the word list belonging to letter C which contains approximately 12 words of English 

descent. 

In addition to the distributive factors mentioned beforehand, one ought to have a look at 

the nature of the loan material on hand. Undoubtedly, most of the Anglicisms are pure 

foreignisms, namely 402 words, or 94 per cent respectively, to be precise. For merely 

23 of the lexical items found, the Duden pinpoints to the hybridism, meaning to the fact 

that the English material occurs in combination with German word parts or items de-

rived from other languages such as Greek or Latin. This number accounts to only 6 per 

cent.34 Thus, most Anglicisms are borrowed from the English language and remain un-

changed in German. They are adjusted to German by the allocation of a certain article, a 

special verb ending or other features characteristic for particular German word classes. 

 
5.1.2 The DEA – The Dictionary of European Anglicisms  
 
 5.1.2.1  Prerequisites  
 
In order to analyse the Dictionary of European Anglicisms in terms of its quantitative 

structures, the word lists comprising items beginning with A, B and C were scrutinised. 

The investigation was carried out manually which means that pages 1 to 80 were 

searched by hand and all correlative words of English descent used in German were 

recorded in a list found in appendix II. 

With regard to the DEA the investigation was fairly simple and not as complex as that 

of the Duden. The DEA is a dictionary which portrays Anglicisms from a European 

point of view – it thus examines in which European language the respective Anglicisms 

are present and where they are not deployed within the native tongue. Consequently, the 

DEA has to apply markers which distinguish between those sixteen languages investi-

gated. The marker for German, just as in the present paper, is Ge. Thus, while the ex-

amination of the DEA, an Anglicism found its way into the list as soon as the little 

marker Ge appeared within an article as this implies that the word is used as such, 

maybe with small alterations, in German. 

Furthermore, it should again be emphasised that merely main lemmata were taken into 

consideration. First of all, the DEA mainly works with main lemmata and it feels as if it 

was tried to omit referential and sub-entries. Additionally, when the DEA was investi-

gated hardly any sub-entries or similar could be identified and thus should not play a 

 
34 However, it should be mentioned that several hybrid formations occur when all entries, namely also 
sub-entries and referential lemmata, are taken into account. In order to find information on these, appen-
dix I of the current paper should be consulted.  
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role with regard to the overall investigation. However, if subentries occurred they were 

of course recorded in the list. They can be found in the second row and carry a marker 

for the denotation of their word class. In terms of origin the DEA seems to limit itself to 

English descent. Merely routes of transmission are indicated by the item via which will 

appear in the row dedicated to the type of the respective loan. Besides this information, 

readers do not learn about the primary source of borrowing but are left with the impres-

sion that all the contained words are of pure English origin. 

 
 5.1.2.2  Results  
 
The word list analysis of letters A, B and C with regard to Anglicisms in German 

yielded 598 lemmata for the DEA. If the six sub-entries beaten, bessemern, bodybuil-

den, briefen, babysitten and Breakdancer were to be taken into account, the overall 

number would reach as far as 604 entries. The underneath table will provide an over-

view of the total number and their distributive patterns with regard to word classes, or 

parts of speech categories respectively: 

 

CATEGORY Total numbers Percentages in % 

Noun  511 85 
Compound (noun/compound 1/2/1+2 & compound 
1/2/1+2/noun & compound items) 

41 7 

Verb 25 4 
Adjective 6 1 
Phrase 6 1 
Miscellaneous (interjection, noun/adjective, adjec-
tive/adverb, abbreviation) 

9 2 

 598 100 
 
Table 3  Total number of Anglicisms as found in the Dictionary of European Anglicisms (2001) 
 

As can be told from the table, the analysis yielded 598 Anglicisms on the whole. If one, 

however, considers the single word classes, immense divergences become overt. Un-

doubtedly, nouns represent the strongest group here. This word class comprises 511 

entries though being considered without those nouns belonging to the substantive group 

as well as that of compounds (34) or adjectives (3). The group of nouns, however, in-

cludes all acronyms, nominal abbreviations as well as those nouns which are merely 

used as such. Within this substantive word class merely two acronyms are featured: 

CAD and CARE. As what regards substantive abbreviations, four entries are listed. First 

of all, one finds the initialisms AA, CD and CD-Rom. Furthermore, the clipping champ 

was recorded. Following nouns, the various types of compound items most frequently 
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occurred. Among these count all those items carrying the markers cp1 and cp2 which 

hint at the words being used as compound elements. However, this number has to be 

subdivided into those items which are used as compound exclusively and those which 

can be used as independent nouns and as compounding elements. Since 34 out of these 

41 results yielded are in fact nouns as well as compound items, one could surely enlarge 

the above group of nouns but in terms of a final evaluation this number would not make 

that bigger difference. Additionally, it was considered to be very interesting how many 

items are actually borrowed to create new words in German. Among the group of exclu-

sively compounding items seven entries could be listed: Afro-, all-round, all-star, bow-

den-*, bowie-, -brothers and charter 2. The word class of verbs trails behind the com-

pound items with 25 lemmata. However, it will be of interest here that among the six 

sub-entries, which could be identified earlier, five belong to this word class, too. Fol-

lowing the position of verbs, adjectives can be placed on rank four counting six lem-

mata: air-conditioned, all right, brand new, clean, clever and cool. The category of 

phrases yielded the same amount of entries: American way of life, the best of, care of, 

cash and carry-, catch-as-catch-can and closed shop. Finally, the last category to be 

mentioned is a pooling of the miscellaneous entries, so to say. Among these are the in-

terjections ahoy, bingo, bye/bye-bye and cheerio, as well as the items in nominal as well 

as adjectival use bootleg, cluster and crew-cut. Additionally, the lemma backstage, 

which is applied in both adjectival and adverbial mode, as well as the non-nominal ab-

breviation c.i.f. belong to the group of the miscellaneous. All in all these account to nine 

lemmata.  

After this very elaborate insight into the overall distribution of Anglicisms in the DEA 

with regard to specific word classes, we will have a look at the percental spread of these 

very items. The following image visualises the overall idea: 

 
 

 

511

41
25 6 6 9

NOUN 
COMPOUND (noun/compound 1/2/1+2 & compound 1/2/1+2/noun & compound parts)
VERB
ADJECTIVE
PHRASE
MISCELLANEOUS (abbreviation, interjection, noun/adjective, adjective/adverb)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5  Total number of Anglicisms as found in the Dictionary of European Anglicisms (2001) 
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The above diagram portrays the total distribution of items as found in the DEA. If one 

adds up the single pieces of the pie diagram one would receive 598 results which equal 

100 per cent. Undoubtedly, as evaluated earlier when the mere numbers served as basis 

for the examination of the distributive pattern of the DEA, nouns are the most fre-

quently borrowed lexical items. The ruby-coloured surface represents the nominal word 

class with 511 results, or 85 per cent respectively. The next bigger piece in orange dis-

plays the category of compounds with 41 items in number and seven per cent in propor-

tion to the overall number of 598. The yellow surface, assigning the word class of verbs, 

comprises 25 entries, or four per cent in relation to all entries recorded. The subsequent 

surfaces, light green for adjectives and olive-coloured for phrases, display the results of 

six recorded items each, or one per cent relative to the overall findings. Finally, the dark 

green piece of the diagram depicts the occurrence of other categories, namely abbrevia-

tion, interjection, adjective/adverb as well as noun/adjective. It accounts for nine entries 

in number and two per cent in proportion to the total sum of lemmata in the DEA. Yet, 

it appears evident that the word class of nouns is by far most frequently listed. The other 

categories merely play a minor role. 

Furthermore, a light is to be thrown onto the distribution of counted Anglicisms in terms 

of their fragmentation on the respective word list for the initial letters A, B and C. In 

order to provide a clearer yield, the underneath image was developed:  

 
A

11%

B
42%

C
47%

 
Figure 6  Distribution of Anglicisms in letters A, B and C as found in the Dictionary of European  
  Anglicisms (Görlach 2001) 
 

The word list for initial letter A, which comprises ten pages in the DEA, contains 68 

lexical English items, or 11 per cent in relation to the overall quantity of 598 Angli-

cisms as recorded in the underlying corpus. For letter B, the list of which stretches from 

page 11 to page 44, 252 lemmata could be incorporated into the list. Thus, Anglicisms 

with initial B make up 42 per cent in relation to the total account of 598 entries. Angli-

cisms beginning with C take up 35 pages in the DEA. Of the overall quantity of words 

beginning with letter C listed in this dictionary, 278 Anglicisms could be recorded for 

German. With 47 per cent relative to the total number of Anglicisms yielded for Ger-
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man, the investigation in initial letter C produced the largest number of results. This is 

followed by ‘German Anglicisms’ beginning with B. Finally, letter A produced the 

smallest amount of English lexical items with merely 68 entries, or 11 per cent respec-

tively. However, initial letters A, B and C do not merely differ in terms of containing 

Anglicisms for German in proportion to the overall account but also in relation to the 

pages occupied by those very letters. Thus, with regard to German English words per 

DEA page, letters A, B and C distinguish at a ratio of 7:7.5:8. Initial letter A exhibits 

roughly seven German English words per page. The pages comprising lexical items 

with letter B contain about 7.5 Anglicisms for German per DEA page. Initial letter C 

exceeds these numbers while portraying approximately eight words of English descent 

which are part of the German language. However, despite letter C presenting a slightly 

higher amount than A and B, the differences between those letters and their respective 

word list are not as striking as those found in the analysis of the Duden 

 

Finally, as was done for the Duden in the previous subchapter, the nature of the Angli-

cisms found in the DEA will be examined briefly. First of all, it should be noted that the 

DEA does not pay attention to the type of underlying loan process. Therefore, all Angli-

cisms recorded have been labelled as foreignisms. However, in some instances Görlach 

and his contributors asserted existing translations or collocations for German, and surely 

other languages respectively. Thus, in the course of developing the present corpus, some 

entries were marked as translations and hybridisms. This, however, was only done if not 

the original English cognate is used in German but only the translation or the hybrid. 

The number of these Anglicisms is relatively low though in comparison to the overall 

quantity of words merely assigned with the term foreignism. Three entries could clearly 

be labelled as translations: Colorado beetle with the German term Koloradokäfer, 

crown glass with German Kronglas and cupola (-furnace) with Kuppelofen. There are, 

of course, several Anglicisms for which Germanised spellings are cited but as these are 

not translated as such they will not be of interest here. Furthermore, in some instances, 

30 to be precise, collocations with German words were provided. However, these were 

only counted and marked to be hybrids if the English word is applied in connection with 

the German item exclusively. 
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5.1.3 The AWb – The Anglizismen-Wörterbuch 
 
 5.1.3.1  Prerequisites  
 
The Anglizismen-Wörterbuch was investigated with regard to its quantitative structures. 

For this purpose the word lists comprising the lexical items beginning with A, B and C 

were analysed. The scrutiny was carried out manually; thus pages 1 to 336 were 

searched by hand while taking record of all the main lemmata as found in the AWb. In 

terms of the AWb no limitations with regard to choices of head entries had to be ap-

plied. The earlier examples of the Duden, in which merely entries marked with the in-

formation of English descent were taken into account, and DEA, in which the investiga-

tion focussed on Anglicisms in German obviously, restrictions had to be imposed. Due 

to the fact that the AWb discusses Anglicisms in German exclusively, no limitations 

were set up in this respect. A complete record of the investigation can be viewed in ap-

pendix III.  

The analysis of the AWb was in fact very complex and rather time consuming but not 

difficult in terms of which words had to be chosen. The AWb features Anglicisms 

which occur in German everyday language. Thus, one could naturally pin down every 

word that was discussed in the AWb. While in the earlier examples of the Duden and 

the DEA oneI had to look for certain markers, i.e. etymological information or the 

marker GE, a comparable task was not necessary here as it could be taken for granted 

that all the words listed are in fact proven to be Anglicisms by Carstensen and his vari-

ous contributors. However, as was the case with the Duden earlier, the analysis had to 

be limited to head lemmata as this tertium comperationis had to be retained throughout 

the analyses. Sub-lemmata as well as referential lemmata were nevertheless listed but 

will not be considered a decisive factor in the current investigation and comparison. 

Sub-lemmata can be found in the second column of the respective AWb list in the ap-

pendix; they appear in bold font. Referential lemmata, which, in contrast to those in the 

Duden, actually refer to an entry elsewhere in the dictionary and not just to an earlier 

mentioned word, are listed with underlining in the second column as well as their refer-

ence in the third column; they are written in standard font and accompanied by an ar-

row. 

Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that the AWb came to be the only dictionary of the 

three which directly pinpointed to the type of loan transfer. A detailed evaluation, how-

ever, will be provided later in the paper. An overview of the different types of markers 

follows at this point:  
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AWb 
classifiers 

Sub-classifiers/Specifiers Explanation Example 
 

aus engl. x  derived from English x Airbag 
 aus engl. x, das in engl. 

Wbb. nicht belegt ist 
derived from English x, but no equivalent in 
English dictionaries 

Body- 

 aus engl. x, das in engl. 
Wbb. in dieser Bed. nicht 
belegt ist 

derived from English x but German mean-
ing is not attested in English dictionaries 

Business 
Game 

 aus engl. x und engl. y, 
das in engl. Wbb. in die-
ser Komb. nicht belegt ist 

derived from English x and English y but no 
verification in English dictionaries 

Beauty-
Farm 
 

 aus engl. x und dt. y derived from English x and German y Autocoat 
nach engl. x  translated from English x ausflippen 
 wahrsch. nach engl. x probably translated from English x Abschre-

ckung 
 evtl. nach engl. x possibly translated from English x Allrad- 
zu engl. x  created upon English x Box-  

 
Table 4  Respective etymological markers as featured in the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/ 

Busse 1993-1996) 
 
The above table shows three categories of main etymological markers. Hence, those are 

aus engl. x, nach engl. x and zu engl. x with their various sub-categories. Aus engl. x, 

which denotes the derivation from the English language, can be further sub-divided into 

four groups, while nach engl. x, a marker for the translated and created items, merely 

receives two specifiers. The category of zu engl. x, which classifies those items that 

have been created upon an English example, shows no further sub-division. However, a 

detailed review of these classifiers will not be made as the table and explanations are 

sufficiently considered elsewhere in the paper. Yet, in some rare cases none of the 

above provided etymological markers had to be applied. This is due to several reasons 

which will not be of importance at this stage. However, if the etymological classifica-

tion of the AWb came up against its limiting factors, the markers described in the un-

derneath table were applied. Nevertheless, these explanations are not placed at the very 

spot designed for the word’s etymology but they occur in the section on further infor-

mation: 

Additional Markers  Explanation Example 
lat. Herkunft Latin origin Agenda 

 
griech. Herkunft Greek origin Allergie 

 
frz. Herkunft French origin Avantgarde 

 
frz./lat. Herkunft French/Latin origin ambitioniert 
ahd. Herkunft 

mostly in combination 
with markers Frequenz-
steigerung, i.e. increase 
in frequency 
(example: ambitioniert) 
or Bedeutungser-
weiterung, i.e. extension 
of meaning (example: 
bannen) 

Old High German 
origin 

Bann 

Bedeutungserweiterung  extension of meaning Aggressor 
Miscellaneous   Antibabypille; Äitsch 

 
Table 5  Respective additional etymological markers as found in the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Car- 
  stensen/Busse 1993-1996) 
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As was visualised in the above table, in some rare cases no information on a loan proc-

ess from English could be cited but merely an increase in frequency or an extension of 

meaning through that very language was discovered. Thus, the AWb still lists these 

items among the classic Anglicisms but applies markers of origin or else instead. A de-

tailed discussion of this will follow in the next subchapter where the results of the quan-

titative analysis have been worked up. 

 
 5.1.3.2  Results  
 
The analysis of the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch yielded an overall result of 534 head lem-

mata. If sub-entries as well as reference lemmata were taken into account, a total of 710 

results would have been obtained. However, as was also explained earlier but will find 

additional mentioning here, reference lemmata will not be considered a factor worth 

counting with regard to the analysis of the AWb’s quantities. Reference lemmata do not 

bring new words into the discussion but they rather point to a place elsewhere in the 

dictionary, thus to the spot where the word or phrase is actually being described. There-

fore, the number of 534 entries, or the count of 630 lemmata including those of sub-

entries, is of interest in terms of a comparison between the Duden, the DEA and the 

AWb. However, as the issue of overall results was discussed earlier, a light should now 

be thrown at the AWb and its internal structuring in terms of differentials between the 

various word classes first. The following table provides a first insight:  

 

CATEGORY Total numbers Percentages in % 

Noun (incl. acronyms) 400 74 

Compound (compound item, noun/compound 
item) 

81 15 

Verb 26  5 

Adjective 14 3 

Phrase 9 2 

Adverbs (including adjective/adverb 4 1 

 534 100 

 
Table 6  Total number of Anglicisms as found in the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse  
  1993-1996) 
 

As can be told from the table, the investigation of the AWb yielded 534 results all in all. 

By far, nouns form the strongest group with a total count of 400 entries. The word class 

of nouns, however, contains the sub-groups of acronyms, compound nouns as well as 

simple nouns. Yet, the editors of the AWb neither singled out compound nor simple 
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nouns, but only extracted the group of acronyms. Among the overall 399 entries denot-

ing nominal use, eight acronyms could be identified: Aids, CAD, CAE, CAM, CARE, 

CIM, Cobol and COCOM. Following the group of nouns, compound items rank next 

with a total count of 81 entries. Yet again, that group can be sub-categorised into pure 

compound items (for example -Art, -Brothers-, Chief-), which account to 45 entries, and 

elements which are either used as compounding parts or nouns. Those elements add up 

to 36 lemmata and could be illustrated with the samples of Ambulanz, Bag and Car. 

Following the group of compound items, verbs form the third largest word class in the 

AWb as 26 of those lexical elements could be identified. Nevertheless, despite verbs 

being the third largest group with regard to borrowings from the English language, this 

word class is still little represented in comparison to nouns and compound items. Suc-

ceeding the word class of verbs, the group of adjectives rate at the fourth position with 

the following 14 items occurring in the word lists of A to C: abgefuckt, air-conditioned, 

allergisch, alternativ, ambitioniert, atlantisch, atomar, attraktiv, blockfrei, brandneu, 

camp, clean, clever and cool. The category of phrases comes after that of adjectives. 

However, just as in the case of the DEA, phrases are hardly ever borrowed from English 

into German, and thus merely nine lemmata could be recorded: Arroganz der Macht, … 

ist beautiful, beide(s) … und …, das Beste aus etwas machen, biologische Uhr, ein 

einem/ein und demselben/gleichen Boot sitzen/sein/rudern, business as usual, Catch-as-

catch-can and Crime and sex. Finally, there is the group of adverbial items, which 

might either be pure adverbs like all-round and cash, or used adjectivally as well as 

adverbially: at his best and at its best, which form the lowest of all positions with 

merely counting four yields. 

However, now that it has been explained how the single word classes are distributed 

throughout the dictionary, we will have a look at the word classes’ respective shares in 

the 336 pages examined. The pie diagram underneath visualises this percental spread: 
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Figure 7  Total number of Anglicisms as found in the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse  
  1993-1996) 
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The above pie diagram represents the single word classes in terms of their percental 

spread as found in the AWb. The whole diagram portrays the 534 entries that could be 

identified during the investigation. The ruby-coloured surface stands for the class of 

nouns which received 400 counts, or 74 per cent respectively. Thus, nouns are without 

doubt the most frequently occurring lexical items when the AWb is consulted. Nouns 

make up approximately three-fourths of the results yielded. Following this, the orange 

surface portrays the occurrence of compound items with 81 counts. In proportion to the 

overall quantity this category makes up about 15 per cent and thus forms the second 

largest group. The yellow slice describes the word class of verbs which account to 26 

entries. Despite being the third largest category in the present investigation, this group 

merely sums up to five per cent in ratio to the total amount of entries. The light green 

surface next to the yellow slice charts the adjectival word class with 14 counts. With 

regard to the underlying scrutiny this category proves to be of minor relevance as it ac-

counts for merely three per cent in relation to the total quantity of results. Finally, the 

remaining surfaces refer to phrases and the category which comprises adverbs and ad-

jective/adverb items. The dark green slice represents the category of phrases with nine 

counts, or two per cent respectively. The black piece depicts adverbial and adjecti-

val/adverbial lemmeta with four entries. In ratio to the overall result of 534 findings this 

last category merely adds up to one per cent, and thus represents the group with least 

relevance in terms of the underlying investigation. 

In order to fully analyse the depiction of Anglicisms in the AWb, we will also have a 

look at the distribution in the various word lists for items with the initial letters of A, B 

and C. Thus, the following graph was developed in order to visualise this dispersion: 
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Figure 8  Distribution of Anglicisms in letters A, B and C as found in the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch  
  (Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) 
 

According to the above diagram, the word list for initial letter A comprises 126 lexical 

items of English origin or transfer on 72 dictionary pages. In proportion to the overall 

quantity of 534 main lemmata, initial letter A subsumes 24 per cent of all Anglicisms 
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recorded and hence forms the smallest quantity in comparison to the word lists in letters 

B and C. The word list for items with initial letter B, which spans from pages 73 to 193, 

comprises 195 Anglicisms. Thus, 37 per cent of all the borrowed lexical items found in 

the AWb take initial letter B. Finally, initial letter C, the word list of which stretches 

from pages 194 to 336, is shared by 213 Anglicisms. This total quality calculates into a 

ratio of 39 per cent when compared with the total account of 534 words identified as 

originating in the English language. Consequently, if the accounts recorded for initial 

letters A, B and C were to be compared, the word list for letter C would clearly be the 

‘front runner’ as it contains 39 per cent of items listed in ratio to the overall result of 

findings. This is closely followed by Anglicisms taking initial B with 37 per cent. The 

word list for letter A produced the smallest record with only 24 per cent in proportion to 

the general account of 534 Anglicisms in the first 336 pages of the AWb. However, it 

might not just be interesting to look at the distribution in the respective word lists but 

also at how the Anglicisms recorded for letters A, B and C spread in ratio to the pages 

they occupy. Anglicisms found in the mentioned word lists distinguish at a ratio of 

1.7:1.6:1.5. Unsurprisingly, due to the AWb’s layout of being a dictionary for the sole 

representation of Anglicisms in German, the respective word lists contain approxi-

mately the same amounts of words per page. Thus, the list for initial letter A exhibits 

roughly 1.7 words per page. The pages comprising Anglicisms beginning with letter B 

cover some 1.6 words per page. The value for initial letter C is slightly lower at 1.5 

words per AWb page but does not display a real difference to letters A and B. Thus, the 

results yielded for the DEA and the Duden do not reflect in the analysis of the AWb. 

Last but not least, or last not least as would be the application in German, a closer look 

should be taken at the nature of Anglicisms recorded for items taking initial letters A, B 

and C. As was laid out in the paragraphs on prerequisites, the AWb uses its very own 

classification system, which surely refers back to the categorisation by Betz to some 

extent, but decided upon the mentioned threefold method including some complements. 

Due to the fact that the “Betzsche Terminologie für die Erfassung von nach 1945 ins 

Deutsche entlehnten Anglizismen nicht recht brauchbar ist” (Carstensen/Busse 1993: 

53*), a terminology was developed which rather looks at the different processes of inte-

grating an English item into the German language. The applied threefold terminology 

was created at a conference in Paderborn in 1983. However, despite the classification 

being of a different nature, the basic ideas and phenomena of linguistic borrowing were 

still included while grouped differently. (cf. ibid: 53*-66*) The basic categories are aus 

engl. x, nach engl. x and zu engl. x, and basically all the items found in the AWb can be 
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listed among those three groups. However, sometimes the process of integration could 

not be described by means of the general terminology but was thrown a light on from a 

rather different perspective, namely that of citing the word’s primary source and creat-

ing a connection to some sort of English influence, so that listing the lexical item among 

Anglicisms was justified. The distribution in terms of the underlying categories looks as 

follows: 
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Figure 9  Distribution in terms of the AWb’s loan description (Carstensen/Busse 1993 – 1996) 
 

It appears evident in the above image that aus engl. x clearly represents the strongest 

category with 442 counts in the word lists for initial A, B and C. This category, the 

words of which were derived from an English item x, can be further divided into several 

subgroups. The first one refers to items derived from an English model x which is not 

documented in any English dictionary, for instance the compound item Body-. Merely 

six Anglicisms in letters A, B and C could be listed underneath this category. The sec-

ond subclass, which describes items derived from English words that do not occur in the 

same denotation in English dictionaries, comprises twelve Anglicisms. An example 

would be Business Game. The third category, compositions of two English elements 

which do not appear in this combination in English dictionaries, covers seven Angli-

cisms in the AWb. Words such as Beauty-Farm or Charming boy would serve as illus-

trations here. Finally, the fourth subclass, which describes hybrid word formations of 

English and German items, includes 15 Anglicisms, of which Autoscooter or Bordcom-

puter are typical examples.  

The second largest group form those Anglicisms which carry the etymological marker 

nach engl. x. This marker refers to a derivation from English words which have been 

realised in German via translation, rendering, coinage or else. 75 Anglicisms were en-

riched with this very information in the AWb. The marker nach engl. x, however, can be 

specified in terms of probability by the application of wahrsch. or possibility by the use 

of evtl.. The probability marker wahrsch. in combination with nach engl. x was identi-

fied in 18 entries; the Anglicism Abschreckung demonstrates one of them. The sentinel 
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for possibility, evtl., was attributed to 25 Anglicisms in the AWb; the entries Allrad- and 

Abfangjäger can be seen as illustrations. However, if no possibility or probability 

marker is attached to the etymological information of nach engl. x, the user can be cer-

tain that the word was translated, rendered or else from the English item cited.  

The third marker, zu engl. x, which describes that Anglicisms have been created upon an 

English example, was hardly ever found in the word lists for initial letters A, B and C. 

Merely one instance, that of the compound item Box-, could be identified with regard to 

this very sentinel. 

As was indicated in the paragraphs on prerequisites, some articles on Anglicisms could 

not be enriched with etymological markers. This is due to the fact that some words are 

not actually derived from the English language but from other tongues such as Latin or 

Greek. However, this lexical material, which might have been a part of the German lan-

guage for several decades, experienced an increase in frequency or extension of mean-

ing because of English’s overall impact on other European languages such as German. 

That is why these words found their way into the AWb’s listing of Anglicisms – not 

because they are of English origin but because they were revitalised or else under the 

influence of the English language. Three Anglicisms in the AWb word lists of letters A, 

B and C could be identified as originating from Latin (i.e. Agenda), five entries referred 

to Greek descent (i.e Allergie), one word, namely Avantgarde, was recognised as being 

derived from French. Additionally, the two entries ambitioniert and Ambulanz were 

assigned French or Latin origin. Surprisingly, the articles on the noun Bann and the verb 

bannen point to Old High German origin. These words experienced an extension of 

meaning under the influence of the English words ban, or to ban respectively. Further-

more, two entries could be recorded which carry miscellaneous markers: Äitsch as being 

derived from the English letter H, and Antibabypille, which represents a hybrid of 

Greek, English and German components. All in all, 16 lemmata carrying miscellaneous 

etymological markers or explanations could be identified in the list of Anglicisms for 

initial letters A, B and C.  

 
5.2 Comparison  
 
Seeing that the present paper is aimed at reviewing the dictionaries Duden, DEA and 

AWb critically in terms of qualitative and quantitative aspects, the following subchap-

ters will deal with a comparison of total and partial accounts of the respective reference 

books. A quantitative analysis of each dictionary was provided prior to this comparative 

chapter. Analyses with regard to overall quantities as well as distribution in different 
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categories of word classes, types of loan material and entries per page were carried out. 

Now that all dictionaries have been scrutinised, the focus will again be on the actual 

criticism and comparison of the data. Thus, the following paragraphs will be an investi-

gation into the overlapping, subset as well as complementary quantities and characteris-

tics of the Duden, the DEA and the AWb. The underneath image illustrates the overall 

results of the comparison and will serve as a means of reference for the following ex-

planations and descriptions.  

 
Figure 10 Overlapping and complementary quantities of the Duden (2004), the Dictionary of Euro-

pean Anglicisms (Görlach 2001) and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse 1993-
1996) 

 

5.2.1 Overlapping Quantities 
 
All in all the Duden, the DEA and the AWb yielded a result of 1557 Anglicisms if 

added up. This account is composed of 425 Anglicisms in the Duden, 598 in the DEA 

and 534 in the AWb. Hence, the DEA is clearly that of most content, followed by the 

AWb and finally the Duden comes in at last position. Undoubtedly, the single quantities 

of the three dictionaries in question comprise certain Anglicisms of which some overlap 

with those of other reference books. The data of each investigation will either coincide 

with one other dictionary, none of the dictionaries or all. With regard to overlaps in the 

word lists for initial letters A, B and C in the Duden, the DEA and the AWb, the follow-

ing results could be yielded.  
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The Duden, the DEA and the AWb coincide in 175 Anglicisms, or 183 items of English 

origin for the AWb respectively.35 These words distribute at an average ratio of 

25:75:78 for the Duden, the DEA and the AWb in word lists for initial letters A, B and 

C. Hence, least overlaps could be recorded for words beginning with letter A – merely 

25 lexical items of English origin could be recorded. All of these Anglicisms can be 

categorised among the word class of nouns. One Anglicism is an acronym, namely Aids, 

and the four items Absorber, Aerobics, Antidumping- as well as Appeal are, at least in 

the DEA and the AWb, labelled to be found in compound compositions: 

 

Absorber Afrolook Aircondition Antidumping(gesetz) Approach 
Abstract Aftershave Airline Apartment Aquaplaning  
Action Agreement Airport Appeal Artdirector 
Adapter Aids Allrounder Appeasement Assembler 
Aerobic Airbag Antibabypille Appetizer  Autoreverse 

 
Table 7  Overlaps in initial letter A as found in the Duden (2004), the Dictionary of European Angli- 
  cisms (Görlach 2001) and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) fol- 
  lowing the depiction of results yielded in the Duden - Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (2004) 
 

On average, 75 overlaps could be identified in the word list for initial letter B, of which 

74 lemmata of the Duden as well as the DEA were taken into consideration and 77 of 

the AWb entries could be identified as having equivalents in the earlier mentioned dic-

tionaries.  

 

Baby Basketball Bingo Boogie-Woogie break! Bungeejumping 
Backgammon Beat Birdie Boom Breakdance Bunny 
Background Beatgeneration Bit Bordcase Break-even  Business 
Bacon Beatnik Bitterlemon Borderline(syndrom) Breeches Butterfly 
Badminton Beautyfarm Blackbox Boss Briefing Button 
Ballyhoo Bebop Blazer Bottleparty Broiler Buy-out 
Band Beeper Blister bowlen Broker Bypass 
Bandleader Bestseller Blow-up Bowling Brunch Byte 
Banker Bigband Bluechip Box Buggy  
Bar Bigbang Bluejeans boxen Bulkcarrier  
Barbecue Big Brother Boatpeople Boxershorts Bully  
Barkeeper Bigbusiness Body Boy Bumerang  
Barrel Bike Boiler Braindrain Bungalow   

 
Table 8  Overlaps in initial letter B as found in the Duden (2004), the Dictionary of European Angli- 
  cisms (Görlach 2001) and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) fol- 
  lowing the depiction of results yielded in the Duden - Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (2004) 
 

Just as in the word list for initial letter A, most Anglicisms belong to the category of 

nouns. Additionally, the DEA and the AWb mention that several of those originally 

                                                 
35 The AWb takes up more space because at times this dictionary deploys several entries where the Duden 
and the DEA work with one only. This is the case for lemmata such as Centre and –Center (cf. AWb 
1993: sv) and Body (1), Body (2) and –Body (cf. ibid: sv).  
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English words might appear in compound compositions in German. Among those the 

two dictionaries cite Background, Bestseller, Bike, Blister, Bluechip, Body and Border-

line. Moreover, the list of overlaps in initial letter B features two verbs: bowlen and 

boxen. The word list for letter C, however, might afford some more diversity. All in all, 

the word lists of the Duden and the DEA coincided in 76 entries, or in 81 of the AWb 

respectively. In contrast to initial letters A and B, the record of overlaps in letter C con-

tains some more word classes and not all items are merely to be listed among the sub-

stantive class. However, the following table provides the overall account first: 

 

CAD (computer-aided design) Center Clearing Coming-out Cover 
Caddie Champ clever Compactdisc Cowboy 
Callboy Champion Clinch Computer Crack 
Camcorder Chart Clipper Container Crack 
Camp Charter Clog Controller Cracker 
campen chartern Clown Controlling Crash 
Camping Charts Cluster cool Crew 
Campus  Check Coach Cord cross 
Caravan Chip Coat Corner Cruisemissile 
Cardigan Choke Cockpit Cornflakes Cup 
CARE (Cooperatives for American 
Remittances to Europe) 

Chopper 
Cocktail Cottage Curling 

Cartoon Cinemascope Cocooning Cotton Cursor 
Cashflow City Coffeeshop Couch  
Catch-as-catch-can Claim Coke Countdown  
CB (Citizen Band) Clan Come-back Countrymusic  
CD (compact disc) clean Comic Court  

 
Table 9  Overlaps in initial letter C as found in the Duden (2004), the Dictionary of European Angli- 
  cisms (Görlach 2001) and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) fol- 
  lowing the depiction of results yielded in the Duden - Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (2004) 
 

Despite the strongest word class in the list of initial letter C being that of nouns, one 

finds some diversity in the distribution pattern here. First of all, there are two acronyms 

among the 76 Anglicisms listed: CAD and CARE and the abbreviation CD. Further-

more, several items were discovered which frequently appear in compound composi-

tions. Among these are the loan words Center, Charter, Check, City, Coat, Cocktail, 

Container, Cord and Cottage. The word list of initial letter C is also the first one to fea-

ture adjectives, id est clean, clever, cluster and cool, as well as the phrase Catch-as-

catch-can. Additionally, the verb campen was recorded.  

When looking at the overall quantity of overlaps, one can clearly discover that the word 

class of nouns, including acronyms, initialisms and abbreviations in substantive use as 

well as compounding elements, represents the strongest category with roughly 95 to 97 

per cent depending on the dictionary as different marking was applied. Verbs make up 

approximately two to three per cent while the remaining classes, id est adjectives and 
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phrases, add up to about one to two per cent. Thus, the results of the single accounts of 

the Duden, the DEA and the AWb are mirrored in the current comparison. Nouns 

clearly take the lead in terms of quantity, compound items – if not considered among 

the earlier word class – follow behind and verbs are probably to be viewed as third larg-

est word class. Adjectives, phrases, interjections, adverbs and else can be found far be-

hind . Nouns occupy most of the space in the dictionaries investigated.  

Another question, which has so far been unanswered, is that of what sort of loan mate-

rial one views when considering the overlaps of the Duden, the DEA and the AWb. It 

can be said without doubt that the majority of these respective Anglicisms are mere for-

eignisms or assimilated words36. While the AWb is the only dictionary which explicitly 

takes loan, or rather transfer, processes into account by attaching different markers to 

the respective Anglicisms, the Duden and the DEA use an implicit way of labelling 

lemmata. 180 Anglicisms in the AWb were enriched with the notation of aus engl. x, 

which implies that the word was simply taken over or assimilated to the German lan-

guage. Merely two items, namely Bordcase and Antibabypille, were overtly categorised 

as being hybrids. Thus, 99 per cent of the Anglicisms in the AWb overlapping with 

those in the Duden and the DEA are mere foreignisms or assimilated words. The Duden 

omits deploying markers denoting certain loan processes. However, this dictionary 

notes when a word is composed of items from different languages. Thus, hybrids are 

marked explicitly and all other Anglicisms, which are not enriched with similar etymo-

logical information, are labelled implicitly by citing nothing more but the English ori-

gin. Hence, the word lists for initial letters A, B and C contain three hybrids, namely 

Antibabypille, Antidumpinggesetz, as well as Borderlinesyndrom, and 172 foreignisms 

or assimilated words. The DEA progresses similarly – it explicitly denotes hybrids by 

providing typical German combinatory elements at the very beginning of the language 

specific articles. Four hybrids could be identified in the respective word lists: An-

tibabypille, Campingplatz, CARE-Paket and Country-Musik. Foreignisms and assimi-

lated words, which account to 171 in the word lists for initial letters A, B and C in the 

the DEA, are labelled implicitly by citing equivalence with the English cognate. Hence, 

it can be said without doubt that the overlapping Anglicisms are utmost exclusively for-

eignisms and assimilated words with a few exceptions which account to merely one or 

two per cent in proportion to the overall common quantity of the Duden, the DEA and 

the AWb in initial letters A, B and C. This result of primarily yielding outer loan mate-

 
36 Explicit remarks on the issue of loan material and forms of lexical borrowing were provided in chapter 
3.3, which can be found on pages 19ff.  
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rial is not that of a surprise. The AWb is the only dictionary which deals with inner as 

well as outer loan material whereas the Duden and the DEA merely make outer loan 

material the subject of discussion. Thus, the outcome of 99 per cent of Anglicisms be-

longing to the category of outer loan material is due to the focus of each dictionary and 

therefore by no means striking or surprising. 

Another important aspect for why exactly the Anglicisms listed above overlapped with 

each other, is certainly that of the times of borrowing. As was mentioned earlier, the 

AWb mainly concentrates on a certain period of lexical borrowing and English words 

entering the German language: that of 1945 until approximately the early 1990s when 

the compilation of the dictionary was finally completed. Undoubtedly, the AWb de-

scribes everyday German language and the impact of English material on it. However, it 

cannot merely be seen as an illustration of loan material in German since it also depicts 

the crusade of the English language while breaking its way into German. Therefore, the 

AWb will be labelled as having adopted a dynamic perspective of actually describing 

when words entered the German language system. Thus, the AWb concentrates on the 

issue of representing Anglicisms in German with the special focus on the transfer proc-

ess as well as the timeframe of borrowing. The AWb uses a diachronic as well as a syn-

chronic approach. The DEA, on the other hand, examines in how far Anglicisms are 

known across Europe. Though having mentioned it before, it seems that the time of oc-

currence does not play that bigger role. Merely important appears the fact that the very 

word is used in those specific languages investigated. Görlach did not select a certain 

timeframe at which he looked but he rather chose to provide a synchronic picture of 

English words in ‘mainland Europe’ during a certain period of time, namely roughly 

that of the 1980s to the middle/end of the 1990s. The Duden, on the contrary, does not 

deploy any sort of time marker but omits the mentioning of it completely. Merely a 

comparison with earlier works on the depiction of foreign language material could pro-

vide a picture on possible timeframes. Therefore, a comparison with those results of 

Busse (1993) led to some assumptions. The following image will provide a first insight:  
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Figure 11 Distribution of overlapping Anglicisms in terms of timelines in the Duden (2004; compared  
  with Busse (1993)), the Dictionary of European Anglicisms (Görlach 2001) and the An- 
  glizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) 
 

Evidently, the Duden, the DEA and the AWb follow approximately the same trends 

when it comes to timeframes of occurrence. According to the image, the majority of 

overlapping Anglicisms entered the German language during the 20th century. However, 

their number distributes unevenly to some extent. All three, the Duden, the DEA as well 

as the AWb, cite that approximately 15 of the shared words came to be deployed in 

German between 1900 and 1939. The strongest period is without doubt that of 1940 

until 1969 for both the DEA as well as the AWb, but not with regard to the Duden. The 

AWb bears more Anglicisms for that very period (112), but a large amount of the over-

lapping Anglicisms in the DEA refer to the middle of the 20th century, too. The Duden 

deviates from those results as merely 45 of the overlapping Anglicisms could be classi-

fied as belonging to that period. Towards the end of the 20th century, results are not as 

high for the AWb with merely 58 entries, which might be due to the completion of this 

very dictionary in the early 1990s. The DEA, similar to the previous period, depicts 70 

Anglicisms for that timeframe. The same amount of Anglicisms could be noted for the 

Duden dictionary. Consequently, one would correctly assume that the Anglicisms over-

lapping in the Duden, the DEA and the AWb are that of the borrowing period of 1940 

until the 1990s. However, it should be noted that for the Duden as well as the DEA not 

all of the overlapping words could be provided with the appropriate period of borrowing 

or transfer. In the DEA not every Anglicism is enriched with the information of loaning 

time. Thus, three items could not be integrated into this comparison. As what regards 

the Duden, 33 words had to be ignored. This is due to the fact that the investigation by 

Busse merely covers Duden editions from 1880 until 1986. Hence, anything after 1986 

could not be included. However, one would logically assume that those words without 

marking would have entered the German language after 1986.  
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5.2.2 Subset Quantities  
 
In terms of overlapping Anglicisms the paper will not only glance at the spots where all 

three dictionaries concur but also at the instances where two of the three yield mutual 

findings. Thus, the following lines are aimed at detecting overlaps of the Duden and the 

DEA, of the Duden and the AWb as well as those in the DEA and the AWb.  

The Duden and the DEA share 93 Anglicisms of the word lists for initial letters A, B 

and C. A list of these overlaps can be found in appendices IV and V. With regard to a 

distribution between initial letters A, B and C, this quantity distinguishes at a ratio of 

2:9:7. In total numbers this looks as follows: ten overlapping Anglicisms can be found 

underneath initial letter A, 46 begin with letter B and 37 belong to initial letter C. Thus, 

the rather weak picture of initial letter A is still omnipresent while letters B and C 

nearly contain the same amounts of words. As what concerns the diversification in 

terms of word class belonging, the same results as in individual and the overall com-

parative analyses above were yielded. The word class of nouns, by far, forms the 

strongest group with taking up some 92 per cent – 85 of the 93 Anglicisms can be at-

tributed to the category of nouns. Merely two verbs could be identified within the over-

lapping quantity of the Duden and the DEA: beamen and canceln. Furthermore, the 

comparison of the Duden and the DEA yielded the common adjectives, all right and 

backstage, the two interjections bye and cheerio as well as the phrase care of. More-

over, the abbreviation c.i.f. was discovered to be included in the Duden as well as the 

DEA but not in the AWb. However, one might wonder why exactly these results over-

lap. A simple explanation is that of comparing the recorded borrowing periods of the 

respective words in both the Duden as well as the DEA. The underneath graph provides 

a first idea: 
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Figure 12 Timelines of overlapping quantities of the Duden (2004) and the Dictionary of European  
  Anglicisms (Görlach 2001) 
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As can be told from the above image, the timelines for the overlapping Anglicisms in 

the Duden and the DEA follow the same course though slightly shifted. However, what 

one can tell at first sight is that the period between 1940 and 1969, which forms part of 

the basis of the AWb, is the weakest in the diagram. According to the DEA, roughly 27 

of the 91 overlapping Anglicisms came to be used in German during the 19th century. 

The Duden merely states eight for that period. The next period, that of the early 20th 

century, is that of high peak for Anglicisms in the Duden with regard to the underlying 

comparison. 32 of the overlapping Anglicisms are stated to have first found entry into 

the Duden then. (cf. Busse 1993: 226-311) The DEA labelled 16 of the Anglicisms as 

having occurred at that very time. According to Busse (1993: 226-311) as well as the 

DEA the period of the mid 20th century appears to be weaker for both dictionaries in 

terms of the underlying comparison. Merely 18 of the Anglicisms in the Duden, and 

seven in the DEA respectively, occurred during that period. Towards the end of the 20th 

century the image shows an upward tendency for the DEA and a decrease for the 

Duden. These movements are due to simple reasons. The investigations for the DEA 

were carried on until the end of the 1990s, and thus the editor was able to include far 

more of the recent words. The Duden, however, can merely provide dates of occurrence 

from 1880, in which this dictionary was published for the very first time (cf. Duden 

2004: preface), until 1986 since that was the last Duden edition Busse examined. Sev-

eral entries, namely 22 to be precise, could not be analysed with regard to their dates of 

record. An examination of later versions would certainly be effective and useful but in 

terms of the present paper more effort than benefit and would thus go beyond the scope 

of this paper. However, what one can clearly say is that the Anglicisms overlapping in 

the Duden and the DEA are those which were frequently adapted to the German lan-

guage in periods other than those focussed on in the AWb. 

The Duden and the AWb, in contrast, merely share 33 of the overall listed Anglicisms 

in the word lists of initial letters A, B and C. Appendices IV and VI provide a detailed 

listing of those. In terms of a distribution in the word lists for initial letters A, B and C 

the overlapping Anglicisms distinguish at a ratio of 12 findings in letter A, seven Angli-

cisms in B and 14 lexical items in initial letter C. Hence, the usual diversification be-

tween the three initials has changed to yielding the least results in letter B while letters 

A and C allocated approximately the same amount of Anglicisms. However, in terms of 

word class attribution, most of the overlapping Anglicisms of the Duden and the AWb 

can be classified among the group of nouns. This word class adds up to a percental 

value of 77 per cent. Surprisingly, in proportion to the overall quantity of 33 overlap-
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ping items, quite an amount of verbs could be recorded: anturnen, ausknocken, babysit-

ten, beaten and cutten. However, it appears more than sensible that the verbs 

ausknocken and anturnen occur in the Duden and the AWb but not in the DEA since the 

first two are in German language while the latter was produced in English. Therefore, 

the English phrasal verbs to turn on and to knock out would be matter of subject later in 

the dictionary due to the DEA’s macrostructure of sticking to an alphabetical sequence. 

The verbs babysitten and beaten are merely cited as sub-lemmata in the DEA and could 

therefore not be recorded. The verb cutten is not listed for belonging to the German lan-

guage in the DEA. The remaining Anglicisms of the overlapping quantity of the Duden 

and the AWb are the adjectives abgefuckt and cash. As already implied, some Angli-

cisms merely occur in the records of the Duden and the AWb since these two dictionar-

ies were produced in German and thus follow the macrostructure of German alphabeti-

cal sequence. Hence, words including prefixes such as auf- and ab-, which correspond 

to English on- and up- in this very case, occur at spots different from those in the DEA. 

They might still be matter of subject in this dictionary but cannot be analysed in the 

framework of the underlying investigation as the main aim was to see in how far the 

records for initial letters A, B and C differ from each other and to develop tendencies 

based on these findings. However, the combination of German prefixes with words of 

English origin is not that frequent and will therefore be of minor focus here. Moreover, 

one should take a glance at the timelines of the overlapping quantities of Anglicisms as 

found in the Duden and the AWb. For this the underneath image was developed. 
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Figure 13 Timelines of overlapping quantities of the Duden (2004) and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch 

(Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) 
 

Before going into the discussion of the above graph, it has to be mentioned that 11 of 

the Anglicisms found in the Duden could not be allocated a date of first record. Thus, 

the picture is blurred but the general tendency is believed to still being overt. The image 

clearly shows us that the overlapping Anglicisms of the Duden and the AWb came to be 

deployed in German around the same points of time. This can also be seen in the lists in 
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the appendices. There is a clear tendency that most of the intersecting entries came into 

German towards the end of the 20th century, namely the period between 1970 and the 

1990s. There are no entries for the beginning of the 20th century listed which is certainly 

due to the AWb’s focus as otherwise the results would not overlap. The middle of the 

20th century, the period between 1940 and 1969, ranks in between.  

Finally, the subset quantity of the DEA and the AWb will be examined. This account 

forms the largest of the three which is certainly due to the reason that these two diction-

aries are specialist books in comparison to the Duden. Both the DEA as well as the 

AWb enter into the question of Anglicisms but with diverse perspectives. The DEA and 

the AWb share 131 of the Anglicisms recorded, or 133 in terms of the AWb. Out of this 

quantity the vast majority again belongs to the word class of nouns, namely 124 of the 

lexical items of English origin. This adds up to approximately 91 per cent in proportion 

to the overall quantity of overlaps. Amongst these the DEA and the AWb share the four 

verbs catchen, coachen, checken and covern. Moreover, the adverb all-right as well as 

the adjective brandneu, or brand-new respectively, could be discovered as being pre-

sented in both the DEA as well as the AWb. With regard to a distribution in the word 

lists of initial letters A, B and C, the overlapping quantities for each distinguish at the 

ratio of 17 Anglicisms beginning with letter A, 46, or 48 for the AWb, take initial letter 

B and 67 in the list of words starting with C. Thus, the quantity of words beginning with 

letter A is the weakest, followed by those with B and finally, as was the case before in 

the single as well as the comparative analyses, words beginning with C are most fre-

quent. Furthermore, as was done for the previous subsets, a look should be taken at the 

recorded times in which the overlapping Anglicisms entered the German language sys-

tem. The following visualisation will provide a first glance:  
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Figure 14 Timelines of overlapping quantities of the DEA (Görlach 2001) and the Anglizismen-

Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) 
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As can be told from the image, the DEA and the AWb follow approximately the same 

timelines. For the 19th century the DEA notes some four Anglicisms while the AWb 

does not state any – which is not a big surprise considering that the focus of the AWb 

lies on the period from 1945 until the 1990s. Only a small quantity of Anglicisms is 

noted to have come into usage in German in both the DEA as well as the AWb. The 

peak, however, is reached for the phase between 1940 and 1969, or the middle of the 

20th century. The AWb claims that 87 Anglicisms have been used for the first time dur-

ing this period while the DEA cites some 61 words. Yet, both dictionaries agree that 

most of the overlapping Anglicisms are allocated to the period of 1940 until the 1990s. 

The DEA as well as the AWb show some downward trend in their overlapping quanti-

ties with regard to the time the words listed occurred first. Hence, the DEA and the 

AWb do not only display quite a considerable quantity of overlaps but they also agree in 

the dates of first occurrence. However, the question why exactly these Anglicisms over-

lap in the DEA and the AWb remains to be answered. Seeing that both the DEA as well 

as the AWb are, in one way or another, specialist dictionaries dealing with the very par-

ticular field of Anglicisms in either mere German or in European contexts, it appears 

evident that the focus is different from that of the Duden. Thus, it can be assumed that 

specialist words, such as those from the fields of business administration, computer 

technology or else, might occur more frequently in the DEA or the AWb than in an edi-

tion of the Duden. Consequently, the main reason can certainly be related to the foci of 

these two books of reference.  

 
5.2.3 Complementary Quantities  
 
Despite the fact that those three dictionaries in question share quite an amount of Angli-

cisms, they also contain their very own quantities of words – words which were either 

merely found in the Duden, the DEA or the AWb. Therefore, the following paragraphs 

will throw a light on the complementary accounts of these three dictionaries as these 

aspects will contribute immensely to the actual aim of the paper. In order to examine 

why these particular words only appear in one of them, an investigation towards the 

time of borrowing and type of loan material will indicate the reasons for the existence of 

these separate word lists. 

The complementary quantity of the Duden accounts to 124 Anglicisms which distribute 

at a ratio of 29 words in the list for initial A, 37 for letter B and 58 Anglicisms in initial 

letter C. Thus, the distributive pattern of Anglicisms in A, B and C is retained – letter C, 

which is an uncommon initial letter for original German words, takes up most of the 
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counts in the underlying analysis. The overall complementary quantity of the Duden 

mainly consists of nouns, namely 87 per cent. Again, the picture of nouns forming the 

strongest group when it comes to Anglicisms in German is affirmed. However, this per-

cental value is weaker than in the previous analyses. There are 14 verbs among this 

complementary quantity which can be sub-classified into foreignisms which have been 

adapted to the German language by assigning the typical verb endings to the originally 

English words and those verbs which are hybrid formations of a German prefix and 

ending that ‘infix’ an English verb. The first group comprises the verbs boarden, 

briefen, carven, casten, charten, chatten, chillen and cruisen. The latter group includes 

the Anglicisms abcashen, andocken, aufstylen, aufteen, auschecken and auspowern. 

Furthermore, the adjective/adverb all-inclusive as well as the initialism cf. could be 

identified as occurring in the Duden only. With regard to the types of loan material, 113 

foreignisms could be identified. Thus, most of the Anglicisms recorded as only being 

lemmatised in the Duden belong to that group of foreign and assimilated words. Merely 

11 hybrids were counted in this complementary quantity. However, this number is still 

high seeing that merely 23 hybrid items were listed for the overall quantity of Angli-

cisms in the word lists for initial letters A, B and C in the Duden. Thus, relative to the 

total account, the percentages for hybrids are proportionally high here. They make up 

approximately nine per cent. The most interesting issue, however, is to look at the re-

spective times of first occurrence in the Duden. For this purpose a comparison with 

Busse’s work (1993: 226-311) was carried out. In addition to that, with regards to the 

present paper the remaining lexical items, meaning those which did not find mentioning 

in that work of Busse, were compared with the 21st edition of the Duden which dates 

back to 1996. This was decided on for several reasons: first of all, an edition later than 

that last one investigated by Busse and earlier than the one underlying this paper had to 

be chosen. Additionally, the 21st Duden edition was published in the same year as the 

last volume of the AWb and is thus an interesting item of comparison. Furthermore, the 

21st edition was the last one published during the 20th century and hence concludes that 

period. And yet, regardless of the motivations for selecting this very edition, the find-

ings are interesting indeed. The comparison and scrutinising clearly showed that it is not 

of any sort of surprise that exactly the words listed only occur in the Duden. Seven of 

the lemmata had entered the Duden during the 19th century and seven in the beginning 

of the 20th century. Thus, overlaps with the AWb are, due to this very reason, not possi-

ble. For entering the Duden during the middle and towards the end of the 20th century, 

26 entries could be recorded. Thus, these words should actually have entered the AWb 
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as well as the DEA as they include those Anglicisms between 1970 and the early 1990s 

at least but did somehow not. Among those are, for example, All-Star-Band, Arrival, 

Beefeater, Bullfinch, Catboot, Challenger and Cockney. Reasons for the non-

involvement are thus not due to the type of loan or time of occurrence and cannot be 

explained on the grounds of these issues. However, these 26 Anglicisms are of minor 

importance while the 71 lemmata occurring later than 1996 as well as the 13 items for 

which no period was identified form the majority of Anglicisms mentioned in the 

Duden but not in the other two dictionaries in question. 71 lemmata could be labelled as 

definitely having entered the Duden later than 1996. Thus, they are Anglicisms which 

came into usage in German during the 21st century, or at least entered the Duden after 

the millennium. This period, however, lies beyond the focus of both the DEA as well as 

the AWb. Hence, the explanation for these words, merely being mentioned in the Duden 

edition of 2004 is simply that of occurrence time – these words entered the German lan-

guage only recently. This, however, is not a surprise at all if one glances at the respec-

tive words in question:  

 

abcashen Antiaging Blowjob Business-to-
Business casten Cinemax  

Account Applet boarden Buzzer Castor Close-up 
Advertising ASCII-Code Bollywood B2B charten Comedian 
Afterworkparty Audiostream Bonustrack Cache  Chat Comedy 
Alcopops aufstylen Booklet Call-by-Call Chatgroup Community 
Alias aufteen Bookmark Callcenter Chatroom Content 
Alien auspowern Bossing Call-in chatten Contest 
all-inclusive Avatar Boygroup Cameo Chilli con Carne  Cookie 
Alumnus  Backslash Braeburn Canyoning chillen Corgi 
Amische, A-
mish Barcode Brent Carjacking Chino  Coverband 

Anchorman Basics briefen carven Christopher Street 
Day cruisen 

Anime Blockbuster Browser Cashcow Cinchstecker Cinemax  
 
Table 10  Anglicisms of the 21st century in alphabetical order and marked according to respective  
  fields as found in the Duden (2004); colour codes: dark grey – business, light grey – com 
                  puting, light orange – media, light yellow – sports, orange – technology, white – else 
 

The above table depicts those Anglicisms which entered the Duden after 1996 and can 

thus be labelled as Anglicisms of the 21st century. The occurrence of many of the words 

is due to recent computational, economic, societal, sportive and technological develop-

ments, innovations and inventions. Thus, 17 of the Anglicisms, which are marked light 

grey in the above table, can be assigned to the field of computing. The reason for the 

evolvement of those words is certainly connected to the emergence of the Internet dur-

ing the late 1990s. Most of the words marked, such as Account, Avatar, Bookmark, Chat 
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and Cookie, refer to this very specific field. Also the fields of business and media ex-

perienced an emersion of new words in German which can somehow be attributed to the 

globalisation and Europeanisation process. The world of business and media has be-

come more international, and hence the need for as well as the practicability of common 

words seem undeniable. Therefore, Anglicisms such as Advertising, Basics, Business-

to-Business and Cashcow for the economic field (marked dark grey) as well as Block-

buster, Boygroup, casten and Close-up for the media branch (marked light orange) have 

become popular items within those sectors. There are, of course, other fields which have 

experienced an emergence of new words. Fields like society, sports, technology and else 

have developed further and thus gained new lexical items simply due to the fact that 

innovations and inventions require certain labels and names. All in all it can be assumed 

that the majority of Anglicisms which merely appear in the Duden edition of 2004 are 

those of the 21st century. Hence, the non-appearance in both the DEA as well as the 

AWb can be explained with the later occurrence of those English words in German than 

the foci of these other two dictionaries were. 

The complementary quantity of the DEA, on the contrary, is far more complex than that 

of the Duden. The analysis yielded 199 Anglicisms which only occur marked as being 

of that kind in the DEA. In terms of distribution in the word lists for initial letters A, B 

and C the investigation generated the following picture: 17 Anglicisms could be discov-

ered for initial letter A, 84 for letter B and 98 lexical items of English origin were dis-

covered for letter C. Hence, the image of letter C being the strongest is retained while 

letter B comes second and letter A, by a long way, comes last with not even ten per cent 

in relation to the overall complementary quantity. With regard to word class belonging, 

the category of nouns again proves to be the strongest – 182 of the Anglicisms can be 

classified as being of that sort, which adds up to 91 per cent in proportion to the overall 

complementary quantity. However, the word class of verbs, as was the case for the 

Duden as well, features 14 entries: to block, to bluff, to book, to boot (up), to boycott, to 

break, to check in, to check up, to come on, to computerize, to counter, to crack, to 

crash and to crawl. Yet, the occurrence of these verbs among the complementary quan-

tity is not surprising. Seeing that, in contrast to the Duden as well as the AWb, they 

must appear in the word lists of initial letters A, B and C due to the fact that the macro-

structure of the DEA follows an English alphabetical order. These verbs, or at least 

some of them, might be spelled differently in German, id est einchecken instead of to 

check in. Thus, this verb would occur in the word list of initial letter E and probably be 

labelled as being a hybrid of German and English elements. Consequently, the appear-
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ance of certain words in the complementary quantity of the DEA is due to the differing 

macrostructure in comparison to those of the Duden and the AWb. However, apart from 

the word classes of nouns and verbs the analysis also revealed the presence of the 

phrase best of, the as well as the two interjections bingo and ahoy. Furthermore, a 

glance at the types of loan material might be interesting. In the course of the investiga-

tion it has been detected that basically all of the 199 Anglicisms are labelled as being 

pure foreignisms, or assimilated words respectively. However, in some rare cases the 

DEA also provides typical German collocations and formations. These items have addi-

tionally been marked as hybrids in the course of corpus’ development if the German 

was given underneath the spelling section directly at the beginning of the language-by-

language data. The items were merely cited as being hybrids if real new German words 

were attached to the English; if simply the spelling had been adjusted to that of German, 

as in the example of bushman – Buschmann, these would simply be regarded as adapta-

tions to German and thus still as mere assimilated words. Consequently, 14 of the An-

glicisms were tagged as being hybrids of German and English elements. Most impor-

tant, however, is probably the analysis of the complementary quantity with regard to 

time as the results might reveal why the Anglicisms occur in the DEA but not in the 

AWb. 64 of the 199 Anglicisms were not enriched with the information of when they 

entered the German language. However, for 135 lexical items of English origin this 

could be done, and hence the following results emerged: 63 of the respective Angli-

cisms were marked as having conquered the German language before or during the 19th 

century and in the beginning of the 20th century – periods which were not taken into 

consideration by Carstensen and Busse. However, there are still 23 items for the middle 

of the 20th century and 49 Anglicisms which have been recorded for the end of the last 

century. This picture suggests that the items should occur in both the DEA as well as the 

AWb at least. The only explanations for this being not the case could be that, first of all, 

those Anglicisms appear in English spelling in the DEA but in German in the AWb. 

Thus, they might be contained in the AWb but not underneath the same letter. Instances 

to prove this very phenomenon are, for example, the Anglicism condom, which one 

finds in the form of Kondom underneath letter K (cf. Carstensen/Busse 1994: sv) or col-

umnist for which the AWb uses the Germanised spelling of Kolumnist. (cf. ibid: sv) 

Moreover, among the 49 Anglicisms, which have been listed with occurrence dates to-

wards the end of the 20th century, there might be Anglicisms that entered the German 

language later in the 1990s – a period which is out of focus with regard to the AWb. 

Some of the issues mentioned might also apply to the Duden while the same differences 
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in terms of macrostructure are overt. Thus, words might occur elsewhere in the Duden 

which partly explains the non-overlapping. However, with regard to the Duden another 

aspect could be detected: words which might be labelled as Anglicisms in the DEA are 

not marked in terms of etymology by the Duden. This fact is due to the full adaptation 

to the German language. A comparison of the complementary quantities of the DEA 

with the Duden edition of 2004 revealed that more than a quarter of the Anglicisms are 

in fact contained in the Duden but not marked as being of English origin anymore or as 

being the loan of another language, for instance Arrangement was cited to have 

stemmed from French. (cf. Duden 2004: sv.) Another interesting aspect is that 23 of the 

respective Anglicisms of the complementary quantity of the DEA were lemmatised in 

the Duden but not as main lemmata but as referential or sub-lemmata. Furthermore, 

some of the 23 lexical items found their way into the Duden but underneath different 

letters, for example banking appeared in form of Homebanking in the word list of initial 

letter H. (cf. ibid: sv) To sum this up, Anglicisms which occur in the list of the DEA’s 

complementary quantities do not necessarily imply a larger complexity of this diction-

ary. Reasons for these words to not occur in the Duden and the AWb can arise from 

differences in macrostructure, varying etymological markers, distinctions with regard to 

time as well as variations in terms of specialist vocabulary since the DEA encompasses 

very specific vocabulary at times, such as cromlech and acid rock.  

Last but not least, a light should be thrown on the complementary quantities of the 

AWb. The analysis of the word lists of initial letters A, B and C yielded a count of 185 

Anglicisms which occur in the AWb only. These lexical items distribute at the follow-

ing ratio in letters A, B and C: 72 of the complementary Anglicisms appeared in the 

word list of initial letter A, 62 in letter B and 51 in the record of the initial C. Hence, the 

image which was maintained throughout the whole paper, id est that initial letter A 

holds the smallest account of words while those listings of letters B and C are fairly 

large, cannot be verified here. Most of the Anglicisms of the AWb’s complementary 

quantity take initial letter A; least words could be identified for initial letter C. With 

regard to word class attribution, the overall picture, not surprisingly though, remains. 

Most of the Anglicisms belong to the category of nouns. 153 nouns, including acronyms 

and compound items, could be listed, which accounts to 82 per cent. However, despite 

this forming a clear majority, the percental value is not as high as in the previous con-

siderations. Verbs are, in comparison to the earlier results, quite frequent. 13 verbs 

could be classified among the complementary quantity of the AWb: abtörnen, auf-

bauen, aufpeppen, aufpicken, ausdünnen, ausflippen, ausmachen, aussitzen, austrick-
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sen, bannen, bomben, boomen and codieren. It appears evident that these verbs can be 

classified into two groups, id est those which are foreignisms or assimilated words such 

as boomen or bomben, and verbs which are hybrid formations of German prefixes, Eng-

lish stem and German verb endings such as aufpeppen and austricksen. Taking the latter 

into account, it is by no means a wonder that these do not occur in the DEA. However, 

the non-appearance in the Duden might appear striking but will be referred to later. Ad-

ditionally, several minor word classes could be detected, such as the eight adjectives 

allergisch, alternativ, ambitioniert, atlantisch, atomar, attraktiv, blockfrei and camp. 

Moreover, the eight phrases Arroganz der Macht, … is beautiful, beide(s) … und …, das 

Beste aus etwas machen, biologische Uhr, in einem und demselben Boot sitzen, business 

as usual and crime and sex could be recorded. The interjection buh as well as the adjec-

tives/adverbs at his best and at its best belong to the complementary quantity of the 

AWb. It appears evident that the complementary quantity of the AWb is completely 

different from those of the Duden as well as the DEA. This, however, is due to several 

reasons of which the macrostructure of German alphabetical order in comparison to the 

English one in the DEA is certainly one. Yet, there is more to it which is connected to 

the exceptional position of the AWb in comparison to other wordbooks: the AWb con-

tains outer as well as inner loan material. The complementary quantity of the AWb con-

sists of several types of loan material. Aus engl. x, which denotes Anglicisms that have 

been transferred to the German language almost without changes37, form the mostly 

represented group with 109 counts of the overall 185. However, alternative to that one 

finds quite a number of different markers which denote different kinds of loan proc-

esses. The marker nach engl. x, which describes items that have been created upon Eng-

lish models through translation, rendering or else, could be identified in 65 of the 185 

entries. Thus, 65 of the Anglicisms belong to the group of inner loan material and hence 

their appearance in the list of complementariness does not come as a surprise as these 

types of loan material do not find consideration in the other two dictionaries. Therefore, 

the appearance and labelling of phrases such as das Beste aus etwas machen or nouns 

like Bevölkerungsexplosion in the AWb and not in the DEA or the Duden is simply due 

to the fact that inner loan material is tagged in the AWb but not in the other two diction-

aries. Furthermore, the item Box- with the notation of zu engl. x, which is a very rare 

case, could be detected. Also Anglicisms, which had their origin in other languages but 

 
37 Modifications such as the capitalisation of words such as Appeaser from English appeaser or the at-
taching of verb ending, as for example in boomen from English to boom, are being ignored. (cf. Car-
stensen/Busse 1993: 59*-61*) 
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became a prominent part of the German language due to English’s impact, found their 

way into the AWb. 15 entries of the overlapping quantity carry such a marker. How-

ever, it appears evident that the Duden as well the DEA ignore such instances. Words 

which are not of English origin, such as ambitioniert or Avantgarde for example, are not 

considered among Anglicisms – regardless of the fact that they actually came to be used 

in German due to the Anglophone influence. However, it can be said without doubt that 

at least half of the complementary quantity of the AWb is of different kind of loan ma-

terial and therefore not part of the Duden or the DEA. Other reasons, such as differing 

original languages or changes in meaning due to English’s impact, are ignored by both 

the Duden as well as the DEA. Moreover, another issue which can cause this comple-

mentary quantity of the AWb is that of borrowing time. However, it should not be as 

influential as in the cases of the Duden and the DEA while they both cover the AWb’s 

very specific period of 1945 until the early 1990s. The analysis with regard to time of 

loaning shows that there are merely two entries which had allegedly entered the German 

language before the 1940s; all other Anglicisms are recorded to have occurred between 

the 1940s and the end of the 1980s with a peak in the 1960s (86 of the Anglicisms). 

Hence, the complementariness cannot be attributed to the diverseness in time of borrow-

ing. However, as was done for the complementary quantities of the DEA before, a com-

parison of the AWb’s complementary Anglicisms with the Duden edition of 2004 was 

carried out. This analysis revealed some surprising results. 78 of the Anglicisms of the 

complementary quantity of the AWb were actually found in the Duden, but yet either 

without etymological maker, such as Abfangjäger and Arbeitsessen, or underneath a 

different letter like codieren in the word list of initial letter K for instance. Hence, this 

proves that almost half of the AWb’s complementary Anglicisms are contained in the 

Duden but not marked as being loan words or placed elsewhere in the dictionary but not 

underneath A, B or C respectively. Thus, the complementariness is due to the AWb’s 

constant labelling regardless of whether the word is still being considered foreign or not 

whereas the Duden does not attach etymological markers to words fully integrated in 

the German language. However, this is certainly due to the different foci of the two dic-

tionaries of being a general book of language reference on the one hand or a specialist 

dictionary on the subject of Anglicisms on the other. Additionally, it should be men-

tioned that some of the AWb’s complementary Anglicisms were found in form of sub- 

or referential lemmata in the Duden and thus an overlap would not take place since 

merely main lemmata were taken into account in the underlying analysis. To sum this 

up one can say that the existence of a complementary quantity in the AWb is due to 
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several reasons. First of all, the extensive marking of inner as well as outer loan material 

plays a big role. Secondly, the macrostructure of German alphabetical order in contrast 

to an English one in the DEA should be noted as important. And finally, the fact that 

Anglicisms, which are, by far, no longer recognised as being of English origin, are 

made matter of subject in the AWb whereas they are not provided with etymological 

tags in the Duden, due to their full integration into the German language system, should 

be regarded an imperative aspect. This, however, can be attributed to the different inten-

tions of the respective dictionaries.  
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6 Summary  
 
In the previous chapters, the Duden, the DEA and the AWb were scrutinised with re-

gard to their qualitative and quantitative structures. In the following paragraphs these 

findings will again be summarised and compared in order to finally find out which dic-

tionary serves which user and why. In addition to that a light is to be thrown on the 

practical applications of these findings. 

 
6.1 The Dictionaries – Pros and Cons 
 
The Duden, the DEA and the AWb all feature both positive as well as negative struc-

tural characteristics. These properties, advantageous as well as disadvantageous, have a 

bearing on user-friendliness and accessibility. Therefore, the dictionaries’ macro- and 

microstructural traits are to be examined as to judge them in terms of respective user 

classes. In the first instance the Duden will be the centre of interest. 

The Duden – Die deutsche Rechtschreibung of 2004 is a rather compact dictionary 

which displays general German everyday language. Thus, this reference book does not 

merely represent Anglicisms as opposed to the DEA and the AWb but includes them if 

they belong to the German language system and even labels them as such if they are 

fairly recent or still recognised as being of foreign material.  

The Duden is a corpus-based dictionary which is updated every four to five years. 

Hence, topicality is assured and users can rely on receiving relatively up-to-date infor-

mation which is certainly of importance especially when talking about Anglicisms as 

they now enter the German language more frequently than ever before. In terms of mac-

rostructure, namely the systematically ordered sequence of entries, the Duden follows 

an alphabetical structure and schedules the lemmata in a list whereby head, sub and ref-

erence lemmata are visualised in bold print so that superordinated words are easily per-

ceivable to the user. In addition to that new words or lexical items for which the spelling 

has changed are printed in red colour. Furthermore, the main lemma sets off against the 

rest of the article as it is slightly moved to the left and thus stands out from the remain-

ing information. In terms of microstructural characteristics the Duden can lay on several 

positive aspects, too. Articles on the respective Anglicisms, and obviously all other 

words, are rather concise providing the most important information on the item in ques-

tion only. Hence, pronunciation patterns, grammatical information such as genitive and 

plural markers, etymology and a description of the semantic content are provided. 

Moreover, and that is especially true for many Anglicisms that have been found during 
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the quantitative analysis, the register of use is discussed. The articles may also contain 

(several) sub-entries such as related verbs or other compound words which are, in one 

way or another, connected to the head word. However, despite all this information find-

ing their place in the respective articles, the conciseness is still retained which can also 

be seen on the basis of quantitative aspects. If one considers that 425 Anglicisms, or 622 

if sub- and referential lemmata would have been taken into account, could be detected 

on merely 141 pages, and hence on average three Anglicisms per page, or four respec-

tively, the conciseness compared to the other two dictionaries becomes overt seeing that 

not merely Anglicisms are displayed but largely other words which are part of the Ger-

man language as well. However, this compendiousness cannot to be regarded positive 

only. Due to the very compact design of the articles many Anglicisms dwindle away. 

This is especially true for verbs which are sub-lemmatised underneath the respective 

noun. Hence, the word class of substantives becomes very strong, which it would be 

anyway but not to the same extent. However, the quantitative representation as found in 

chapter five becomes slightly blurred.  

In addition to this rather negative aspect another drawback should be mentioned. Refer-

ential lemmata, namely those Anglicisms which refer to an earlier cited word38, are not 

enriched with etymological tagging. Users are automatically expected to be able to refer 

to the similar word mentioned beforehand and they are not advised that the word in 

question is an item of English origin. Hence, in terms of explicitly stating a word’s ori-

gin the Duden too much trusts in the user’s ability to refer forth and back. To sum this 

up, the Duden compendiously represents Anglicisms whereby many sub and reference 

lemmata are being applied. In terms of quantity it has been shown that the Duden de-

picts the lowest of all accounts with merely 425 lemmata, or 622 respectively. However, 

these numbers are not due to underrepresentation but to the fact that many of the Angli-

cisms are either cited as sub- or reference lemmata, which means they are subject of 

discussion elsewhere in the dictionary or that the words in question are not marked as 

being of English origin any longer. Explicit remarks, however, were provided at the end 

of chapter five. 

According to Barbera (2003: 208), the DEA  

 

 […] is an important work that fills a long-standing gap in European  

 
38 An example to be considered could be the articles on Blackbox (cf. Duden 2004: sv), which is the main 
lemma, Black-out (cf. ibid: sv) and Blackpower (cf. ibid: sv), which are referential lemmata bearing on 
the article of Blackbox. 
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 lexicography. […] Comprehensive works […] sketching a map of the general 
 diffusion of Anglicisms in European languages, have so far been lacking. 
 Moreover, the importance of such study from the point of view of applied 
 linguistics (its relevance for comparative and descriptive linguistics speaks for 
 itself) is also evident, particularly at the present stage of European unification. 
 

The DEA is a dictionary which compactly depicts the existence of Anglicisms in Euro-

pean languages between the late 1980s until the middle of the 1990s. It evolved out of a 

project under the lead of Manfred Görlach; a second edition has been underway since 

2002 and will be finished in late 2007. The editor is Prof Dr Ulrich Busse. (cf. For-

schungsportal Sachsen-Anhalt 2006)  

In terms of macrostructure, the DEA follows an alphabetical order but sticks to English 

as the transmitting medium. The head lemmata are organised in a list. Headwords, 

printed in bold font, are followed by definitions taken from the COD and, in a quarter of 

all cases, a paragraph on distribution and history of the Anglicism in question is pro-

vided. Finally, the language-by-language data is cited underneath. There, language sig-

ils such as Ge for German or Du for Dutch are used to pinpoint the user to their specific 

field of interest. Moreover, 25 per cent of the articles are accompanied by a grid which 

visualises the spread of Anglicisms across the languages examined. The articles on the 

respective loan material are kept rather short so as to provide the most important infor-

mation only. This conciseness can also be seen if the amount of quantitative results is 

considered. 598 Anglicsms for German could be detected on merely 80 pages. Hence, 

on average more than seven items of English origin belonging to the German language 

were discovered per page. Considering that not all entries account for German, the this 

result is astonishing and serves as proof for the compactness of this dictionary. Addi-

tionally, the application of rather common abbreviations, such as n. for noun, pl. for 

plural and N. for neuter gender, can be counted among the positive aspects of the DEA. 

Thus, users can easily differentiate between the various word classes, numbers and 

classes. Moreover, the depiction of Anglicisms as applied by the DEA allows for direct 

comparison between the selected European languages. Thus, and this especially valid 

for researches regarding the very field of English as a world language, comparisons can 

be carried out easily. The intricate consulting of various dictionaries appears to lapse. 

Furthermore, the amount of Anglicisms depicted in the DEA is significant.  

However, despite these advantageous factors, one should also glance at the disadvan-

tages the DEA features. First of all, the DEA is not corpus-based, which is considered a 

“serious drawback” by Barbera (2003: 212). He argues that merely a corpus “lend[s] 
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real objectivity to lexical research.” (ibid: 212) This is also considered a disadvantage 

by Ptaszyński and Kilarski (2002/2003: 278) in that they write: “no information appears 

that would specify the sources of the borrowings […]. […] the reader is not presented 

with exhaustive information.” In addition to that, the DEA features some further errors. 

These are elaborately discussed in Ptaszyński and Kilarski (2002/2003: 277-296); 

among them are errors such as:  

 

 general problems like faulty ordering of lemmata, inaccurateness 
concerning the map, limited information on data acquisition, lack 
of quantitative information, indefinite indications about the loan-
ing status, inaccurate spellings, formatting problems; 

 definition complicacies; 
 problems concerning the grid;  
 intricacies regarding the summary paragraph; 
 insufficient and inaccurate pronunciation patterns; 
 faulty inflection descriptions and 
 insufficiencies and inaccurateness concerning semantics and us-

age. 
 

Despite there being various examples mentioned by Ptaszyński and Kilarski, the two 

scholars merely picked selected instances which do not question the overall quality of 

the dictionary as such. Barbera (2003: 211) correctly points out that “[s]uch an exten-

sive and novel undertaking cannot, of course, spring forth fully armed […]”. However, 

the issue that there is no underlying corpus to the dictionary and the fact that the editor 

himself selected Anglicisms from different sources such as dictionaries, newspapers, 

texts and else, gives the impression that the outcome of the work is subjective to a large 

extent. Also the fact that merely some handfuls of collaborators decided on the very 

issue whether the words listed count among a language in question appears very restric-

tive. Thus, the biggest problem seems to be the lack of evidence, the lack of a corpus. 

Furthermore, the concise articles are structured in rather complicated patterns. A user 

has to study the introduction very carefully in order to be able to fully understand and 

follow every single argumentation in the dictionary. Hence, due to this fact, the diction-

ary might also be restricted in terms of user class. There are abbreviations, numbers and 

symbols for nearly every aspect discussed – these might be confusing for users as they 

always have to refer back to the introductory chapter in order to fully capture all of the 

things mentioned.  

Last but not least the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch should be discussed with respect to its 

advantageous as well as disadvantageous aspects. The AWb comprises three volumes, 

which have been published in 1993, 1994 and 1995 respectively. The content of the 
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AWb is based on a corpus which was developed in the framework of a project, first en-

titled “Englische Einflüsse auf die deutsche Gegenwartssprache nach 1945” and later 

“Anglizismen-Wörterbuch”. (cf. Carstensen/Busse 1993: 3*) “The main focus of the 

dictionary is on items which have entered German since 1945; older loans are included 

only if they exhibit semantic changes or new meanings.” (Görlach 2003: 119) More-

over, it should be mentioned that the dictionary, in opposition to the Duden and the 

DEA, includes inner loan material in addition to the outer borrowings. The AWb omits 

the mentioning of place names, proper names, specialist vocabulary as well as exoti-

cisms. The argumentation that “[…] the work of Carstensen and Busse stands out as far 

as comprehensiveness is concerned” (Onysko 2004: 60) and the fact that “[t]he diction-

ary is far superior to all earlier works of the kind, […] on account of its […] careful 

editing and general reliability” (Görlach 2003: 120), lead to the assumption that the dic-

tionary is close to being perfect. Yet, there are certainly several positive aspects that 

have to be mentioned but some negative ones, too. Thus, the following lines take both 

sides into consideration. 

The first advantageous aspect to be mentioned is the fact that the dictionary is corpus-

based. The underlying corpus, the Paderborn corpus, comprises more than 100,000 

German text samples. In addition to that another corpus, the Mannheim corpus, was 

taken into consideration. Hence, the dictionary can be regarded an objective lexico-

graphical work providing insight into the findings and argumentations. The examination 

of the English influence on the German language can be labelled as elaborate and care-

ful. Furthermore, the dictionary features high complexity. Not only does it include a 

broad range of inner as well as outer loan material – an aspect which is often ignored by 

similar works – but it is also elaborate in terms of article structures. According to Gör-

lach (2003: 119-120),  

 

 [a] typical entry comprises the headword (with spelling and pronunciation 
 variants), definitions, first attestations, comprehensive history with discussion of 
 the evidence in earlier dictionaries, and a detailed description of its present-day 
 meaning and style value, adding cross-references to related items. A particular 
 forte is the extensive documentation by way of up to twelve quotations per sense 
 arranged in chronological sequence. 
 

All articles of the AWb follow the structure described by Görlach. The articles are com-

plex indeed due to the load of information provided. Furthermore, the citing of text pas-

sages, which prove the existence of these words in German, serves as perfect illustration 

for the Anglicisms’ usage and makes the dictionary’s entries even more elaborate. 
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Moreover, many of the articles contain sub-lemmata which are discussed to the same 

extent as the main lemmata. Thus, entries can stretch over several pages – a fact which 

displays the complexity of the AWb. With regard to words per page one can clearly say 

that the AWb is considerably ample: on average, the AWb features one to two entries 

per page which is a relatively low number in comparison to the Duden and the DEA. 

However, despite the complexity of the articles, the entries are still subsumable due to 

common abbreviations and the overall structure which is maintained throughout the 

dictionary. Furthermore, the etymological markers, which describe both the kind of loan 

material as well as the time of occurrence, are a positive aspect. First of all, there are 

basically merely three different tags which have been applied. Thus, the complex cate-

gorisation as used by Betz and others has been simplified by connecting issues of trans-

fer. Secondly, the etymology provided by the AWb can form perfect grounds for further 

investigation into the topic of Anglicisms in German and other languages. Finally, the 

macrostructural aspect of alphabetical ordering was considered a positive aspect. In 

many cases where there are different spelling variants or related words, the AWb in-

cluded reference entries which point to the appropriate spot in the dictionary.  

However, as indicated before, the AWb does not merely feature aspects of advantage 

but negative characteristics as well. In terms of macrostructure, the AWb was conducted 

on the basis of German alphabetical ordering, which is generally a good feature but it 

“[…] restricts the use of the book in international contexts […].” (ibid: 120) Moreover, 

the dictionary is too specific in a way – the entries are very long and complex; the ab-

breviations, despite being commonly used, might be confusing to users as there tend to 

be too many; the etymological information cited can be too distinct for ordinary lan-

guage users. Thus, the AWb appears to be a specialist dictionary designed for people 

preoccupied with linguistics or related fields. Moreover, the additional information, 

which is provided, seems to be out of scope at times. Exemplary for this is the article on 

the Anglicism clean, which was focussed on in chapter 4.1.3.2. The amendment in the 

section on additional information regarding the folk-etymological relationship between 

sauber and sober is not necessarily needed and thus enhances the complexity and de-

gree of complicacy of the article. As this is not the only instance where such unneces-

sary extra information is given, one can surely add this issue to the rather negative as-

pects of the AWb. However, the information provided in the niche is not to be regarded 

disadvantageous across the board.  
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All in all, one can clearly say that the examined dictionaries feature both positive as 

well as negative characteristics. In the course of finding out which reference book 

serves which user and purpose, these aspects will contribute to the remaining questions.  

 
6.2 Which Dictionary – Which User? 
 
According to Herbst and Klotz (2003: 22-31), five lexicographical parameters define 

the scopes and characteristics of a dictionary. Among these are content-related and for-

mal parameters concerning the format of a dictionary, guidelines regarding the textual 

arrangements, criteria relating to the selected treasury of words and constants regulating 

the fixed costs of the dictionary making. However, the most important parameter con-

cerning the current discussion is certainly that of user-friendliness. The constant of user-

friendliness is mainly determined by two aspects: first of all, a clear, optical transparent 

design of the entry guarantees a high degree of user-friendliness. Furthermore, user-

friendliness is granted if the information can be interpreted straight away without fur-

ther consulting of glossaries or else. Thus, uncommon abbreviation as well as codes 

should be omitted. Additionally, visualisations, amount of information as well as layout 

in general determine the accessibility of a dictionary. In the face of the present discus-

sion, one should therefore have a look at the various scopes and layouts of the three 

dictionaries − the Duden, the DEA and the AWb. 

The Duden – Die deutsche Rechtschreibung can be labelled as having a fairly clear and 

transparent typographical design. The articles are rather concise and contain only the 

most necessary information such as pronunciation patterns where needed, grammatical 

information, alternative spellings and, in places, typical collocations or compounds. 

Usually, the Duden does not provide explanations as the reference book is not a defin-

ing dictionary; merely in places where it is inevitable, as would be the case for foreign 

words, definitions on semantic content are provided. Yet, most articles on Anglicisms 

have been enriched with explanatory notes. Hence, the potential user will be able to 

understand the Anglicisms that are made subject of discussion. The Duden does not 

include uncommon abbreviations or codes, and those being applied are explained in a 

rather brief chapter, on how to use the dictionary, which is part of the introductory 

pages. Thus, through the application of simple and concrete abbreviations the informa-

tion can easily be captured and interpreted by ‘ordinary’ language users. In terms of the 

criterion relating to the treasury of words involved, one can doubtlessly claim that the 

Duden merely discusses those Anglicisms that are used in German everyday language. 

Thanks to language specialists who examine the changes within German on a continu-
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ous basis, only those words of English origin are taken into account which do in fact 

often occur in newspaper articles or similar. Hence, words which are used but not to 

such an extent that would be sufficient in terms of belonging to the everyday lexicon, 

are excluded. Furthermore, words, which have adapted to German and are not recog-

nised as being of foreign origin any longer, are left etymologically unmarked. Thus, 

users are not confronted with aspects of borrowing if it is not mandatory.  

With regard to layout aspects, the Duden is clearly structured, providing nothing but the 

most important facts in simple format. Apart from slightly moving the headword to the 

left and printing it bold font, nothing of typographical peculiarity is being done. Sub-

entries also appear in bold font. Thus, users are not distracted from the actual content 

through the application of extraordinary layout – things are kept simple and hence grant 

general accessibility. On the whole, the Duden – Die deutsche Rechtschreibung is a 

very compact German dictionary of good size available at a decent price in probably 

every bookshop and thus affordable as well as accessible to almost everybody who un-

derstands the German language. 

Similarly, the Dictionary of European Anglicisms is a rather concise dictionary with 

some 3,800 entries on merely 352 pages. It compactly discusses sixteen European lan-

guages, in some cases even within one article. The articles contain short definitions 

which are taken from the COD, part of speech labels as well as history, distribution 

summaries and grids. In the language-by-language data, single language sections pro-

vide insight into the respective use. Language specific spelling(s), pronunciation, inflec-

tional and plural morphemes for nouns, times of occurrences as well as the degree of 

acceptance, limitations regarding usage, equivalents and derivatives are part of the lan-

guage-by-language data. Given the amount of data provided and the number of 598 An-

glicisms for German in initial letters A, B and C only, it can be assumed that the DEA 

has been designed to work as an efficient book of reference. However, one might won-

der whether the data provided can indeed fulfil those functions and how user-friendly 

such a more than compact dictionary can be. Allegedly, the DEA articles are kept short 

and maintain their form throughout. Abbreviations, which have been explained in the 

introductory chapter, are applied within the entries and the design is condensed but per-

ceivable. Barbera (2003: 211) argues that “[…] it is a wonder how much information 

can be clearly conveyed within such a clever, synthetic and space-saving system. In-

deed, the DEA template should also be adopted as a model for future lexicographical 

research within the field.” However, others might argue that this is not the case. The 

articles contain several abbreviations and signs which have to be studied carefully be-
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fore the actual consultation of the dictionary can take place. Additionally, the assign-

ment of numbers for the degree of acceptance of a particular Anglicism is rather diffi-

cult to capture. Moreover, the allocation of these various labels mentioned above was 

tried to make persistent use of but there are several instances where no such assign-

ments have found application. Thus, the articles are doubtlessly well planned and de-

signed but lack persistence in some cases. Due to the load of information, it is imagin-

able that certain users might have their difficulties in following the argumentation and 

interpreting the information provided at all times. Furthermore, the fact that the diction-

ary’s overall language is English, a limitation with regard to user-classes is the logical 

result. However, another criterion which determines the user-friendliness and accessibil-

ity of a dictionary is that of visualisation aids and layout. Regarding this very issue, the 

DEA “shows remarkable inventiveness” (ibid: 209) in that it applies a grid in which the 

Anglicism’s distribution among the European languages in question is pictured. This 

grid, which is unfortunately applied in merely 25 per cent of the articles, helps the user 

to quickly gain a comparative insight. However, despite praising the graphical layout, 

Barbera (2003: 209) also criticises the DEA in an intentional or unintentional way in 

that he states that “[t]his strategy actually counterbalances the necessarily concise writ-

ing of the entries.” This is certainly a matter of fact. Yet, seeing that the grid is merely 

applied in 25 per cent of all cases, the entries not visualised are not counterbalanced and 

would require such aid of graphical reflection. Obviously, the conciseness of the entries 

might be an overload to the user at times. On the whole, the DEA is a dictionary in 

which huge amounts of data are represented. The outstanding work by Görlach is cer-

tainly innovative and useful but the question whether it is helpful to any kind of user 

remains with a large question mark. Due to all the issues mentioned, it should probably 

be regarded as a specialist dictionary which serves the purpose of research and investi-

gation rather than everyday consultation when some speaker of those European lan-

guages wants to know what a certain Anglicism means and how it can be applied within 

native structures.  

The AWb, in contrast to the Duden and the DEA, cannot be labelled compact and con-

cise at all but rather the opposite is the case. The Anglizismen-Wörterbuch is a diction-

ary which consists of three volumes and entries are copious and of wide scope. The arti-

cles include the headword, spelling(s), the German pronunciation pattern, grammatical 

information, short forms, lexicographical definitions, date of primary attestation and 

first German dictionary entry, the route or kind of loan transfer as well as the English 

diction. Furthermore, additional information on the lemma is cited, synonyms, compari-
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sons and references are noted. Text samples to illustrate the Anglicism’s use are always 

apparent while the niche, in which compounds, derivations and other forms are made 

subject of discussion, is rarely applied. Thus, when glancing at the sample article (cf. 

Carstensen/Busse 1993: 9*), one would say that the AWb follows a strict design which 

is well-structured and clear. Yet, when actually consulting the articles in the AWb, users 

might be confronted with several difficulties. The article design is certainly carefully 

planned but very complex. First of all, entries can take up several pages, which can also 

be told from the amount of Anglicisms yielded in initial letters A, B and C. 534 main 

lemmata could be discovered on 336 pages. Thus, there are between one to two articles 

per page on average. Seeing that the AWb merely discusses Anglicisms, the number is 

indeed high and one can imagine that entries are long and complex. Furthermore, the 

list of abbreviations is very long – not only are there abbreviations for grammatical and 

linguistic information but also for dictionaries that are cited. Users would have to re-

member some 185 abbreviations if they want to be able to use the dictionary smoothly 

without always consulting the glossary. Moreover, despite the abbreviations being clear 

and sensible, they might be confusing to potential users as several of them are consimi-

lar, for example jmd. for jemand (referring to someone) and jmdn. for jemanden (denot-

ing someone as well but in a different German case). Thus, the information provided 

could be interpreted straight away but only if users are very familiar with the abbrevia-

tions applied. The amount of information, too, might be an overload to the potential 

user. Though, the data cited are indeed informative and revealing, the question whether 

all this information is in fact necessary if the focus is on the “[…] potentielle[…] Be-

nutzer des AWb als jemanden […], der primär wissen möchte, was der nachgeschlagene 

Anglizismus bedeutet, wie er verwendet wird und wie er ausgesprochen wird.” (Cas-

tensen 1993: 92*) Allegedly, the quantity of information provided might point to a dif-

ferent user-class then. In terms of layout, the AWb is designed carefully and the overall 

arrangements are maintained throughout. Errors have not been detected in the underly-

ing analysis. However, with regard to visualisation the AWb has nothing to offer – nei-

ther graphs nor images or similar can be found in the dictionary. On the whole, one can 

say that the AWb is of clear and transparent optical design. Structures are not simple but 

tangible after careful studying of the list of abbreviations and the introductory pages.  

 

On the whole, one can say that the Duden with its simple and transparent structures fo-

cuses on a brief and plain representation of words of everyday German. Anglicisms 

form an important aspect and become part of the German language to a bigger and big-
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ger extent. Thus, the words of English origin are included in the Duden – Die deutsche 

Rechtschreibung. Usually, Anglicisms are labelled as being of foreign heritage so that 

users are aware of the fact that these lexical items are not originally German but applied 

within common German structures. However, once an Anglicism has been fully assimi-

lated it is not marked etymologically any longer. On the one hand, this might create a 

rather wrong picture of the words in the German language, but on the other hand the 

non-marking avoids the overload with unnecessary information. Hence, users are 

merely pinpointed to the fact of borrowing if this is really an essential. Due to the fact 

that the Duden utilises simple, easily identifiable abbreviations, short explanations and 

information on phonological, grammatical as well as semantic issues only where neces-

sary, this dictionary obviously addresses rather ‘ordinary’ language users – those that 

apply language only and not directly those who investigate language in terms of ety-

mology, interference or similar. The Duden provides an overview of everyday German 

in a brief and simple manner so as to be understood by everybody who wants to know 

how a word is spelt, how it can be applied in certain contexts and what the grammatical 

characteristics are. The Duden is a dictionary of general German designed for general 

language users. This is also verified by Siegl (1989: 15-16) in that she writes: “Der Du-

den war ursprünglich das Werk eines Privatmannes, das sich […] im Laufe der Zeit […] 

zu einem allgemeingültigen Nachschlagewerk – allerdings beschränkt auf die Orthogra-

phie – entwickelte.”  

The Dictionary of European Anglicisms, on the other hand, is a rather specific diction-

ary while dealing with Anglicisms and their spread throughout sixteen selected lan-

guages across Europe. The dictionary “[…] is intended as a documentation of the lexi-

cal input of English into European languages […].” (Görlach 2001: xvi) However, de-

spite being a descriptive snapshot of the situation of Anglicisms in European languages 

and presenting data for the languages in question, the DEA is also a comparative work 

which is attached to contrastive analysis in the field of language contact and linguistic 

transfer. Thus, the DEA was designed to facilitate research in this very field. The dic-

tionary is meant to “spark off sufficient interest among linguists and word-watchers and 

inspire them […]. Finally, the data will be of interest to the compilers of bilingual dic-

tionaries for the evidence they contain about faux amis [… ].” (ibid: xvii) The DEA was 

obviously not designed to serve ordinary language users as a medium of reference and 

clarification. Despite the “[…] though condensed, but carefully planned […]” (Barbera 

2003: 209) microstructure of the dictionary, the amount of the data provided in the arti-

cles on the respective lemmata as well as the number of Anglicisms found in the lists of 
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initial letters A, B and C, clearly show that the DEA is very complex. The many abbre-

viations, numbers and cross-references within the articles can cause difficulties for us-

ers. The lists of abbreviations as well as the introductory words on the article structure 

have to be studied carefully in advance so as to be able to understand all the information 

without consulting back and forth all the time. Additionally, the macrostructural lan-

guage of the dictionary is English – thus, those users which are not that familiar with the 

language might have difficulties in comprehending the definitions, explanations and 

summaries cited. Hence, it appears evident that the dictionary focuses on being applied 

for research purposes rather than being a medium of reference for anybody who wants 

to know what a word means and how it is applied within structures of languages other 

than English. The DEA is a specialist dictionary which serves language specialists, dic-

tionary makers and linguists whose aims lie in the field of contrastive analyses or else.  

The Anglizismen-Wörterbuch is a rather difficult case since the user-classes aimed at by 

Carstensen39 differ largely from that defined in the underlying analysis. With regard to 

the designated user-classes defined by Carstensen, one can find two different ap-

proaches. In the Bericht über die Planung und Vorarbeit zu einem Anglizimen-

Wörterbuch als Schwerpunkt eines Forschungsprojektes at the Anglistentag in 1980, 

Carstensen stated that in fact the compilation of two dictionaries was envisaged. Thus, 

the first dictionary, which was supposed to follow a rather elaborate and scientific ap-

proach, should serve translatologists, philologists of German and English, interference 

researchers, historians, cultural anthropologists, teachers and lexicographers. The sec-

ond dictionary was to be based on the first one and was said to be a shorter, rather un-

scientific version designed for average language consumers such as pupils, students, 

English language learners, translators, advertising specialists and journalists or similar. 

Specimen entries of the two dictionaries are illustrated in the enclosures A and B subse-

quent to the article. (cf. Carstensen 1981: 15) Contrary to these statements, Carstensen 

wrote in the introduction to the actual Anglizismen-Wörterbuch that had been published 

that he imagines the “[…] potentiellen Benutzer des AWb als jemanden […], der primär 

wissen möchte, was der nachgeschlagene Anglizismus bedeutet, wie er verwendet wird 

und wie er ausgesprochen wird.” (Castensen 1993: 92*) Strikingly, the AWb on hand 

has been published according to the layout that had been planned for the more scientific 

edition but the addressed audience, at least according to Carstensen, is that of the sec-

ond dictionary, the one that was meant to be rather unscientific and simple. Hence, there 

 
39 Carstensen’s definitions concerning the respective user-class differ in the writing of 1980 and that of 
the introductory chapter to the AWb, which dates back to 1993.  
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is a large contradiction between those utterances – unfortunately, one fails to give rea-

sons for these divergences. However, what can therefore be claimed is that the AWb is 

certainly not designed for average people but rather for academics that have the respec-

tive background knowledge either in linguistics or similar. Due to the load of informa-

tion provided in the articles, average language consumers could be overwhelmed. And 

yet, if one compares enclosure A of the article with the structures applied in the Duden, 

similarities will hit upon:  

  

 Abstract ["EpstrEkt], das u. der; -s, -s <lat.-engl.> (kurze Inhaltsangabe eines Artikels  
  oder Buches)                (Duden 2004: sv) 
 

Abstract ["EpstrEkt] Mask; -s, -s. Zusammenfassung, Kurzfassung (e. Vortrags,  
Artikels, Buches) (Carstensen 1981: 33) 

 

Hence, one could tell, that apart from minor differentials, the two articles are very simi-

lar. Thus, the propositions that the Duden is designed for average language users while 

the AWb in its published form is rather designated for scientific purposes prove to be 

true. 

To sum this up, it should again be pointed out that the Duden serves average language 

users while the DEA as well as the AWb would probably find application in scientific 

analyses or similar. However, the DEA would possibly rather serve those linguists pre-

occupied with the field of contrastive analysis while the AWb could be deployed by 

translatologists, philologists in the fields of German and English, lexicographers, an-

thropologists, historians and similar.  

 
6.3 An Interactive Dictionary? 
 
It appears evident that scientific papers and findings are aimed at contributing to some 

practical application – in several instances that should be the case actually. The results 

of the underlying analysis of the paper on hand as well as the derived propositions con-

cerning user classes and user-friendliness of the dictionaries in question, could be ap-

plied in an interactive, maybe even web-based dictionary of Anglicisms. Such a possi-

ble tool is meant to be drafted in the following paragraphs. 

The three dictionaries − the Duden, the DEA and the AWb all deal with the presence of 

Anglicisms in German, or additional European languages in terms of the DEA respec-

tively. The qualities and quantities of the dictionaries are indeed diverse, thus the com-

plying user classes differ from book to book. However, seeing that the interplay be-
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tween the three dictionaries would actually cover all designated user classes, from aver-

age language consumers to specialists in the field of linguistics, and preferences, from 

general to rather very elaborate, specific and scientific, the depiction of Anglicisms in 

the Duden, the DEA and the AWb could be combined in tool that is based on selections 

prior to actual usage. Such selections would concern the language, information desired 

as well as the extent of data. 

As what regards the language options, users would be given the opportunity to select 

between English and German. Thus, the dictionary would not be limited to a special 

linguistic group but, with help of the international lingua franca English, to many peo-

ple of different language backgrounds. The language choice could certainly also be ex-

tended to a finite number of additional languages. The next section on language infor-

mation could be divided into grammatical, phonological and semantic information. 

Hence, users could opt for the depiction of grammatical markers for genitive case, gen-

der markers and plural forms. In terms of phonological information, users could decide 

whether for them the representation of pronunciation patterns applying the International 

Phonetic Alphabet is imperative or rather not. Furthermore, options for semantic data 

could include items such as definitions, the providing of synonyms, short and long 

forms. The last section to be suggested here should be that of miscellaneous data. These 

would, at least according to the proposed tool, include items such as the Anglicism’s 

history in terms of distribution and occurrence time as well as the English cognate. Ad-

ditionally, users are given the chance to obtain text samples in which the Anglicism’s 

usage becomes overt. At the moment, there are merely German text samples as these 

would be supplied by the AWb but in an effort to actually produce such an interactive 

dictionary tool such samples could also be collected for other respective languages, as is 

the intention of Busse (cf. Forschungsportal Sachsen-Anhalt 2006) in his attempt to 

create a second edition of the DEA anyway. Finally, users can opt for receiving infor-

mation on whether the Anglicism in question also finds application in other languages. 

For this, one could first of all make use of the DEA’s depiction of the sixteen European 

languages. However, this account could clearly be extended in an effort to create an 

elaborate tool on Anglicism’s in the languages of the world. 

Finally, I want to visualise a specimen entry given the following choices have been 

made: 
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Figure 15 Conceivable form of the computer- or web-based dictionary tool40

                                                 
40 The suggested form can also be found subsequent to the paper in the appendix. 
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Hence, the entry could look as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig
 
 
Th

we

AW

ma

gu

Th

co

wh

the

ap

su

fro

tio

req

fac

HT

Ne

pu

lan

ina

 

Aftershave  das, -s; nach der Rasur verwendetes, meist parfümiertes,  
  astringierendes Gesichtswasser; hautpflegende Emulsion;  
  Syn.: Rasierwasser; 1960er; aus engl. aftershave;  

 
   Andere Sprachen: Niederländisch: after-shave; 1970er ║  

  Polnisch: aftershave; überwiegend Übersetzung pogoleniu
  verwendet ║ Spanisch: aftershave; maskulin, seit Mitte  
  20. Jhd.; häufiger verwendet als loción para después de  
  afeitarse und loción para después del afeitado ║ Unga- 
  risch: afterhsave; 1980er; überwiegend Übersetzung  
 borotválkozás utáni (hablarcszesz) verwendet 
ure 16 Specimen entry for the interactive, all-round dictionary as suggested  

e above entry contains elements of the three dictionaries in question. Definition as 

ll as the information on etymology, for example, have been taken over from the 

b. The Duden data provided the direct article das which points to the word’s gram-

tical gender while the DEA was used most of all to present the data on other lan-

ages.  

us, what one can say without doubt is that the three dictionaries could indeed be 

mbined so as to function as a wholly new tool which would serve all kinds of users 

o want to receive some information on Anglicisms. However, it should be noted that 

 above suggested form as well as the specimen entry are merely ideas for a practical 

plication of the data received in the underlying analyses. The actual effort to produce 

ch a respective dictionary tool would certainly require several years of research, input 

m several linguists and large financial support. A database, in which all the informa-

n is contained, as well as the necessary PHP script, which processes the respective 

uests as well as the data and serves as connection between database and user inter-

e, would have to be developed. The user interface should ideally be written in Flash, 

ML or Java programming as they provide dynamic functioning. (cf. Flugrat: 2006) 

vertheless, such an undertaking could be envisaged so as to develop a modern, com-

ter- or even web-based tool for the depiction of Anglicisms that suits societies with 

guages changing ever so rapidly and a time in which technology advances are imag-

ble in all fields. 
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7 Conclusion 
 
The present paper deployed the topic of Anglicisms in German and their depiction in 

the three dictionaries Duden – Die deutsche Rechtsschreibung, the Dictionary of Euro-

pean Anglicisms and the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch.  

Main aim of the paper was to detect in how far Anglicisms are part of German language 

structures. Moreover, should Anglicisms be used in a language they have to be made 

subject of discussion in dictionaries. However, different dictionaries provide different 

depictions. Thus, the second purpose of the paper was to examine how the representa-

tion of Anglicisms can be carried out in order to address diverse user classes. In order to 

fulfil all the mentioned tasks, preliminary aspects such as language contact, linguistic 

borrowing as well as a timeline of loaning periods between English and German were 

focused on. Yet, the much bigger part of the paper concentrated on the qualitative and 

quantitative analysis of the dictionaries − the Duden, the DEA and the AWb. The works 

showed fairly varied results in the partial analyses. The Duden, the DEA and the AWb 

proved to be of great diversity with regard to structural characteristics as well as in 

terms of the accounts of actual Anglicisms depicted. The emerging results lead to the 

overall assumption that the three dictionaries in question have indeed been designed 

with different aims – even though this was not always the purpose of the authors or edi-

tors. The Duden clearly proves to be a dictionary for average language users while the 

DEA and the AWb are specialist reference works. Undoubtedly, the DEA as well as the 

AWb serve linguists, translatologists and historians, for instance, rather than the ordi-

nary user who wants to find out how an Anglicism is spelt and how it is being applied 

within the structures of everyday German. However, all these issues have been dis-

cussed elaborately in chapters four, five and six and will therefore not be focused on 

again at this stage. Finally, in order to provide some practical application to the analy-

ses’ results, a dictionary tool including the properties of the three reference books inves-

tigated was suggested. This tool could combine the contents and structures of the 

Duden, the DEA and the AWb. Users would be given the opportunity to opt for the de-

sired information via a form, and thus the allocation of data useless to the reader could 

be cut out. 

On the whole, however, it should again be pointed out that the Duden, the DEA as well 

as the AWb are very important works with regard to Anglicisms in German, and other 

languages respectively. Thanks to the efforts undertaken by the Duden editorial staff, 

Manfred Görlach and his contributors as well as Broder Carstensen, Ulrich Busse and 
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their collaborators, those dealing with the German language can retrieve information on 

Anglicisms in German. We cannot omit the occurrence of words like Public Viewing, 

No Go Area as well as Livestream, Doping and Live-Ticker. German language users 

have to cope with them – voluntarily or involuntarily. Thus, mediums of reference are 

ever the more important seeing that floods of English words are taken over into German 

– especially at times of international events such as a football world championship in 

Germany or a scandalous Tour de France. 
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9 Appendices 
 
Appendix I:   Anglicisms found in the word lists of initial letters A to C in  
   the Duden – Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (2004) 
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Appendix II:   Anglicisms found in the word lists of initial letters A to C in  
   the Dictionary of European Anglicisms (Görlach: 2001) 
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Appendix III:  Anglicisms found in the word lists of initial letters A to C in  
   the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse: 1993-1996) 
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Appendix IV:  Overlaps, subsets and complentary quantities as identified in  
   the Duden – Die deutsche Rechtschreibung (2004) 
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Appendix V:  Overlaps, subsets and complentary quantities as identified in  
   the Dictionary of European Anglicisms (Görlach 2001) 
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Appendix VI:  Overlaps, subsets and complentary quantities as identified in  
   the Anglizismen-Wörterbuch (Carstensen/Busse 1993-1996) 
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Appendix VII: Suggestion for a form applicable in a tool combining the  
   qualities and quantities of Duden, DEA and AWb 
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